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Abstract
This research extends the volume-of-fluid ( W F )or volume tracking formulation, a

popular method for simulating multi-phase flows, by introducing a Piecewise Parabolic
Interface Calculation (PPIC). This new approach adopts an arbitrarily rotated piecewise
parabolic curve to locally reconstruct the fluid interface in each mixed cell (a cell with a
volume fraction between zero and unity). A key etement of any volume tracking
algorithm is truncation of the fluid volume fractions by the selected reconstruction
curve. Here, this is accomplished by the application of Green's area theorem combined
with some of the tools from the field of computational geometry.

The resulting

"geometric toolbox" eliminates the complex "case-bycase" logic that has likely
hindered earIier development of a general piecewise parabolic volume nacking method.

PPiC offers several advantages over existing volume tracking methods:
(i) The local curvature of the interface can be directiy evaluated from the parabolic

reconsuuction. whereas existing piecewise constant and piecewise linear volume
tracking methods must rely on supplementary routines which are notoriously
inaccurate. Reconstruction tests have shown the convergence rate of the predicted

PPIC curvature to be nearly second-order.
(ii) The spatial accuracy of volume tracking is increased to Wd-order for sufficiently
smooth interfaces. A series of progressive advection tests have confirmed the
superior accuracy and higher convergence rates as the mesh is refmed.
(iii) The dual-valued nature of a parabolic reconstruction provides for better resolution
of sub-grid scale features such as thin filaments and substantially reduces the
amount of numerical surface tension generated in the PPIC soIution.
The piecewise parabolicvolume tracking methd was also incorporated into an
incompressibIe Navier-Stokes solution aIgorithm. Particular emphasis is pIaced on the

accurate modelling of the discontimtous surface tension force, which acts along the
interface. In addition, an interfacial pressure correction technique was incorporated to
allow for a more accurate representation of the discontinuous pressure jump across the
interface. This treatment significantly reduces the spurious velocity field or socalled
'parasitic currents" that currently limit the apprication of volume tracking methods for
modelling interfacial flows with strong surface tension forces. This new formulation is
also abte to handle large deformations and compfex connectivity changes to the
interface topology as is demonstrated by the large cytindrical bubble simulation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
"Free su$ace problems are still among the hardest which CFD rechniqzies
ure called upon to solve; for they must either be solved on grids which
move so us to confonn with the inteflace, however, this involves
dificulries which beconie more severe the greater the distorrion of the
inte$ace; or the inte$ace must move across rhe grid, &en becoming
smeared as it does so."

- Jun & Spalding ( 1988)

Since the advent of high-speed digital computers. numerical solutions of the
governing equations of fluid motion. often referred to as Computational Fluid Dynamics

(CFD).have played a significant role in the detailed study of fluid flow phenomena.
Although +ereat s ~ d e shave been made in CFD simulations of single-phase flows.
including direct numerical simulations of turbulent flows up to moderate Reynolds
numbers. accurate CFD simulations of multi-phase fluid flows. particularly those
involving discontinuous and arbiuarily deforming interfaces, remains a challenging, but
elusive goal.

Interfacial Flaws
Many spectacular' displays of fluid motion are chancterised by moving interfaces
that demarcate regions with distinct transport properties. A classic case is the formation

of normal shock waves in compressible flows. across which there is a discontinuous
change in the fluid density from the continuum perspective. Moving interfaces are also
pervasive in incompressible flows bur, unlike their compressible counterpans, these socalled "interfacial" or "free surface" flows' are characterised by materid interfaces or

phase boundaries that separate two or more immiscible fluids or phases. The most
familiar examples are the free surface flows of water and air, such as the open channel
flaw

of water in riven and screams, the rollup of ocean waves onto a beach. raindrops

splashing into a puddIe. or air bubbies rising through water, Interfacial flows are dso
encountered in n wide variety of engineering applications. including the break up of ink

jets in computer printers. the multi-phase transport of oil and gas in the well bore or a
transportation pipeline. and the flow and subsequent solidification of a molten materid
during mould filling and casting processes.

The various examples cited above involve many different physical processes
including surface tension, heat transfer and phase change. However. a common feature
of these flows is that h e interface is generally dynamic, changing shape and location over

I

The primary m c t i o n of fluid flows with moving interfxes can be attributed to our ability to visibly
delineare Ihe diffeferent fluids dong with a "richness of scde and structure that often =companies the
generatian of bvocIinic vorricity at the inrerface" (Be11 & Marcus 1992).
Free surface Rows u d I y refer to gas-liquid flows. whereas an inlerficial flow is a mote general term for
fluid flows with discontinuous moving interfaces.
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time as it moves with the Local fluid flow: albeit mass transfer across the interface also
effects the motion of the interface during a phase change process. The interface also
interacts with the flow field by means of: (i) the physical processes that take place at the
interface; (ii) the generation of vorticity due to the discontinuous change in fluid
properties across the interface (Peck 1998); and (iii) the buoyancy forces that exist
between fluids of different densities. The disparity in the characteristic length and time
scales for the various processes ohen leads to substantial deformation of the interface
geometry, inchding complex topological changes such as merger or break UP, over
relatively short time scales. In turn, the interface geometry often exhibits a wide range of
spatial length scales (Bell & Marcus 1992).
The complexity of interfacid flows can be readily observed in the common example
of a water drop splashing into a deep pool of water. The evolution of such a splash
sequence is illusuated in figure 1.1 by a series of hi@-speed photographs taken by Rein
(1993).

this case, an initially spherical water drop with a radius of 1.9 mm is released

at a height of 0.6 m above the quiescent p o l . Shortly after the initial contact at time t =
0. the overdl geometry of h e ir-water interface changes as the water drop merges with

the pool surface. The merger is followed by the formation of a hemispherical impact
cavity surrounded by a thin liquid sheet. often referred to as a crown formation, which is
unstable and breaks up into tiny droplets dong its upper rim. Next. the cavity collapses.
sending a wave front that propagates radially outwards, and then rebounds to form an
upward moving centnl jet. The centraI jet stretches the interface into a thin filament
before it eventually becomes unstable and pinches off to form a large satellite drop.
Finally, the satellite drop fdls back to the original impact site and repeats the splash
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process, albeit on a smaller scale due to energy losses associated with wave formation
and viscous dissipation. The complexity and inherent beauty of problems such as the

splashing water drop, and interfacial flow phenomena in general, provides a popuiar, yet
difficult topic for scientific study.

Fie-

1.1 A progression of high-speed photographs for a water drop (initial radius of
i .9 rnm and height of 0.6 m) splashing into a deep pool by Rein (1993).

1.2 Perspective on Numerical Simulations
Although experimental investigations are still, and probably will remain, the primacy
tool for studying interfacial flows, it is often difficult to develop a fundamental
understanding of these flows by experiment alone for two reasons. First. accurate,
detailed measurements of the transient, three-dimensional flow field (pressure and
veiocity components) are quite difficult to obtain because the interface geometry can
undergo complex topological changes over very short periods of time. For instance.
numerous experimental studies of the splashing water drop problem, dating back to
Worthington ( 1882). have failed to provide a complete understanding of this phenomena,
(Rein 1993: Morton 1997). Second. many interfacial flow problems are governed by a
reiatively large number of non-dimensional parameters compared to single-phase flows.
This significantly increases the number of experiments required to systematically
investigate a given problem. More importantly. it is often impossible to match all of the
relevant nondimensional p m e t e r s in a small laboratory model for scale up to an
industrial-sized application.

In principle. numerical simulations are ideally suited to bridge this gap because
compiete dynamic similarity can be achieved by simply adjusting the model inputs.
Furthermore. pertinent physical processes, such as gravity or surface tension. which are
difficult to control in an experimentd setting. can be turned on or off at will to study their
individual conuibutions. There are also no locations that are inaccessible to, nor Bow
disrurbances created by a nurnericai simuiation, which provides a complete threedimensional picture of the Bow field and the interface topology at every time step. In
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practice, however, accurate interfaciai flow simulations are few and far between due to
the inherent difficulties associated with solving the governing Navier-Stokes equations in
the presence of an arbitrarily deforming interface (Tryggvason er al. 1998).
The main problem is that the moving interface is treated mathematically as a
discontinuity under the standard continuum hypothesis. As a result, fluid properties and
fundamental flow quantities, such as the momentum fluxes or velocity ,mdients, can be
discontinuous across the interface. This is problematic for conventional numerical
methods that are well suited for smooth variations, but are genedly inadequate for
mathematical discontinuities. Specifically, first-order methods tend to artificially smear
the discontinuity, while higher-order schemes lead to spurious osciIIations in the vicinity
of the interface. These numerical artifacts compromise the nature of the interfacial
discontinuity and can significantly reduce the accuracy of the computed solution. This
situation is exacerbated by the need to incorporate the physical processes occurring at the
interface. which oAen depend on detailed information about the interface geometry. For
instance. surface tension forces strongly depend on the curvature of the interface and are
very sensitive to small errors in the interface geometry (Poo & Ashgriz 1989). The
inherent difficutties with conventional numerical methods have motivated researchers to
develop specidised dgorithms to model more accurately the kinematics of a generally
deforming interface. which maintain the inherent discontinuity across its surface.
A compIete review of these specidised interface modelling techniques is given in

chapter 2. where they are classified into one of two categories: methods that directly track
the location and motion of the interface, and methods that indirectly capture this
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information. Currently, no individual technique stands out as being clearly superior.
since each method has its own set of strengths and weaknesses. The "best" approach
depends on the type of problem being solved. Needless to say, continued development of
interface modelling algorithms in conjunction with the numerical solution of the
governing equations of fluid motion continues to be one of the most active areas of
research in computational fluid dynamics.

Focus and Scope of This Research
This work focuses on the volume-of-fluid (VOF)method. hereafter referred to as
volume mcking. which is one of the most popular approaches for modelling interface
kinematics.

Despite its name. voIume cracking methods do not directly track the

interface, and instead capture it as a discontinuity in the fluid volume fraction field. In
order to maintain the discontinuity. the interface geometry is approximately reconstructed
from the surrounding volume fraction data. -he reconstrucred geometry is then utiiised
to geometricalIy advect the fluid volume fractions using a "chmcteristic-like" approach
that takes into account the hyperbolic nature of the advection process, i.e., essentially a
geometric description of the method of characteristics.
The widespread use of volume tracking methods is probably due to reitsons other than
accuracy. As was noted by Rider & Kothe (1998). the earliest and least accurate volume
tncking methods are easy to implement and can inherently handle complex topological
changes. Unfortunately, the first-order accuracy of these older methods is no longer
competitive with more advanced interface modelling techniques, which are discussed
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later in chapter 2. Volume tracking researchers have made significant strides in recent
years by introducing mdti-dimensional advection techniques and piecewise linear
reconstruction of the interface geometry, which increases the accuracy of volume
tracking to second-order. Despite these improvements. volume tracking still has
number of shortcomings.

3

A piecewise linear reconstruction tends to flatten high

curvature regions of the interface geometry and artificially Fragment thin interfacial
structures into grid-sized droplets fKothe 1998). The latter problem is often referred to as
"numerical surface tension".

In addition, spurious velocity currents or so-called

"parasitic currents" are generated in numerical simulations of interfacial flows with
surface tension.

Nthough parasitic currents are also generated by other interface

modelling approaches. they are exacerbated by inaccurate estimations of the interfacial
curvature. a notoriously difficuIt task given just the discontinuous volume fraction data
(Poo & Ashgriz 1989). At present. parasitic velocity currents limit the utility of voiume

tracking methods for simulating surface tension driven flows (Lafaurie et al. 1994:
Scardovelli & Zaleski t 999).
The main objective of this doctoral research is to enhance the accuracy and range of
interfacial flow problems that can be addressed by the voiume tracking approach. This is
accomplished by introducing a Piecewise Panbolic Interface Calculation (PPIC), which
locally reconstructs the interface geometry with an arbitrarily rotated piecewise parabolic
curve based on the surrounding volume fnction data. PPIC offers several advantages
over existing volume tracking methods. Unlike a piecewise linear reconstruction, which
inherently lack a second derivative, the local cwature of the interface can be directIy
estimated from the coefficients of the local piecewise parabolic representation. PPIC also
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formally increases the reconstruction accuracy of volume tracking to fourtb-order for
sufficiently smooth interface topologies and substantially reduces numerical surface
tension. as it can accommodate more readily high curvature regions and thin filamentary
structures due to the dual-valued nature of a parabolic curve. Finally, the precise
geometric information about the interface is exploited here to treat more accurately the
discontinuous terms in the governing Navier-Stokes equations, e.g., surface tension or
momentum fluxes. It is hoped that this approach will provide a path forward for more
accurate numerical simulations of interfacial flows.

1.4 Dissertation Outline
The contents of the chapters which follow are now briefly summarised.

Literature Review. A general review of the various techniques that

ye

commonly used

to model discontinuous. moving interfaces is presented. Emphasis is placed on the
specific strengths and weaknesses of each method and the type of interfacial flows to
which they have been successfully applied.

Piecewise Parabolic Interface Calculation (PPIC). A novel piecewise parabolic
volume tracking method is introduced for two-dimensional cases in either Cartesian or
cylindrical coordinates. This method consists of three key elements: a geometric toolbox
to compute the fluid volume fractions truncated by an arbitrarily rotated parabolic
interface. a least squms minimisation routine to determine the coefficients of the
panbola. and a multidimensional Lagrangian technique to advect the volume fractions.
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Recoastruction Examples. The piecewise parabolic reconstruction method is applied to
a number of two-dimensional interface reconstruction examples. These results are
quantitatively compared with existing piecewise constant and piecewise linear volume
tracking methods.

Passive Advection Tests. PPIC is tested on a series of increasingly difficult advection
tests based on prescribed flow fields. The resuits are again quantitatively compared with
existing piecewise constant and piecewise linear volume tracking methods.

Numerical Method for Interfacial Flows. PPlC is incorporated into a general solution
procedure for twodimensional interfacial flows.

Special attention is given to the

numerical discretisation of the viscous stresses and momentum fluxes to ensure that
discontinuous contributions across the interface are retained. A novel approach to
surface tension is included to minimise parasitic velocity currents.

Interfacial Flow Problems. Four different interfacial flow problems are used to vdidate
the new solution algorithm. The numericd solutions are compared with linear theory.
analytical solutions and published experirnentd data The results confirm that this new
algorithm not only rninimises pansitic currents. thereby providing for more accurate

solutions for interfacial flows with surface tension. but also handles large deformations
and complex topolo_eicaichanges.

In the final chapter. the main accomplishments of this research are sumrnarised along
with some suggestions for future developments.

Chapter 2

Literature Review
"In my opinion. the specflc subject of integace tracking shocild be
considered sepumtely from the rest of the techniqrte, I think it is a subject
bvorthv of a great deal of eflorr on its own; alrhough it appears almost

triviul. it really isn't. and it ought to be done well. once and for all, if that
is possible"

- R. DeBar ( 1974)

ln this chapter. the various techniques that are commonly used to model the

kinematics of a generally deforming interface are reviewed. A comprehensive review of
these techniques is provided by Roryan & Rasmussen (19891, where they are classified

as Eulerian. Lagrangian. or mixed hgrangian-Eulerian methods. However. the review
given here follows the approach taken by Kothe (1998), where the interface modelling
techniques are classified as either interface tracking or interface capturing methods. The
sole distinction is that interface tracking methods explicitly uack the position and
connectivity of the interface at each time step during the simulation. Conversely,
interface capturing methods abandon this information in favour of indirectly capturing
the interface as an embedded contour of some advected characteristic function or through
the presence of marker particles.
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A general overview of the common attributes of interface tracking and interface

capturing is presented in 92.1 and 2.2, respectively. Each section is subdivided to further
discuss the merits of the individual modelling techniques that fall into each category. In
addition to recent algorithmic developments, a candid assessment of the inherent
strengths and weaknesses of each method is provided along with some specific examples
of the types of interfacial flows that have been successfully modelled.

Finally. a

summary of the presented interface modelling dgorithms is given in $2.3 along with
some of the author's thoughts on the most promising methods for future research.

2.1 Interface Tracking
Interface tracking methods retln direct information about the position and
connectivity of interface geometry by introducing a series of connected elements. e.g.. a
string of marker particles along the interface. or moving the computationai mesh such
that the interface coincides with a known set of cell faces. as illustrated in figure 2- 1. The
discrete elements or cell faces at the interface are moved with the interface in the

La-m$an sense by temporally integrating
&
dt

-=u(X.t)

(2.1)

over the prescribed time step. Here u(x.t) is the fluid velocity vector at a given location
x and r is time.

The main benefit of interface tracking is that direct knowledge of the interface
geometry allows the inherent discontinuity across its surface to be maintained at each

time step. The interfacial geometry can dso be used to accurately compute discontinuous
fluid properties and pertinent geometric quantities, like the local curvature of the
interface. This approach completely avoids the numerical smearing or oscillations
associated with the application of conventional numerical techniques.

(a) Discrete particles along the inrert-ace

(b) Cell faces coincide with the interface

Figure 2.1 Two different ways to track the position and connectivity of the interface.

The main disadvantage of interface tracking is that complex algorithmic inrervention
is necessary to detect and handle connectivity changes to the interface topology in the
event of a local merger or break up. To date, a physically-based reconnection procedure
for a generally deforming interface does not exist. Instead most interface tracking
algorithms either rely on direct user intervention or simple ad-hoc criteria to determine
how and when to modify the interface geometry (Kothe 1998).

in the remainder of this section. specific interface tracking methods are discussed.
including moving mesh methods. or methods that move the computational mesh in the
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Lazrangian sense with the fluid, in $2.1.1. This is followed by a discussion of front
tracking methods. methods that introduce and track discrete elernesrs along the interface,
in $2.1.2 and the boundary inte-gal method. a specid type of front tracking method, in
92.1.3.

2.1.1 Moving Mesh Methods
Moving mesh metho& include any technique that moves all or part of the
computational mesh so that a given celi always remains in the same fluid and the
interface geometry always coincides with a known set of cell faces, as shown in figure
1.1 (b). The natural outcome of this approach is that the fluid propenies are explicitly

known at each time step because the same fluid always resides in the same cell. which
dso makes it easy to specify interfacial boundary conditions. Moving mesh methods can
be further classified as pure Lagrangin methods or modified Laprangim methods. The

main distinction is that Lagmgian methods move every celi with the local fluid velocity.
whereas modified Lagangin methods only require the cell faces at the interface to move
with the fluid. while the remainder can move in a prescribed manner.

Pure La_mgian formulations are wet1 suited for solving free surface problerns with
minor topoIogicaI changes. since numerical diffusion associated with the nonlinear
convective terms of the governing momentum equations is virtually eliminated. One of
the earliest examples of a moving mesh calculation by Hirt et al. (1970) showed that Ehis
approach gave accurate predictions of small (linear) wave motion in a container on a
relatively coarse grid. However. it is widely recognised that the pure t a p n g i a n method
is inadequate for many interfacial flow problems. as severe mesh distortion often resuIts
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in straining velocity fields, i-e., flows with vorticity, even with a relatively smaU
deformation of the interface geometry. For example. the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
problem considered by Hirt et a!. (1970) exhibited severe mesh distortion that
significantly reduced the accuracy of the numerical simulation and ultimately terminated
the calculation when the mesh became tangled (singular). A solution to mesh tangling is
to frequently re-mesh the computational domain either by keeping the connectivity
between cells fixed. termed "rezoning". or by allowing it to change. herein referred to as
free La_gmgian methods.

Rezoning methods
Moving mesh algorirhms that periodically reconsuuct the computational grid to
improve the quality of the mesh. i.e.. maintain orthogonal cells, by retaining the original
connectivity between cells are commonly referred to as rezoning methods (Floryan &
Rumussen 1989). Rezoning methods still require the cell vertices along the interface to
move with the fluid velocity. although the vertices can be redistributed afterwards. The
cells away from the interface are also generally forced to move with the fluid during the
La_gangian advection process. but the location of the cell vertices away from the
interface are then adjusted to rninimise the skewness of the computational mesh. This remeshing procedure necessitates a transfer or "re-mapping" of the physical variables from
the old mesh onto the new mesh via some form of interpolation.
Numerous rezoning strategies have been proposed and tested on a number of
interfacial flow problems. such as a Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Hirt er al. 19741, the
collapse of a liquid column (Amsden er al. 1980), and the capilIary rise of a Iiquid in a
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tube (Bach & Hassager 1985). However, severe mesh distortion stiIl occurs when the

interface experiences a moderate degree of deformation. This is demonstrated in figure

2.2 using the Rayleigh-Taylor instability result From Hirt

et

al. (1974). who state "no

rezoning prescription is likely to be found that will permit the calculation to proceed
si,pificantly furthei'. The cause of this severe mesh distortion even with rezoning can be
attributed to the constraining nature of the fixed ceil connectivity associated with the
underlying structured mesh. Rezoning methods also generate a considerable amount of
numerical diffusion because the solution variables must be continuousIy re-mapped onto
the rezoned mesh at each time step (Huh er al. 1986).

interface 3

/

tangled mesh

Q interface

(a) Time, t

(b) Time, r + &

figure 2.2 Distorted meshes at two successive instants in time during a moving mesh

cdculation of a Rayleigh-Taylor instability with rezoning (Hirt et al. 1974).

Free hgnngian methods
Free Lgrangian methods attempt to overcome the problems of rezoning methods by
adopting unstructured meshes with a flexible cell connectivity. The benefit of using an
unstructured mesh is evident in the example shown in figure 2.3. Here, the "best"
structured quadrilateral mesh that could be generated for the prescribed interface
geometry is severely warped. while unstructured mesh results using either triangdar or
quadrilateral cells. figure 2.3 (b) and (c) respectively, have no difficulties representing the
topology with only a small amount of cell skewness.

Early examples of the free Lagrangian approach by Crowley (1971) and Fritts &

Boris (1979) were based on unstructured triangular meshes. Strictly speaking, these
variants were pure Lagrangian methods in the sense that ail of the cell vertices were
forced to move with the local fluid velocity, but cell vertices were added. deleted, or
reconnected as necessary to minimise the skewness of the triangular cells (an ideal cell is

an equilateral uimgle). Advanced implementations of the free Lagmgian method
abandon the requirement that all of the cells move with the fluid and are generally based
on Voronoi-Delaunay uiangulation (Dukowicz 1981: Fritts er at. 1985; Lewis er al. 1997;
Peterson er al. 1999).

Voronoi-Delaunay trianguIation automatically generates an

unstructured triangu1a.r mesh (a tetrahedral mesh in 3-D) based solely on the specification

of cell vertices at the boundary of the computational domain. As was noted by Roryan &
Rasmussen (1989). the generated mesh is unique aad continuous and this approach
avoids the heuristic logic of cell addition. deletion and reconnection, which is now done
autornaticdy. However, unstructured re-meshing at each time step requires interpotation
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of che physical variables from the old mesh onto the new mesh. which again introduces a

considerable amount of numerical diffusion.

(a) Structured mesh with quadrilateral cells. (b) Unstructured mesh with triangular cells.

( c )Unstructured mesh with quadrilateral cells.

Figure 2.3 Example of mesh warping with different mesh types
for a specified interface geometry.
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Some examples of interfacial flows that have been simulated with free Lapngian
method include the motion of inviscid surface waves and a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
by Fritts & Boris (1979), and the oscillation of an inviscid droplet under surface tension
by Fyfe er al. (1988). Applications involving complex interfacial deformations have also
been simulated in recent yean using Voronoi-Delaunay re-meshing. Lewis et al. ( 1997)
simulated the free surface fluid flow of a molten material in a complex mould geometry.
Peterson et al. (1999) examined the codescence behaviour of two panllel cylinders in
two-dimensional Stokes flow. Finally, Tezduyar (1999) applied the free Lagrangian
methods to a wide variety of three-dimensional problems, including a case in which 1000
spherical bodies interact and collide with each other as they fall through a liquid-filled
tube.

in summary, traditional xguments against moving mesh methods, such as mesh
tangling or algorithmic compIexities associated with adding, deleting and reconnecting
cells. are largely unfounded with free Lagrangian methods using automatic VoronoiDelaunay re-meshing. However, some important issues remain and huther research is
needed to: (i) minirnise numerical interpolation emrs and numerical diffusion when flow
variables are transferred from one mesh to another: {ii) to develop physically-based
routines to handle connectivity changes due to the merger or break up of the interface:

and (iii) to ensure that a given moving mesh rnerhod conserves the mass of each fluid.

This latter requirement can be addressed theoretically by enforcing the Space
Conservation Law (SCL), a geometric statement of voIume conservation (Demirdzic &
Peric 1988: Zhang et al. 1993). Strict enforcement of the SCL is difficult in practice,
however. particularly when the interface experiences a change in connectivity.

2.1.2 Front Tracking
Front tncking methods introduce a series of additional discrete elements (markers)
along the interface (front) to explicitly define its location. These elements are connected
by a series of piecewise curves in 2-D or surfaces in 3-D to provide a direct
representation of the interface geometry, as was shown earlier in figure 2.1 (a). At each
time step. the discrete elements are moved in the bgrangian sense with the local fluid
velocity according to equation (2.1). Contrary to moving mesh methods, however. the
flow field (pressure and velocity components) are generally stored and solved on a
stationary Eulerian mesh. The main advantage of front tncking is that sub-grid scale
features of the interface. i.e.. features smaller than the Eulerian cell width. can be
resolved when a sufficient number of markers are employed. Accordingly. front trackrng
algorithms offer superior resolution of the interface topology compared to other interface
modelling techniques and can provide very accurate results for problems with "regular"
topologies3 when higher-order polynomials are used to represent the smoothly varying
interface.
Difficulties arise. however. when front tracking techniques are applied to highiysuaining flow fields because. as the interface deforms, markers accumulate in some
regions of flow and are depleted in others. This is iltustrated in figure 2.4.

The

accumulation of discrete markers is problematic, since it can lead to oscil1ations in the
marker locations due to

an unstable feedback mechanism (Sethian 1999). On the other

Kothe (1998) used the term 'regular topoiogies" to describe situations where the interface does not
experience s u b s ~ ~ ~ saetching.
tiai
merging or break up.
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hand. dispersion of the discrete markers can significantly reduce the accuracy of the
calculation due to insufficient resolution of the front. Similar to moving mesh methods.
most of these deieterious effects can be minimised by restructuring the front. either by
adding, deleting, andlor redistributing these markers. based on some prescribed criterion
such as the fraction of Eulerian ceI1 width. The main disadvantage of front tracking is
that algorithmic intervention is needed to imp[ernent connectivity changes. Furthermore.
front tracking methods generally do not satisfy mass conservation because the
interpotation of the fluid velocity at the maker locations is not generally divergence-free
( V - u z 0 ) and the marker positions are typically advected using a first-order explicit
time inte-mtion of equation (2.1) (Popinet & ZaIeski 1999).

Figure 2.4 Front tracking exmpIe showing accumuiation and depletion of markers dong
the interface due to straining flow conditions.
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The origins of front tracking can be traced back to the original marker-and-cell

(MAC) approach of Iix!ow & Welch (1965) and its front-tracking extensions by Daly
( 1967). who

introduced discrete markers along the interface connected by cubic splines to

more accurately predict surface tension effects. Later on, Maxwell ( 1977) introduced: (i)
"strings of marker panicles"; (ii) a routine to add or delete marker particles along the
interface: and (iii) developed a method to compute the fluid properties in the Eulerian
cells based on the marker locations, Additional contributions to front tracking have also
been made by Glimrn and his collabo~tors(see Glimm 1991 for an overview of their
work). Udaykurnx er ul. (1996). and Tryggvason and his co-workers (see Tryggvason er
rrl. 1998 for an overview of their work).

The latter group of researchers has been very prolitic in terms of the number and
variety of intedicial tlosv problems that have been modelled. Tryggvason chararterises
their approach as a "hybrid between a front capturing and a front tracking technique"
(Tryggvason rr u1. 1998). Like conventional front cracking methods. the interface is
tracked across an Eulerim grid by advecting marker particles connected by piecewise
curves in 2-D or triangular hces to represent the surface in 3-D. However, the tluid
properties are captured on the Eulerian mesh by smoothing the discontinuity across the
interface using the immersed boundary method of Peskin ( 1977). The interface is given a
tinite but constant thickness over time. This approach has proven to be quite robust.
especially in two dimensions. and accurate results have been demonstrated on a number
of complex interfacial flow phenomena. Examples include the head-on collision of two
coordinates (Nobari er al. L996). the effect of surfactants on the
drops in ~~isymmetric
motion of air bubbles (Jan 1994). the dendritic growth of crystals during sub-cooled
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solidification (Juric & Tryggvason 1996), and film boiling of a liquid (Juric &
Tryggvason 1998). Threedimensional simulations have also appeared. including offaxis drop collisions (Nobari & Tryggvason 1996) and bubbly flows (Esmaeeli &
Trygvasson 1999).
Notwithstanding the wide range of applications tbat have been simulated with front
tracking methods in recent years. a general procedure for detecting and implementing
topological changes remains elusive. puticularly in three dimensions (Kothe 1998).
Further work is also needed to improve the mass conservation properties of front uacking
methods as mass tluctuations often exceed I-?% on coarse meshes (Tryggvason er ul.
1998). Finally. the complexity of advanced front uacking algorithms and inherent
numerical instabilities due to errors in particle locations may continue to hinder its
widespread use ( Sethian 19991.

2.1.3 Boundary Integral Technique
The boundary integral approach dso explicitly tracks the interfacial geometry by
means of discrete points along the interface. and thus shares many of the
advantageddisadvantages of front tracking methods. However. the boundary integral
method has a major benefit over front uacking methods and other interface modelling
techniques. since the flow field over the entire computational domain is deduced solely
from the information possessed by the discrete points along the interface. In turn. the
number of characteristic dimensions for a given problem is decreased by a factor of one.
e-g.. a 3-Dproblem is reduces to a 2-D problem.

'4

This remarkable reduction is accomplished by transforming the volumetric governing
equations of motion into inte-gal equations at the problem boundaries (interface) via
Green's second identity (Jawson & Symm 1977: Pozrikidis 1992). There is an important
caveat, however. as this transformation is only possible for the two limiting cases of fluid
motion. highly viscous ( Re -+ 0 ) or inviscid flow (Re =
the governing equations under these conditions.

-

),

due to the linear nature of

Consequently. boundary integral

methods are not suitable for most interfacial flow problems. which occur at a finite
Reynolds number. Nevertheless. boundary integral methods can produce very accurate
numerical solutions at a signiticantly reduced compurationd cost (Tsai & Yue 1996).
provided that the tlow can be approximated by one of these two extremes and the
interfbce does not become singular due to the formation of cusps or general topologicd
trinstbrmations. The remainder of this section presents some notable interfacial tlows
that have been solved with highly viscous or inviscid boundary integral methods.
Hiehlv viscous flows
The application of the boundary integral method to highly viscous flows is typically
based on Stokes equations. though limited inertial effects can be included via linearised
inertid terms (Lee & Leal. 1986). Stone & Leal (1989) used a boundary integral
formuiation to study the dynamics of a,xisymmetric liquid droplets at very low Reynolds
numbers. Tjahjadi ct a[. (1992) introduced a simpIe reconnection procedure to simulate
the capillary-induced break up of thin fluid filaments. These authors accurately predicted
the very fine structure of satellite drops that has been experimentally observed under
similar conditions. Recent developments to the h i z l y viscous boundary integral method
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have been made by Zinchenko et al. (1999). These researchers introduced a parabolic
interpolation technique that is better able to handle large deformations of the interface
and the formation of cusps in three dimensions.
Inviscid flows
The inviscid boundary integral formulation was origindly developed by LonguetHiggins & Cokelet (1976) to study the formation of steep water waves. Their method
transformed the Iinear Lapiace equation for velocity potential into a boundary integral
equation that requires on the order of ~ ( n ' operations
)
per rime step. where n is the
number of cornputationd nodes along the interface. Currently, most inviscid boundary
integral simulations are based on vonex methods. which oniy require Oln' ) operations.
(

Leonard 19801.
One of the most popuiar vortex methods for free surface flows is the so-called

surface-dipole method of Baker

er nl. (1982).

This approach was used by Baker &

Moore (1989) to simulate the release of a large two-dimensional air bubbie in water for
comparison with the experimental investigation of Walters & Davidson ( 1962). Further
applications of the surface-dipole method include the numerical study of a splashing
water drop ( Oguz & Prosperetti 1990) and the oscillations of fluid drops in zero +mvity
( L u n d ~ e n& .Musour 1988). An outstanding issue for inviscid boundary intecenl
deorithms is the appearance of a nonlinear instability that leads to a saw-tooth
a p p e m c e of the interface or even catastrophic failure for long time solutions. Often.
redistribution of the grid points after each time step or a low-pass filter is employed to
control this problem (Day & Hinch 1995).

Interface Capturing
Intert3ce capturing methods abandon direct information about the location and
connectivity of the interface in favour of indirectly capturing it as an embedded contour
of some characteristic function or based on the presence of marker particles. Several
different methods of the former type

rtre

considered in his review: (,i) shock-capturing

schemes in 32.2.1: (iil the level set method in $7.3.3; (iii) the phase field model in $2.1.3:
md (iv) the volume tracking approach in $2.2.5. Methods of the latter type are herein

referred to as particle capturing methods and arc discussed jointly in $1.2.4.
-4 common strength of interface capturing methods is that the lack of fixed

connectivity information allows complex ropological changes to be inherently captured.
thus avoiding complex algorithmic intervention and frequent restructuring of the
computational mesh. As a result. intertace capmring methods tend to be more robust and
easier to implement than interface tracking methods. especially in 3-C. Another
advantage of intertice capturing. with the exception of a few panicle capturing methods.
is that the numerical soIution procedure is based on m Eulerirrn mesh. This stationary
framework is more attractive than a Lagangan (moving) framework from a
computational overhead perspective ( Patanka 19801.
-4s might be expected. there cost associated with the flexibility and simplicity of

interface capturing methods. The lack of precise geomemc information makes it difficdt

to resohe sub-grid scale features of the interface or to accurately compute geometric
quantities such the curvature of the interface.

Hence. interface capturing methods

generally require a finer mesh to achieve the same level of accuracy as interface tracking

L
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methods.

Additional strengths and weaknesses are discussed in context with the

individual capturing methods.

22.1 Shock Capturing Schemes
The most suaightfonvard capturing approach transforms the governing equations of
tluid motion into an integral form to avoid m y assumptions about the differentiability of
the flow variables. Then modern shock capturing schemes4 can be applied to help
preserve the discontinuity in tluid propcnies across the interface.

The interface geometry

is essentially captured within the sharp vxiation of the lluid propcrries. e.e., as the

avenge density contour for rwo different tluids. .4ltemately. an additional transport
equarion can be introduced for the fluid volume fractions. where the fluid properties ue
directly related to the volume fraction of the primary tluid. Shock capturing schemes are
once again employed to maintain the discontinuity in the fluid volume fractions.
The main advantages of shock capturing methods are that: ( i ) complex topological
changes are inherently captured in the tluid propmy or fluid volume fraction fields: and

c ii shock capturing schemes are very easy to implement. even in three dimensions. as the
convective flux terms rue computed algebraically. The algebraic nature of the convective

flux calculation is the key element that distinguishes shock capturing schemes from the
volume t n c h n g methods. discussed in $1.15.which compute these fluxes geometrically.

Shock ~zptwrngmethods were des~gnedto "capture- shock waves in compressible flows. -1Ixge amount
of literature 1s avaltable on thrs topic: see r Boris 1989) for a general review.
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These advantages have generated significant interest in the use of shock capturing
schemes for the numerical simulation of interfacial tlows. Many early volume tracking
methods. such as the original Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF) method of Hin & Nichols ( 198 1).
are actually shock capturing methods. because the convective flux calculation is
essentially aleebraic. Some ocher applications of shock capturing schemes include the
approach taken by Jun & Spdding ( 1988). where the monotone slope-limited scheme of
van Leer (1977) is used to solve a uansport equation for the tluid volume fractions.
These authors obtained reasonable a-mement with experimental data for the collapse of a
water column and the sloshing motion of water in
(

3

rectangular tank. Bell & Marcus

1992) and Kelecy ( 1993) have dso employed shock capturing techniques to model 2-D

and 3-D interticid tlow problems, respectively. In both cases. the interfice was captured
as 3 discontinuity in the density field rather than relying on the tluid volume tiactions. X

-general observation from examples presented by Bell Sr Marcus (1992) and Kelecy
: 1993) is that the sharp gradient in the density field becomes increasingly smeared as the
solution proceeds over time.
Many researchers have attempted to minimise the amount of interfacial smearing by

implementing highly compressive flux-limited schemes. For instance. Rudman ( 1997)
compared the tlu-corrected transport ( F C n algorithm of Zalesak ( 1979) with geometricbased volume tracking methods on several different advection test cases and a RayleighTaylor instability problem. Although the FCT shock caprurins scheme offered marginal
improvements over tlrsr-order volume cracking methods. it was considerably less

accurate than u piecewise linear volume tracking method. More importantly. the FCT did
not maintain a sharp interface during the Raylei@-Taylor instability simulation. A

'9

similar study by Ubbink & Issa (1999) compared their compressive shock capturing

-

algorithm (CICSAM) with voIume tracking methods on a number of simple advection
problems. Once again. the algebraic-based shock capturing algorithm was inferior to
second-order volume tracking methods. and the reported advection errors clearly
demonstrated that CICSAV was only tirst-order accurate.
To date. all shock capturing based interfacial tlow simulations have only exhibited
first-order accuracy due to the smearing of the interface over at least a few cells.
irrespective of the mesh size. Haj-Hariri rr ul. (199.5) have also shown that intert-acid
smearing adversely affects the accuracy of simulations with interfacial body tbrcrs such
as surface tension. The main source of interfacial smearing can be linked to the algebraic

nature of the convective flux calculation.

Kothe r 19981 states that an intert~ial

discontinuity can only remain so if the interface is reconstructed and advected

-eeometrically: a key feature of volume cracking aleorithms.

In this author's opinion.

shock capturing schemes should only be used when accuracy is not an important
consideration.

Otherwise. h e first-order accuracy of shock capturing is just nor

competitive with the other techques presented in this review.
As an aside. interfacial smearing has motivated researchers to transform the
discontinuous chancteristic function. e-g.. voiume fraction. into a smoother function that
is better suited to shock capturing schemes. .4n inverse transform is then applied to
recover information about the discontinuous fluid properties. One such approach is the

CIP (Cubic Interpolated Propagation) method of Y a k & Xiao ( 1995). who introduce a
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tangent tbnction to transform the fluid density into a smoother function. This concept is
also the basic premise for the Ievel set method. which is discussed next.

2.2.2 Level Set Method
The level set method was originally devised by Sethian t 1982) to numerically
simulate the propagation of premixed flame fronts. i-e., a moving interface sepantes the
burnt and unburnt tluid regions. Since that time. the Ievel set method has been applied to
numerous applications. such as computer skape detection and recognition. image
enhancement in the medical field. geometric evolution of hyper-surfaces. and geophysical

h level set method. along with a host of
seismic travel times. X compIete overview of r
references for the applications mentioned above. is given in the recent textbook by
Sethim r 1999). Here. however. the focus is on the application of the level sets to
intehcial flows.

The level set formulation avoids the discontinuous nature of the interface by
embedding the initial position of the interhce as the zero level set (contour) of s
characteristic function that varies smoothly across the front and thus is not as susceptible
to numerical smertring. For interfacial flows. the signed normal distance d from the
interface is most frequently employed as the level set function 6. The initialisation of
the signed distance function is illusuated in figure 2.5. The relationship between the
distance function

and the discontinuous fluid properties is expressed in terms of a

smoothed Heaviside function H(@).which varies between zero and one across a few
cells. depending on the sign of

s . For instance. the fluid density is computed from

where p, and p, are the densities of the primary (Fluid 1) and secondary fluid (Fluid 2).

respectively.

The temporal evolution of the level set function is governed by a transport equarion.
which may be derived by a statement of Lagrangiitn invariance assuming the interface
moves with the local fluid velocity u according to

Fluid 2

/

interface

figre 2.5 Initialisation of level set function )(x) based on signed normai distance to
the interface ( 4 = +d if x E Fluid 1 and ) = -d if x E Huid 2 ).
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Accurate numerical solutions to equation (3.3) can be obtained with conventional
shock capturing schemes. as the variation in h e siped distance from the interface is
relatively smooth. As discussed in 33.3.1. the algebraic nature of shock capturing
schemes makes it easy to extend the level set method to 3-D. The smooth variation of

@

also allows for accurate calcuiations of geometric properties. such as the unit normal and
curvature of the interface for surface tension calculations. Unlike the straightforward
shock capturing approach, smearing of the interface is also ameliorated. since the
thickness of the interface remains constant as long as P remains a distance function at
each time step.
Unfonunately. numerical solutions of equation (2.3) tend to violate this requirement
as

Q

does not generally remain u distance function away from the interface throughout

time (Sussman er al. 1994). Without re-initialising

Q,

back into a signed distance

function at each time step. the thickness of the interface changes over time which. in turn.
violates mass conservation. Level set methods without re-initialisation have a tendency
to lose the mass of the primary tluid in straining flows (Sussman er ol. 1994: Bourlioux
1995: Rider & Kothe 1995). For instance. Sussman et (11. ( 1994) reported that the water
drop in a fallins water drop simulation artificially lost 41% of its mass usins a level set
method without re-initialisation.
Early re-initialisation techniques explicitty located the

Q,

= 0 contour (interface) and

then re-computed the signed normal distance in every computational cell. a requirement
of O(n') operations. However. Susssman er al. ( 1994) has reduced this requirement to

O(n) operations by introducing an iterative method that only re-initialises cells close to
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the interface. While re-initidisation improves the overall mass conservation properties of
the level set approach. the algorithms proposed thus far still have a tendency to move the
zero level set position (interface). Bourlioux ( 1995) showed that Sussman's iterative reinitialisation technique forces the interface to have a minimum thickness of two cells.
This causes tracked fluid bodies to artificially gain mass when thin filamentary structures
are formed.
Sussman & Smereka (1997) have recently introduced global constraints to further
minimise mass conservation errors.

However. even this approach does not strictly

enforce mass conservation as was confirmed by two recent publications using global
constraints. Zhao rr ill. ( 1998) reported mass losses of up to 9% on fine 300x300 mesh
simulations of 3 hllins droplet. Sussman rr nl. r 1999) showed mxss losses of up to 10%
for a rising cap bubble simulation on a 128x5 12 mesh. ,As Kothe ( 19981points out. local
mass conservation constraints rue also needed to eliminate mass conservation errors.
because the zero level set can move by as much as one cell width during the rtinitidisation procedure. Kothe ( 1998) concludes that detailed information about the
interface is needed to fix the zero level set position. which would likely lead to an
algorithm that bean many similarities to volume tracking methods.
Despite these troublesome mass conservation errors. the level set approach is one of
the most popuIar methods for modelling interfacial flows. Typical applications include
simulations of rising air bubbres and splashing water drops in 2-D Cartesian (Sussman et
al. 1994) and axispmemc coordinates (Sussman & Smereka 1997). Three-dimensional

simulations of these probiems have also been conducted by Zhao et al. (1998) and
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Sussman et at. (19991. The latter authors also incorporated adaptive mesh refinement
into the level set method. Other applications include: (i) crystal growth and dendricic
solidification (Sethian & Strain 1992): (ii) film boiling (Son & Dhir 1998): (iiil complex
mould tilling simulations (Zhang cr al. L997); and (iv) a study of liquid bridges under
variable surface tension (Chen rr al. 1996). Based on the number of recent publications.
it appears the level set method will continue to be a popular method for interfacial flows.

3.2.3 Phase Field Model
The phase field method is based on van der Wads' classic thermodynamic
description of the free e n e r g density .F for a two-phase mixture with a continuous
density variation

where C is a mmsurt, of the primary phase. Y(C) represents the inherent immiscibility
of the two fluid components'. and a and

p

are model constants.

Cllhn & Hilliard (19591 extended van der Wads' static model to dynamic situations

and further developments have been made by htzmovskii ( 1995) and Jasnow & Vinals
(

I9961 to account for the effect of fluid mansport. These deveiopments have led to a

general trmspon equation for C to model incompressible. free surface flows (lacqmin

L

19961. which may be expressed as

Diffcftnl formulations for YICI can be empioyed. bur h e selected function should have two minim
corresponding 10 h e two most stablt: phases fur rhr fluid mixture.

where y(C)is a diffusion coefficient (also known as the mobility parameter) and

is

the chemical potential, which is usually set to the rate of change of the free energy
density with respect to C .
Like the level set approach and Tryggvason's hybrid front tracking technique. the
phase tield method intentionally smoothes the interface over several computational cells.
The thickness of the interface remains constant by means of the inherent mahematical

mechanisms contained in the diffusive term on the right-hand side (R.H.S.) of equation
( 2 . 5 ) . Specifically. the mobility p m e t e r can change signs to become anti-diffusive
(negative)or diffusive (positive).ru; required. The smooth variation of C also dlows the

use of modem shock capturing or even conventional discretisation schemes. e.p,. central
differencing. Hence. the phase field method is relatively easy to use and can be readily
extended to 3-D.

In addition. the phase field approach inherently provides a

thermodynamically consistent surface tension model that minimises parasitic velocity
currents (Jacqmin 1996).
An important shortcoming of phase field methods is that the thickness of the interface
has a profound influence on the accuracy of the corresponding simulations. As described
by Jacqmin (1999). it is desirable to minimise the thickness of the interface because

phase field models: (i) generate a numerical error of O ( E )relative to the sharp interface
Navier-Stokes equations. where

E

is the interface thickness: (ii) exhibit curvature-

dependent solutions that are also proportional to

E:

and (iii) require stronger anti-
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diffusive terms in order to prevent thick interfaces from becoming smeared by straining
flow fields. On the other hand. a minimum interfacial thickness is needed to minimise
energy oscillations as the intertace is advected across the mesh. If the intert'ace is too
h n . it can actudly become stuck to the mesh. i.e.. the interface does not move. Jacqmin
( 1999) examines

this purely numerical phenomena in derail and shows that the minimum

thickness for acceptabte results depends on the accuracy of the applied discretisation
scheme. For example. a minimum intert-acid thickness of three to four celts was required
to keep the energy oscillations below 1% when second-order central differencing was
employed. while a fourth-order scheme required less than two cells to attain the same
level of accurdcy.

The phase field approach is a relative newcomer to interfacial tlow modelling. and
theretore it has not been tirlly validated. particularly on highly strainins flows with
complex topological changes. The lone exception is the RayIeigh-Taylor instability
problem that was recently presented by lacqrnin ! 19991. [n this probIem. the predicted
results looked plausible. but no quantitative comparison was made with theory.
experimental data or my other numerical modelling technique. As with most capturing
methods. sub-grid scale features of the interface were not resolved. since filamentary
structures with a thickness on the order of the mesh size artificially disinteyated into
small drops: akin to numerical surface tension in 4 1.3. Another difficulty is that existing
phase field methods are only first-order accurate (lacqrnin 19991. Evidently, further
research is needed to deveIop higher-order phase field models.

2.2.4 Particle Capturing Methods
Herein. particle capturing methods include any algorithm that: (i) invoduces discrete
marker particles with a unique fluid identity throughout the computational domain: (ii)
tracks these particles in a Lagrangian manner: and (iii) does not retain any information
about the connectivity between particles. While particle capturing methods share many
features with interface tracking methods. the last criterion distinguishes them in a subtle.
yet important way. The lack of connectivity information enables particle capturing
methods to handle topological changes. a common trait of interface capturing.
Particle capturing methods are further classified into methods that use particles in
connection with an underlying Eulerian mesh. e.g.. marker-and-cell (MAC) method. or
"meshless" formulations such as smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH).
Particle capturing on an Eulerian mesh
The earliest particle method. the so-called particle-in-cell (PIC) method, was
introduced more than forty year ago by Harlow (1957). in its original form. PIC used
La_m;m_gian particles to carry information about the tluid identity. location and mass.
while momentum and energy balances were performed on an Eulerian mesh. However.
the original PIC approach was limited to compressible tlows. This limitation led Harlow
& Welch ( 1965) to develop the popular marker-and-cell approach for incompressible

tlows. which reduced the Lagrangian particles to the role of fluid markers with the sole
purpose of indicating whether or not a cell contained fluid. The approximate location of
the free surface was given by the tlagged cells with marker particles that were adjacent to
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an empty cell. but the orientation of the interface was not explicitly determined. An

important contribution of the MAC approach from an historical perspective was that
governing equations were solved on an Eulerian mesh based on a staggered grid
amngement to store the primitive variabtes, as shown in fi,we 2.6. The staggered grid
approach is stii! widely used today.
The evolution of the MAC approach up to I989 can be found in the review by
Floryan & Rasmussen (1989). Up to that poinc. che .MAC method had a number of
shortcomings: ( i ) high computational cost associated with tracking piuticles throughout
the fluid and solving ffow equations. particularly in three dimensions: (ii) accumulation

and depletion of particles in regions of the ffow in an malogous fashion to front tricking
(refer to tigure 2.2): {iii) fuzzy definition of the interface due to simple cell tlagging
procedures that require a large number of marker particles in order to accurately specify
boundary conditions at the free surface ( H p m 19841: and (iv) mass conservation errors
arise because the interpolated particle velocities senerally do not satisfy continuity.
Progress has been made in recent years to overcome some of these shortcomings.
The surface marker (SM)method of Chen er ul. ( I99 1 ) eliminates markers away from the

interface and adopts an improved cell-flagging procedure. and Raad er al. (1995)
introduced the concept of micro cells to more precisely locate the interface and improve
the application of boundary conditions. Rider er (11. (1995) also developed a hybrid
technique that combines some of the features of .MAC and the original PIC method. This
hybrid technique uses "-coloured marker particles to compute the fluid properties on an
Eulerian mesh via bilinear interpolation. This aigorithm was applied to a number of
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challenging problems, e.g.. a splashing water drop. a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and the
interaction of two rising gas bubbles. but a quantitative assessment of its accuracy was
not provided.

Figure 2.6 Staggered grid arrangement for the tlow field variables.
.Meshless ~ a n i c l ca~turinz
e
methods
Meshless particle methods. such as smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH).
completely abandon the computational mesh in favour of higher-order interpolations
based on randomly distributed particle locations. A complete description of the SPH
approach is beyond the scope of this review and interested readers may consult
Monaghan ( 1992) or Belytschko cr r11. ( 1996) for complete details. Like the PIC method.

SPH was originally designed for high-speed compressible flows and has only recently
k e n extended by Monaghan (1994) to incompressible free surface problems.
Lrnfortunately. the explicit formulation proposed by Monaghan. based on a
thermodynamic equation of state, limits the caIculations to extremely small time steps for
many interfacial flow problems.
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In their current state of development. particle capturing methods are somewhat

limited in the scope of interfacial tlows that they can faithfully represent. The MAC
method and its many variants are well established. but are still inadequate for simulating
surface tension flows as it is extremely difficult to accurately compute the curvature from
the fuzzy definition of the interface. Similar problems are experienced by meshless SPH.
which must dso contend with particle accumulation/depletion in highly straining flows.
One possible solution that would mitigate these problems wouid be to reconsuuct the

interface topology from randomly located attjace particles at each time step. Unlike the
fixed connectivity assumed by Ddy (1967). the reconstruction procedure should have
some tlexibility in determining the connectivity of points. perhaps based on using its
dosest neighbour. Additional work is also needed to develop a continuity-satisfying
interpolation procedure for the particle velocities in order to minimise mass conservation
errors. particularly for long-time simulations in highly straining tlow conditions.

2.2.5 Volume Tracking
Despite i~ name. volume tracking is not an interface tracking method at dI. Rather.
the intertice geometry is captured as a discontinuity in the tluid volume fractions. For a

two tluid system. one of the fluids is initially designated as the primary tluid for
modelling purposes. while the secondary tluid is maintained by conservation of volume.
At the start of the simulation. the primary tluid volumes are computed

from the initial

eeomeuy of the intert'ace. The fluid volumes are often converted into a fluid volume

+

fraction f. as demonstrated in figure 2.7 for a circular fluid region At later times.
precise knowledge of the interface geometry is unknown and must be locally

4i

"reconstructed" from the surrounding volume fraction data in every ''mixed cell" having
a volurne fraction greater than zero and less than unity. A principal constraint is that the
reconstructed interface must truncate a portion of the mixed cell equal to the primary
fluid volume. thus ensuring local and global volume conservation.

Figure 2.7 Ruid volume fractions in celIs truncated by a circular interface geometry.

The fluid volume fractions are evolved over time by numerically solving a
conservative transport equation that can be derived from a statement of h p n g i a n
invariance in conjunction with the incompressibility constraint (see 83.1 for complete
details). The transport equation for f is given by

The reconstructed interface plays an important role here. since it is used to geomemcaily
determine the amount of primary fluid that is swept through the cell faces during the
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rriven time step. The volumetric f l u e s represent the convective terms in the numerical

u

solution of equation (2.6) to propagate the tluid volumes and. indirectly. the interface.
forward in time. In essence. equation (2.6) is solved using a geometric interpretation of
the method of characteristics. It follows that the reconstruction of the interface and the
advection of the fluid volume fnctions are the key aspects of a volume tracking
algorithm.
The main benefit of volume tracking is that the geometric calculation of the
volumetric tluxes maintains the discontinuity in the tluid volume fraction data. Thus,
smearing of the inteti~ceis completely avoided. as the solution progresses through time
(unlike shock capture methods). The use of tluid volume fractions makes it relatively
easy to rigorously conserve mass. compute the underlying tluid properties. and
connectivity changes are inherently captured during the reconstruction step.
An excellent overview of volume tracking methods is presented by Rider & Kothe
( 1998) and

it is therefore not repeated here. Instead. the next two sections examine the

reconstruction and advection steps for two familiar volume tracking algorithms: the
Simple Line Interface Calculation t SLIC) and the Piecewise Linear Intertbce Calculation
(PLIC). both of which llre utilised in this study for comparison with the proposed
Piecewise Parabolic Interface Calculation or PPIC (Price er af. 1998). Another recent
attempt to develop a higher-order volume tracking method was made by Kim & No
(

1998). These authors adopted a simplified case-by-case panbolic reconsuuction of the

interface. but only a few out of the many possible parabolic orientations were considered.
As a result. their method only achieved second-order convergence rates on simple
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translation problems. which is no better than a properly implemented PLJC method as
shown in chapter 5.

2.2.5.1

Simple Line Interface Calculation (SLIC)

The SLIC algorithm of Noh & Woodward (1976) is a good example of early volume
tracking methods.

-4s its name implies. the interface is reconsmcted either by a

horizontal or vertical line in each mixed cell. The SLtC dgorithm is inherently onedimensional because: ( i ) the numerical solution of the volume fraction transport equation
(1.6) is treated as

ti

series of one-dimensional advection problems in each coordinate

direction via the operator split approach of S t m g ( 1968); and ( i i ) the orientation of the
piecewise constant reconstruction is solely based on the sxlstence of primwj tluid in the
two ncighbouring cells for the current advection coordinate direct~on.
The SUC reconsuuction of the interface in each mixed cell (0< f c 1 ) depends on
the tluid volume fractions in the two adjacent neighbouring cells in a given advection
direction. hereafter referred to as "sweep direction". A neighbouring cell can have three
possible tluid contigurations: empty ( j' = 0 ). mixed ( 0 < f < 1 1. or full ( f = 1 ). Thus.
there are nine possible SLIC reconstruction cases. as illustrated in figure 2.8. Once the
orientation of the interface has been determined via the case Iogic in figure 2.8. the
position of the interface is computed so that the truncated fluid volume matches the given
tluid volume in each mired cell. An example of a reconsuucted circular body by SLIC in
figure 2.9 (a-b) shows that the orientation of the interface and the o v e d l interface
reconstruction depends on the advection sweep direction.

Neighbouring Cell
Case
Left
Right

1

mixed

7

full

3

empty

SLIC
Interface

Example

mixed

horizontal

my IC]

ern.,

tidl

Comments

1I f l

--al

vertical

1

5

mixed

full

6

mixed

empty

7

empty

mired

8

empty

empty

I ,
I

vertical

venical

,

9

tilit

full

;

!

A[

thin finger
2

thin finger

Figure 1.8 Nine possible fluid configurations for a SLIC reconstruction in a mixed cell.

X

(a) Sweep in the .r-direction.

(b) Sweep in the !-direction.

Figure 2.9 SLIC reconstruction of a circle showing dependence on the sweep direction.

Next. the advection of the tluid volume fractions via the operator split solution of
equation (2.6) requires the calculation of the volumetric tlux of primary t'luid through the
cell faces in the current sweep direction. The volumeuic tlux AV through a given cell
face is equal to the amount of primary tluid in the geometric region swept out by uacing
back the cell face a characteristic distance of u & . where u is the tluid velocity
perpendicular to the cell face and

a

is the size of the time step. This caiculation is

illustrated in figure 2.10 for the right-hand face of a computational cell during a sweep in
the x-direction.
X modification to the basic operator split approach of Strang (1968) is needed to

avoid numerical overshoots ( f > I ) and undershoots ( f < 0 ) in the updated fluid volume
fractions. These overshoots and undershoots are generated because the fluid vetocity in a

straining flow fieid appears to

be

compressible to a onedimensional operator split
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advection scheme. even though the flow is incornpressibEe in a multi-dimensional sense.
i.e.. V - u = 0 but &/2x + 0 and

&/*

# 0.

An additional term can be added to the right-

hand side of equation (2.6)to counteract the one-dimensional compressibility et'fects:

This modified transport equation is witten as a series of onedimensional transport
equations for the operator spiit solution in each coordinate direction. For instance. the
modified trmspon equation in the x-direction is given by

Directional biases are avoided and the temporal accuracy of operating splitting is
increased to second-order by Atemating the order in which sweep directions are
considered at each time step.

Further details on the numerical implementation of

equation (2.8) are given in Rider & Kothe ( 1998).

Figure 2. I0 Volumeu-ic flux calculatioa for operator split advection step in x-direction.
where ue is the store velocity component normal to the "*eastuface.
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The SLIC algorithm is relatively easy to implement in 3-D due to the onedimensional nature of the reconstruction and advection steps. However. SLlC has a
tendency to distort the interface geometry such that its surface aligns either perpendicular
or parallel to the direction of flow even in non-straining advection tests (Naghashzadegan
1994). In straining flow fields. SLIC artificially breaks up the interface into what Noh &

Woodward (1976) refer to as -'tlotsam" (floating wreckage) and "jetsam" (jettisoned
goods). (see Price & Rowe 1997 for a _mphical demonstration of this phenomenon).
Furthermore. SLIC is only first-order accurate. i.r.. numerical errors only decrease
linearly as the mesh is retined.

2.2.5.2

Piecewise Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC)

With the notable exception of the F U R method"(i\shgriz

& Poo 1991). modem

volume uacking methods reconstruct the interface geometry using a series of local
piecetvise linear representations. i.e..

3

piecewise line in each mixed cell. based on the

original method of Youngs (19811. The piecewise linear formulation has two distinct
advantages over uaditional piecewise constant methods such as SLIC.

First. the

piecewise linear reconstruction procedure is multi-dimensional and thus does not depend

on the sweep direction when operator split advection is used. Second. a piecewise linear
representation is more accurate than its piecewise constant counterpart for

3

smoothly

varying interface geometry, e-g.. a circle. These advantages are evident by comparing the

The FWlR method 1.4shp-i~& Poo 1991) reconstructs a piecewise linear interface across the faces of a
face-centred. as oppoxd ro h e celi-centred approach of Younp ( 1981).

cell. i.e.,
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multi-dimensional PLIC reconstruction of a circular interface in figure 2.1 1 with the
sweepdependent SLIC results for the same geometry in fi-we 2.9.

/ PLIC

Fipre 2.1 1 Multi-dimensional PLIC reconstruction of a circle.

In Youngs' original 2-D method. a piecewise line with a unique slope and intercept
was used to reconstruct the interface in each mixed cell.

The slope of the Iinear interface

was based on the fluid height at each of the four faces in a given mixed cell (see figure

1-12). while the intercept of the line was adjusted to match the cell volume fraction. The

tluid height at each cell face was determined From the unique line that matches the
volume hctions in the two cells adjacent to the face. similar to the face-centred FLAIR
method. This approach is second-order accurate according to the criterion of PiIliod
(

1992) in that it reproduces a prescribed Linear interface regardless of its orientation to the

mesh. However. simply adopting a piecewise linear representation does not always
satisfy this criterion and the accuracy of a PLIC volume tracking algorithm depends
critically on the cdculation of the unit normal to the interface (figure 1.12). For instance.
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the unit normal can be set to the Local p d i e n t of the fluid volume fractions. n= Vf

.

based on standard finite-difference expressions, @rackbill et al. 1992; Rudman 1997;
Gueyffier et al. 1999).

While the ilpplication of finite-difference expressions is

straightforward and amenable to unit normal calculations in 3-D.this approach is only
capable of reproducing a linear interface in cenain circumstances. and thus is only firstorder accurate.

-9

Figure 2.12 Calculation of the unit normal to the interface by Youngs (1982)
piecewise hear reconstruction method.
Aside from Youngs' method. which is limited to two-dimensional problems on
structured Cartesian meshes. there are only three general techniques that have
demonstrated second-order accuracy for unit normal calcdations: (i) the iterative cenueof-mass method of Swam ( 1989) and Mosso er al. (1997); (ii) the iterative least squares
method of Puckeu (1991): and (iii) direct kernel-based convolution of the volume
fractions.

Swanz's method
Swartz's method is an iterative unit normal calculation based on a hydrodynamic

principle that a water interface moves more at the boundaries of a region than it does at
its centre of mass (Swam 1989). To begin the calculation. a linear interface is placed in

an adjacent mixed cell bordering the mixed reference ceil based on an initial estimate of
the unit normal of the reference cell. Next. an additional line is formed between the
centroid of the linear interface in the adjacent mixed cell and the centroid of the linear
interface in the reference cell. The normal to this additional line is then used for the next
euess for the unit normal of the reference cell. This iterative procedure has been
b

demonstrated by Mosso rr al. ( 1997) to converge quadratically on unstructured meshes in

I-Dand in principle

can be extended to

3-D. According to Rider & Kothe r 1998).

experience has shown that dl of the mixed neighbouring cells should contribute in the
unit normal cdculation. Swartz's method is computationally expensive in this form
because the truncated fluid volumes must be computed in d l of the neighbouring celIs at

each iteration.

Lest squares minimisation

The least squares minimisation algorithm of Puckett ( 199L 1 is based on the classic
least s q u m s approach for data curve fitting applications. Specifically, the sum of the
least squares error is minimised between the acrual fluid volumes and the approximate
values truncated by the linear interface are extrapolated into the neighbourinz cells.
Typically. a 3x3 block of cells surrounding a given mixed cell is used in 2-D and a 3x3~3
block of cells is used in 3-D. The least squares technique is also iterative in nature due to
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the nonlinear relationship between the unit normal (the estimated parameter) and the
truncated fluid volumes.
The main advantage of the Ieast squares approach is that it is an accepted
mathematical tool for generic parameter estimation problems. e.g., Price et al. (I999),
and can be readily applied to unstructured meshes by adapting a flexible block of

neighbouring cells. e.g.. three adjacent celIs for a reference mixed triangular cell.
Furthermore. Rider & Kothe (1998)judged this approach to be superior to Swam's
method on several reconstruction examples. The least squares technique shares the same
disadvantage as S w m ' s method. namely it is cornputationally expensive to compute the
truncated volume fractions in a 3x3 block of cells. particuIarly over many iterations.

Direct convolution methods

Direct convolution methods rransform the fluid volume fraction data. which abruptly
varies over a single cell width, into a "mollified" volume fraction field that smoothly
varies over O ( E ) .where

E

is the radius of grid support for the smoothing kernel. The

sole purpose of the moILified volume fraction field is that it allows standard finite
difference techniques ro be accurately applied to compute the unit normal to the interface
for PLIC reconstruction. as well as for higher-order geometric primitives. such as the
intertacial curvature. Different smoothing kernels have been tested. including quadratic
B-splines (Brackbill er ai. 1992). cubic B-splines {Rudman 1998). and the Peskin (cosine)
kernel (Bussmann et al. 1998). Recently, WilIiarns et ul. f 1998) demonstrated secondorder accuracy using a monotonic eighth-order smoothing kernel. This kernel is the basis
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of the second-order PUC method of Kothe er al. (1999) for three-dimensional interfacial
flow on completely unstructured meshes.
Direct convolution methods have a significant advantage over Swartz's method and
least squares minimisation in that the unit normal calculation is direct (no iteration) and it
avoids expensive volume uuncation calculations in neighbouring cells. Nevertheless.
additional work is needed to establish the accuracy of this approach when the interface
topology becomes severely distorted or when thin fdmentuy structures are formed.

2.2.5.3

Unsplit Advection Techniques

Although many piecewise linear algorithms still employ operator split advection.
(Bussrnann er trl. 1998: Rudrnan 1998: Gueyfier er al. 1999). unsplit multi-dimensional
advection techniques are becoming increasingly popular (Rider & Kothe 1998). Unsplit
advection techniques have two distinct advantages over conventional opentor splitting.
First. unsplit advection only requires a single reconsuuction of the interface topology at
each time step versus the multiple reconstructions needed with operating splitting. e-g..
two reconstructions for two sweep directions in 2-D and three reconstructions for the
three sweep directions in 3-D.This is important because the intertice reconstruction step

is the most computationally intensive aspect of volume tracking. Second. unsplit
advection methods generally maintain inherent symmetry in the solution. This is not the
case with operator split solutions (Rider & Kathe 1998).
Most multidimensional advection techniques for volume uacking, e-g., Pilliod
(1992) and Rider & Kothe ( L998). are based on the unsplit scalar advection method of
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Bell et al. (1988). Here. the multidimensional nature of the velocity field is incorporated
into the volumetric flux calculation by accounting for the transverse velocity component
during the characteristic uaceback from the ceLI faces, The votumevic flux calculation is
illustrated in figure 2.13, where the volumemc flux AV (depicted in dark blue) is equal
to the amount of primary fluid contained in the traced-back polygon region. This region
includes the smdI triangle outside of the computational cell. The base of the triangle is
equal to the horizontal distance travelled by the fluid from the east face (u,At ) and the
height of the uiangIe is the vertical distance travetled by the fluid ( v,At

).

Figure 2.13 Volumeuic flu calculation for unsplit advection method (PilIiod 1992).

In principle, unsplit advection techniques should not require any modification since
the flow tield is mated as being cornpIetely multi-dimensional. This is not true in

practice, however. as subtte fluxing errors are generated in the approach described above
because small regions of fluid are either not fluxed or are fluxed twice. thus violating
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mass conservation (see Rider & Kothe 1998 for details). Nonetheless. these extremely
small volume conservation errors can be readily identified and mass conservation can be
strictly enforced by locally re-distributing. in some manner. the total volume error at each
time step to the available mixed control volumes.
A different unsplit advection technique was devised by Mosso er al. ( 1997). in which

the original mixed cells are advected in a Lagangian sense and the updated fluid volumes
at the next time step are computed by re-mapping the primary fluid volumes from the
surrounding Eulerian cells onto the new Lapangian cells. This so-called LagrangianEulerian re-map technique also suffers small volume conservation enors because the
volume of the advected Lagrangian cell can deviate slightly from the volume of the
original Eulerian cell. This approach is the basis for the current advection method and
further details are given in 43.4 and 46.2.5.

2.25.4

Applications and Limitations

Volume tracking-based solution algorithms have been applied to a wide variety of
intrrfacid flows. such as the classic dam break problem (Hin & Nichols 1981). large
bubble dynamics ( B u g & Rowe 1991). the collision of two water drops (Kothe &
Mjolsness 1992). the capillary-induced break up liquid-liquid jets (Richards et ul. 1993).
splashing drop phenomena (Morton 1997: Rieber & Frohn 1999). and solidification
during a mould filling process (Sirre11 rr ul. 1996). However. even modem piecewise
linear volume tracking methods have some noteworthy drawbacks. Specifically. the
piecewise linear reconstruction tends to flatten high curvature regions of the interface and
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artificiaily breaks up sub-gid scale filamentary structures into grid-sized droplets. This
latter effect is commonly referred to as "numerical surface tension" (Rider & Kothe
1998) because it mimics the effect of increasing the amount of surface tension acting
across an interface.
Another outstanding problem for volume uacking is the generation of parasitic
velocity currents during the simulation of interfacial tlows with surface tension. For
example. a finite. spurious velocity field is generated in a theoretically stationary droplet
(cylinder in 2-D. sphere in 3-D) under a constant surface tension. As described by
Scardovelli & Zdeski (1999), the magnitude of the parasitic velocity currents can
increase over time and eventually become strong enough to tear apart the interface and
destroy the inte*ty

of the numerical solution. This instability currently limits the type

of problems that can be accurately handled by volume tracking methods to Laplace
numbers. the ratio of surface tension to viscous forces. of less than

to6.

2.3 Summary
In this chapter. the most prevalent methods for modelling the unsteady kinematics of
interfacial discontinuities were discussed. These methods were classified into one of two
categories: interface tracking or interface capturing.
Interface uacking methods. which include moving mesh methods. front tracking and
the b o u n d q i n t e r n formulation. are Lagangian in nature and introduce additiond
discrete elements along the interface or move the underlying computational mesh so that
the interface geometry is explicitly known at each time step. The advantase of retaining
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direct information about the interface is that it inherently allows the discontinuity across
the interface to be maintained. thereby eliminating numerical smearing of discontinuous
fluid properties. Funhennore. this information can be used to accurately estimate higherorder geometric primitives such as the interfacial curvature. an imponant quantity
required in modelling the effect of surface tension. The main drawback of interface
tracking is that sophisticated aleorithmic intervention is needed to detect and implement
complex topological transformations. and mass conservation is often violated.
Interface capturing methods. which include shock capturing. the level set formulation.
phase field models. particle capturing methods. and volume tracking, abandon direct
information about the position and connectivity of the interface. Instead. the intertice is
captured either as m embedded contour of some characteristic function or by the
presence of marker particles.

Herein lies both the main strength and weakness of

interface capturing. The lack of detailed information about the interface avoids complex
algorithmic intervention.

;ls

topological changes are inherently captured which. in turn.

makes it relatively easy to implement interface capturing methods in comparison to
tracking methods. The downside of interface capturing is that it is very difficult to
accurately reconstruct geometric information about the interface. such as sub-grid scale
features or higher-order geometric primitives like the interfacial curvature. As a result.
finer meshes are generally required to achieve the same level of accuracy with an
interface capturing method as compared to an interface tracking-based simulation.
Apart from the general merits of interface tracking versus interface capturing, each
technique has its own set of inherent stren,ghs and weaknesses that makes it attractive for

certain types of interfacial flows, but ill-suited for others. The individual strengths and
weaknesses of each interface tracking method are sumrnarised in Table 2.1. while
analogous information for interface capturing methods is given in Table 2.2.

In the author's opinion. no single method currently stands out as being clearly
superior to the other methods. Since one method's stren,gh is often another's weakness,
it is quite possible that a combination of methods will eventually yield a universally

accepted algorithm for modelling interfacial kinematics (Kothe 1998). This dissertation
takes a step in the right direction by introducing a piecewise parabolic volume tracking
algorithm. Some elements of front tracking are also incorporated into the proposed
model to reduce the degree of arbitrariness in the reconstructed interface topology.
panicularly when thin filamentq structures are present. The utility of this approach will
become apparent in the remainder of this dissenation.
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Chapter 3

Piecewise Parabolic Interface Calculation
'-.A11 models are wrong, some ore ~rsclfirf'

- G. E. Box

In this chapter, z new volume tracking method is introduced based on a local
piecrwise parabolic reconstruction of the interface geometry in each mixed cell. The
advection of the fluid voIume fr~ctionsis accomplished using an unsplit LagangianEuIerian re-map technique. This so-called piecewise parabolic interface cdcuiation. or
PPtC. offers several advantages over existing volume cracking algorithms. First. the local
curvature of the interface is directly available from the piecewise parabolic
reconstruction. This is impossible with existing volume uacking methods as piecewise
constant or piecewise Linear representations do not possess a second derivative. Instead.
an additional procedure must be developed to estimate the interfacial curvature. Second.
a parabolic curve is inherently dud-valued and therefore PPIC is better able to model
hish curvature regions and sub-grid scale features of the interface. Finally. a piecewise
parabolic reconstruction formally increases the spatial accuracy of volume tracking to
third-order provided tfie interface is sufficiently smooth. i.e.. the interface has no cusps.

The formulation of the piecewise parabolic volume cracking method begins with a
mathematical description of the interface kinematics and a definition of an arbitrarily
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rotated. two-dimensional parabola in $3.l. The amount of primary tluid truncated by the
Iocd piecewise parabolic reconsuuction in each cell is calculated using the flexible
"oeorneuic toolbox" approach. as described in S3.3 dong with
u

3

few examples. The

-geometric toolbox is also a key component for the least squares reconstruction method
and the unsplit advection technique. which are discussed in $3.3 and $3.4. respectively.

3.1 Mathematical Description
3.1.1 Interface Kinematics
.An interface can be mathematically described as a two-dimensional material surface

S locared in three-dimensional Euclidean space

-

1

A-.

For two immiscibie fluids. 3' is

composed of a primary fluid region E, and a secondary tluid region
common boundary.

'& with S

as their

Points on the interface move with a local velocity v with

components normal v, and tangentid vi to

S. where n is the unit normal to the

interfaceand thus v , = v - n and v. = v - v , .

The velocity of the interface is related to the fluid velocity u in the following
manner. Limitins vaiues are obtained when S is approached from

7 .i.e..

v = u,. or

when S is approached from EL. i.s.. v = u, . As described by Batchelor ( 1967). the
tangential and normal fluid velocity components are assumed to be continuous across the
interface between two immiscibie fluids in the absence of a change of phase.
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The continuity of normal velocities is a direct consequence of mass conservation. 1.e..
there is no mass transport across the interface from Fluid 1 to Fluid 2. Thus. the normal
velocity must be equal on both sides of the interface

Conversely. the continuity of tangential velocities. u, = u - u + n , is based on physicat
evidence akin to rhr no-slip condition at a solid wall boundary. The jusrification for this
assumption comes from the hypothesis that my discontinuity in the tluid velocity across

an interface would immediately Iead to a very large stress at the surface that would tend
to eliminate the relative velocity between the two fluids (Batchelor 1967) so that

Vnder this assumption. the interface kinematics can be related to tluid velocity by virtue
of the fact [hat points on the interface remain on S and move with the local tluid as

This equation is identical to equation (2.1 ) for the Lagran~ianmotion of panicles. which
is rhe basis of interface uaclung and particle capturing methods.

Alternately. a passive function C(x,t) chat moves with the local fluid velxity can be
introduced at time r = 0.

,J,

transport equation for C can be derived from a mathematical

statement of LaLmgian invariance
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This equation is the basis for interface capturing methods such as the level set approach
or volume tracking.
For volume tracking purposes. C is equal to the volume fnction f of primary fluid.
which is defined by the discontinuous Heaviside function

.A more intuitive interpretation of the fluid volume fnction is given by the volume of

primary tluid V, contained in a region R divided by the total volume V of this region.
Mathematically. this interpretation is obtained by integrating the definition of f in 13-61
over

R

and dividing the result. equation (3.7). by the integrated volume of R given by

Finally. a conservative uanspon equation for f can be derived by substituting C = f
into equation (3.5) and invoking the incompressibility consuaint 0 . u = 0: in other
words. adding f V - u to both sides of equation ( 3.5).

3.1.2 Definition of a General Parabola
An arbitrarily rotated. two-dimensional panbola is defined as the conical section

formed by the intersection of a double-naped right circular cone with a plane that does
not cur across one entire nape nor intersect both napes rSwokowski 1983).
Mahematically. any conical section is given by the following quadratic equation.

with u,, = u,, for (i. j = 1.2.3) in Cartesian s-y coordinates. .A g e n e d panbolic curve is
obtained when the two geometric invariant quantities of equation (3.LO). given by

are such that I , = 0 and 1-

#

0 (Korn & Korn 1968).

Another way to characterise a genonl parabola is illustrated in figure 3. I. where a
parabolic curve is defined in an arbiu-arily rotated fnme of reference (s.y 1 shifted from
the global coordinate system ( X. Y I . The equation of this parabola can written as

where the parabola is aligned with the local (.r. y ) coordinate system. The reIacionship
between the (.r. .y ) and ( X,Y)coordinate systems is given by Swokowski ( 1983)as
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where q is the angle of rotation and (X,,Yo)is the offset location of the new reference
frame relative to the original coordinates.
It is relatively easy to prove that equations (3.12). (3.13) and (3.14) satisfy the
invariants that define a general paraboia in the global (X.Y)coordinates. Specifically,
equation (3.14) is substituted into equation (3.12) and the result is re-arranged into a form
similar to equation (3.10). This yields calculated invariants of I, = 0 and 1: = u/4.

which meets the requirements I, = 0 and I,

#

0 for rr

;t

0 . When a = 0. however.

I , = 0 and the parabola degenerates into a !ine. i.e.. PPIC becomes PLIC.

Figure 3.1 A general panbola defined in a rotatedlsbifted local reference frame (x. y)
with respect to the global coordinates (X.Y).

Truncation of the Fluid Volume Fractions
A key eIement of volume tracking is the calculation of the amount of primary h i d

bounded by the reconstructed interface in a mixed cell (0< j-< 1 ). This operation is
essential during the reconstruction of the interface and is also imporrant for calculating
the volumetric fluxes during the advection step. The amount of primary tluid truncated
by a piecewise constant representation such as SLIC is simply computed as the normal

distance occupied by the fluid multiplied by the face area. since the reconstructed
interface is always perpendicular to one of the cell faces. However. this operation is not
trivial for a piecewise linear representation since a linear interface does not necessarily
d i g with one of the cell faces. Rather. the reconstructed piecewise linear interface

depends on the orientation of the interface. usually defined by its unit normal n. and the
mount of primary tluid in the cell in a nonlinear fashion. Before discussing this
operation for a piecewise parabolic cunte. it is useful to briefly look at the piecewise
linear case.
Most PLIC algorithms still rely on "case-by-case" logic to determine the position of
the linear representation for the interface. (Youn_gs1982; hhgriz & Poo 1991: Price et
ti[.

1996: Rudman 1997). Given a two-dimensional. quadrilateral mesh. there are sixteen

possible configurations for a linear interface in a given mixed cell.

The sixteen

ionfig.trations can be further reduced to the four general cases (figure 3.2). where the
mixed cell is rotated and/or flipped so that the unit normal n is dways pointing towards
the upper right-hand comer of the cell. The correct case can be identified from the
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requirement that the truncated fluid volume Fraction must be equal to the prescribed fluid
volume fraction for a given value of a.

Figure 3.2 The four possible configurations for a piecewise linear interface. where n
points towards the upper right-hand corner of the cell.

The main advantage of case-by-case logic is that it is direct. and the position of the
reconstructed in~erfacecan be directly determined for given values of

and j .

However. difficulties arise when applying case-by-case logic to piecewise linear
reconstructions on unstructured meshes with non-orthogonal quadrilateral cells or
triangular cells.

Furthermore. the sheer number of cases for a general parabolic

reconstruction is unmanageable given the arbitrary rotation of the interface relative to the
mesh lines. even for rectangular cells'.
The geomeuic toolbox was proposed by Rider & Kothe (1998) as an alternate method
for truncating the fluid vokume tiactions in an effort to move away from heuristic case-

Kim & No (1998) employed care-by-case logic in their simplified parabolic reconstruction method
However. only a k w our of many possible configurations were considered
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by-case logic. This general, object-oriented approach is based on a classic application of
Green's theorem to compute the area of an n-sided polygon A,, .

where the venices of the polygon (-5.
yk ) are assembled in counter-clockwise order and

the vertex (-5-,
. ) coincides with (x, ,y,) . The above formula is remarkably simple.
The area of an arbitrary non-orthogonal quadrilateral is computed as easily as the area for

a rectangle from the ordered vertex locations. As illustrated in figure 3.3, equation (3.15)
can be applied to compute the amount of primary fluid uuncated by a piecewise linear
reconstruction.

Some additional geometric primitive operations are also needed

including: (i) point identification: (ii) intersection of two lines: and (iii) counterclockwise collection of the polygon vertices. These geomeuic primitives are concise,
modular. and well established in the field of computational geometry.

Figure 3.3 Assembled fluid polygon (n = 5) for a prescnid piecewise linear interface.

32.1 Description ofthe Geornebic Toolbox
The geometric toolbox formulation can be extended to accommodate a general
piecewise parabolic interface. defined by equation (3.12). in an arbitrarily rotated
coordinate system (x. y ) . Here. the coefficients of the parabola are assumed to be known
a priori. albeit these values are actually determined by matching the discrete fluid volume

fractions and applying least squares minimisation, This will be discussed further in
43.3.3 and $3.3.4. respectively.

A simple example of a piecewise parabolic

reconsuuction in a square cell (figure 3.4) will be frequently used to illustrate the toolbox
approach.

B

A
(a)

B

A

(b)

Figure 3.4 .A piecewise parabolic reconstruction in a square control volume (cell).
Now. referring to ti-me 3.4. the geometric toolbox begins by arbitrarily selecting a
cell face. segment

-

for instance. This segment is then turned into a directional vector

The direction of this vector is specified so that r arbitrary point P inside the

control volume lies to the "left" of this vector. This condition is met when the cross
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product of the directional vector with a vector directed from the same starting venex to
the point inside the control volume is a positive vector in the :-direction.

- XB xAP > 0 (O'Rourke 1993). This ensures the shortest turn of

towards

i-e..

2 is in

the counter-clock\vise direction.

After the initial vector

has been specified. the next step is to determine if the

starting venex h of chis vector lies inside the primary tluid. By definition:

The origin of the local coordinate system (x.3) for the arbitrarily rotated piecewise
parabola. equation (3.12). is always located at the cenue of the mixed control volume.
.A point P = (.r,,

v, ) is inside the primary tluid if it is below the parabolic curve. i.e..

According to the latter definition. vertex h is outside the fluid in figure 3.4 ( a ) and is
inside the tluid in figure 3.3 (b). Note that the par~boliccurve is exactly the same in both
cases. but the local coordinates are rotated 180" relative to one another. When a venex is
inside the tluid. it is flagged and stored. e.g.. venex A would not be stored in figure 3.4
(a). but would be stored in figure 3.3 (b).

The next step is to compute any intersection points between the parabola and the

current vector. in this case still

Once again. this is a basic seometric operation that

involves substituting a parametric representation for the line se,ment AB
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into equation (3.12) for the parabolic interface. The solutionYof the resulting quadratic
equation for the parametric variable s yields the intersection points. Obviously. valid
intersection points must satisfy the condition 0 I:s 5 1. so they fall on the current line
segment. It is possible to have zero. one or two valid intersection points berween a
parabolic curve and a straight line segment. These intersection points are flagged (to be
discussed shortly) and stored sequentially in order of increasing s. This process is
repeated for the remaining directiond vectors of the computational cel!. which are
considered sequentially in a counterclockwise manner. e-g..

6 in

t i p r e 3.4.

z.then

md finally

The natural outcome of this procedure is that the vertices are

systematically collected in counter-clockwise order.
The truncation calculation for a piecewise parabolic interface necessitates flagging
the collected points in order to determine whether two adjacent vertices are connected by
a line or the parabolic interface. Note that this flagging procedure is not needed for a

PLIC toolbox. since every connecting element is a line segment. As shown in figure 3.5.
this is accomplished by associating an integer flag with each vertex of the truncated fluid
g i n

-

-

The integer flag (shown in parentheses) denotes the type of vertex and is

set to (0) when the vertex is inside the fluid. ( 1 ) when the vertex lies on the parabolic
interface as s result of a single intersection with a directional vector. or (7,) when the
vertex lies on the parabolic inrerface as a result of a double intersection with a directional
vector.

4

Convcnt~onalsolutions of a quadratic cquation iue pmne to numerical inaccuncies. Here, the wlution is

based on the s t n t r g suggsred in 15.6 of Press er a[. ( 1992).

1 (i)

2 (0)

Figure 3.3 Example of parabolic interface with identified vertices for fluid region %?,-:_,-,
.
Once the vertices have been tlagged.

the type of connecting segments can be

determined. The connecting segment between two adjacent vertices with indices (k. k+l)
is alwavs a line if either integer flag ( m,.m,+, ) is zero ( m , = 0 or m,,, = 0 ). However.
the parabolic interface connects the two vertices if both flags indicate single intersection
points ( m, = 1 and In,_,= I ), or if one flag is a double intersection point and the other is
a single intersection point ( m, = 2 and m,_, = 1 or m, = I and m,,, = 1 ).

The situation is slightly more compIicated when both vertices are double intersection
points ( m, = 2 and m,-, = 2 ). To understand why, consider the two examples shown in
tiyre 3.6. In both examples. dl of the vertices are double intersection points. However.
in the first case. tipre 3.6 (a).

-

is a line segment and the return segment 11 is the

-

parabolic interface. In the second case. figure 3.6 (b), 5 is a line segment. 23 is a
parabola

2 is a line. and

is a parabola

1 (2)

1 (2)
t a)

2 (2)
tb)

Fi_mtre3.6 Two common reconstruction examples with double intersection points.

This behaviour is captured by the following two rules: (i) if the adjacenr vertices &

naL result from a double intersection on the same ori$nal
joined by a parabolic repent. e-p..

directional vector. they are

% or $ in figure 3.6 (b): (ii) otherwise the vertices

are connected by a line when a hypothetical line se,ment connecting the two venices

-

passes through the primary tluid. e-g.. 12. or by a parabolic segment if the hypotheticai
line segment lies outside the tluid. There is one exception to the last rule: when there are

-

onIy two vertices. figure 3.6 (a). the return segment. 21. must be a parabolic interface.
Despite the apparent complexity of these rules. they can be efficiently implemented using

onIy eighteen lines of computer code.
The tinal step is to compute the truncated amount of fluid in the cell from rhe
assembled point locations and the type of segments connecting them. A general formula

for the fluid volume Vp (area of the region multiplied by unit length in the Z coodiate
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direction) uuncared by the parabolic interface can be derived from the area corollary of
Green's theorem (Swokowski 1983).

where

LI

is the second-order coefficient of the parabolic equation (3.12). n is the number

of vertices (assembled in counter-clockwise order) with their locations defined in the
local (.r. y ) coordinate system and S,.,,, is the delta function. Here St,+, = I when a
pw~bolicinterface Iies between the two vertices ( k . k + I ) or d,,,, = 0 when the vertices
are joined by a line segment. Also note that

(.K

,_,..vnv,,,1 = (-r,.

J, 1 .

.A general formula can also be derived for the tluid volume V,

uunca~edby a

parabolic interface in cylindrical (axisymrnetric, coordinates (R.2). Here the equation
for the parabolic interface is written in the locdly rotated/trmslated ( r. :) coordina~e
system
r = (I:'+

b:+ c

with the following set of coordinate transformations
R = rcoscp+ :sincp +R,,.
r=(R-R,)cosq-(Z-Z,)sincp.and

Z = -rsinq+ :cosg,

:=

tR, R )aJM

+Z,

(3.20,

+Z, Z 19- (3.211

The enclosed fluid voiume. which results from rotating the (R.2) plane over 360". is

-ziven by

('R~+,:(7Z, + I , ) - R , ' ( ? z , ,

=-z

-2,))

+Z,)-ZR,R,,,(Z,,,
linur rrm

I f n

V,

where

E

6 k=i

(3.22)

'1

- u ~ ~ , ~ ~ E+ ' R( ~R _~-

=(Zk,, -Z,Icoscp+(R,-, -R,lsintp

a&-cos q
C

1

and. once again.

a,,

= 1 when the

current segment is a panbola or 6,.,, = 0 when the current segment is a line. Unlike
the previous formula in Cartesian coordinates, where the fluid area is defined in the local
c . r . ~ )coordinates. cquation (3.21)can be more easily expressed in terms of the global
c R. 2) coordinates due to the sbsoIute dependence of V, on the radial coordinate. Here

the local rotation angle p of the parabola remains in equation (3.22) because global
coordinates are used. Yonetheless. equation (3.12) is remarkably simple for such a
general formula in comparison to the complex case-by-car: result for a simpler piecewise
linear interface in cylindrical coordinates by Mashayek & Xshgriz ( 1995).

3.2.2 Geometric Toolbox Examples
The truncation formulae. equations 43.18) and r3.12). have been validated on
numerous problems azainst analytical inception to ensure their rtccuncy. Some of these
cases are included here as examples to W e r elucidate the geometric toolbox approach
and demonstrate its abiIity to handle dificult confi,ourations in control volumes with an
arbiuary number of sides.

tn the t i i t example. shown in-,it

3.7. a specified parabolic interface passes

through a unit square region. Following the procedure detailed in $3.2.1. vector

is
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selected as the initial direction vector. There are no intersections along this vector. but its
starting point A is flagged and stored as it lies inside the primary fluid. This is also uue
for the next vector

BC and the final vector G. The only intersection that occm is a

double intersection along the third vector CD and the sraning point of C is also recorded
since it is inside the fluid.

Aside from the parabolic segment between the double

intersection vertices. all of the connecting se-ments are Linear as at least one of their
vertices is inside the fluid region. Once the vertices and connecting elements have been
assembled in counter-clockwise order (fiewe 3.8). the area of the fluid region can be
computed from equation (3.18). The computed area of the fluid region is 0.75 based on
the individual connecting se-pent conuibutions. denoted by C,=.

as shown in tipre

3.9. This matches the theoretical result obtained by analytical inte-pation.

A. (0.01

B (1,

Figure 3.7 Case 1 - Parabolic interface. y = 1h
' - L2x + 1

in a unit square cell.

Figure 3.8 Case L - Flagged vertices and connected segments assembled

in counter-clockwiseorder.

Figure 3.9 Case 1 - Line intern contributions of each piecewise segment.

In the second example. shown in fi-pre 3-10, a prescribed paraboIic interface. rotated

20" relative to the base coordinates. passes through an equiIated triangular cell with

sides of unit length. This example would be difficult to handIe with case-by-case logic
due to the non-standard cell shape. rotation of the parabola and the fact the primary fluid
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is split into two distinct regions within the cell. Intuitively. one might expect that this
would also cause problems for the geometric toolbox, since it would have to identify the
existence of the two fluid regions and then compute their areas separately. Formnately.
this is not the case and the total fluid area may be computed with just one application of
equation (3.18).

Figure 3.10 Case 2 - Parabolic interface. y = 161' - 18x + 4. in an equilateral unit
uiansle. where Ix. J ) is shifted to the triangle centroid and rotated 20" relative co (X. Y).

To elaborate funher. consider the results of the counter-clockwise numbering and
flagging procedure in tiewe 3.1 I. The key lies in the strategy developed for determining
the type of connecting element between adjacent vertices. .4ccording to the rules
established in $32.1. vertices 2 and 3 are double intersection points on the same
directional vector. hence the connecting element is the parabolic interface because the
hypothetical line between these points is outside of the primary fluid, Vertices 5 and 6
are single intersection points on different directional vectors so their connecting element
is also the parabolic interface. The addition of the

C, and C, segment contributions

eliminates the portion of the parabolic interface outside of the triangular cell (figure
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3.12). leavins only the inte-pral contribution of the parabola in the cell. This novel
approach completely avoids the need to compute these fluid regions separately.

Figre 3. I 1 Case 2 - Numbered and flagged vertices in counter-clockwise order.

Figure 3.12 Case 2 - Identified connecring se-menn and Iine integral contributions.
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The geometric tooIbox is valid for any c o n f i p t i o n of a general parabolic interface
in an arbitrary n-sided polygon. However. special care should be taken during the
numerical calculation of equation (3.18). because the parabolic contribution in an
example like rhis can be several orders of rnaLpitude larger than the linear contribution.
pmiculariy when the second-order coeffrc;ent of the pmboIa is very large. In this
situation. the computations suffer

3

loss of precision due to the addition of the small

linear terms to the larger pmbolic terms. To alleviate this problem. double precision
floating-point arithrnecic should be employed and the pmbolic terms and linear terms of
(3.181 should be summed sepmtcly and then added together at the end of the calculation.

3.3 Interface Reconstruction
Up to this point, the cmfficients of the parabolic interface. cn.b.c) in equation (3.11)
and the mglr of rotation cp of the locrtl (.r. vl coordinate system were assumed to be
known

(1

priori. In fict. however. these parmeters must be determined from the local

fluid volume fractions. [n this work. these parameters are obtained by solving two
"inverse" problems associated with: ci) matching the amount of primary fluid with the
actual value

in tach mixed cell so as to satisfy Iocal and global volume conservation: and

tii) minimising the least squares error between the given fluid volume fractions in a
surrounding 3x3 block of cells and those imphtd by extending the parabolic interface
into these same cells.

Following the approach adopted by other volume tracking

researchers with least squares-based PLZC dgorithms. (Puckett 1991: Pilliod 1992; Rider
& Kothe 1998). the lowest-order coefficient of the panbota c in equation (3.13). is
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constrained so that the enclosed fluid volume computed according to (3.18) or (3.12)
matches the prescribed primary tluid volume in the mixed cell.

The remaining

reconstruction parameters (a.b.cp) follow from the least squares mi~misationprocedure.

Although it is not clear from simple inspection of the truncation formulae. the
enclosed fluid volume is s nonlinear function of the piecewise parabolic reconstruction
parameters (u.b.c.cp). This is true even for a piecewise linear interface because the
location of the intersection points varies nonlinearly with the parameters for a line. For
e.umple. the inteptsd m a of a triangular tluid region is directly proportional to the
square of the line intercept and inversely proportional to the unit normid. Unfortunately.
this nonlinear relationship necessitates an iterative overdi solution procedure.

3.3.1 Overview of the Reconstruction Procedure
The reconstruction of a piecewise parabolic interface in each mixed cell can be
described in the following manner. .At the start of the voiurne tracking calculation. r = 0.
the initial geometry of the interface is used to compute the volume fraction of primary
fluid in every computational cell. The initial interface topology can also be exploited to
provide an initial guess of the piecewise parabolic parameters tbr the iter~tiveleast
squares minimisation procedure. The higher-order coefficients ( u.b ) and the rotation
angle cp of the local coordinare system remain constant during a given iteration of the
least squares algorithm. However. the zeroth-order coefficient c is calculated to match
the fluid volume fraction in the given mixed cell and satisfy volumetric conservation at
each iteration. When the iterative least squares minimisation procedure has converged.
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the interface geometry is represented by a series of piecewise parabolic interfaces, each
with a unique set of parameters in a given mixed cell.

The piecewise parabolic representation is illustrated in figure 3.13 by the example of
a reconstructed elliptical fluid body.

Although the local piecewise parabolic

reconstruction docs not strictly ensure continuity of the interface across the cell faces. it
does a much better job than existing volume tracking methods. This is demonstrated in
chapter 4.

The remainder of this section is devoted to details of &e two basic

components of the piecewise parabolic reconstruction: (i) the calculation of c: and (ii)
the least squares minimisation routine.

Figure 3.13 Piecewise parabotic reconstruction of elliptical fluid region.

33.2 Volume Conservation Constraint
Given h a t (a.6.p) are fixed during a given iteration of the [east squares routine, the
amount of primary fluid truncated by the parabolic interface is only a function of c . In

order to IocaIly and globally satisfy volume conservation. the truncated fluid volume
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V(C)must equal the existing fluid volume V

in a given mixed ceI1 at the current time

step. This condition is met when the nonlinear function

is equal to zero. This expression c;m d s o be written in terms of the fluid volume
fractions by dividing equation (3.23)by the total volume of the cell.
It might be tempting to construct an algorithm that directly solves for c .

LlntbnunateIy. chis leads to case-by-case Iogic due to the nonlinear. piecewise variation
of F ( c ) thar runs contrary to the philosophy of the geometric toolbox approach. Instead.
equation (3.13) is ueated as an inverse root-finding problem using a modified version of
Newton's method to iteratively determine the root of F ( c ) ,i.r.. the value of c that yields
F ( c ) = 0. Of course. the standard form of Newton's method is only localty convergent

and can diverge when supplied with a poor starting guess for c . Hence. a globallyconversent hybrid routine is constructed using a combination of the fail-safe bisection
method and Newton's method. (see 99+3of Press er ul. 1992 for details). This method
typically requires only 5-6 iterations ro find the root of F(c) to machine double
precision. The use of an even higher-order form of Yewton's method. based on the first
and second derivatives of F ( c ) with respect to c . has reduced this even further and only
requires 1-3 iterations.

.

This hybrid routine is weil suited for the nonlinear. piecewise behaviour of F ( c ) but

requires lower and upper Iimits for c to be supplied in order to bound the root.
F(c-.

> 0 and F(c,,,

)

< 0. and the derivative of F(c) with respect to c . The most
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straightforward approach for establishing these limits tc,,,,~,,)

is to calcdate the

values of c and F(c) when the parabolic interface passes through each of the cell
vertices. However, this procedure can fail when the parabolic interface only intersects a
cell fice and does not passes through any cell vertices, ems..case I in figure 3.7. In this
situation. the root cannot be bounded since Ftc) has the same sign for alf of the
computed values of c . A more rigorous approach is to compute the values of c where
the parabolic interface just touches each cell face. This is done by solving for the
rninima/maxima problem associated with the intersection of the cell face (a line segment)
and the parabola interface. Specifically. the parametric equations for this intersection are
differentiated with respect to c and set to zero. The resulting value of
which the parabolic interface just touches the hcr. The limits (c,,,.~,,

c

is the point at
)

can also be

used to provide a good initial s e s s for the iterative solution method. Currently. rhe
initial guess for c is supplied as the y-intercept of the stnight line connecting F(c,,,
and F( c-,

)

)

.

The derivative of F ( c ) with respect to c is obtained by analytically differentiating
the seomeuic toolbox formulae. equations (3.18) and 13.22). with respect to c . For
instance. differentiating equation (3.18) with respect to c yields the following expression

where cl-rk/dc and d_v,/dc are derivatives of the vertex positions with respect to c .
d-rk/dc=0 and d~~/dc=O when the vertex is inside the fluid.

Otherwise. these
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derivatives are given by analytically differentiating the parametric equations for the
intersection between the parabola and a line se-pent with respect to c and substituting
the derivative of the parametric variable dsldc into a differentiated form of equation
(3.17 for

.

yk 1 .

This analytical treatment is quite attractive compared to finite-

difference evaluations of the panmeuic derivatives (via small increments of c ) . because
it can be efficiently incorporated as prut of the truncation cdculation. thereby avoiding

multiple volume dculations and the inherent errors associated with finite-difference
expressions for these derivatives.

3.3.3 Least squares Parameter Estimation
The method of Ieast squares is one of the most ceIebrated techniques for solving the

inverse minimisation problem to tind the "optimal" model parameters that provide a "best
match" for a given set of data. The least squares approach can be applied to estimate the
vector of remaining piecewise parabolic parameters z = (u.b.p) in a siven mixed cell by
minimising the least squares error G(z)between the actual fluid volumes V and the
truncated values

obtained by extending the parabolic interface into the neighbouring

block of cells. In the present work. the least squares error is defined over the 3x3 block
of cells surrounding each mixed cell. as our attention is restricted to two-dimensional.
structured meshes in Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates. This need not be the case.
however. as any configuration for the neiabouring cell block could be selected due to
the flexibility afforded by the geometric toolbox cdculation. For instance. G(z)could
be defined on an unstrucnued, triangular mesh with three adjacent neighbours to each
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mixed cell. However. the 3x3 cell block is also the basis for many least squares-based
PLIC algorithms (Puckett 1991: Pilliod 1992; Rider & Kothe 1998)- and tests have
shown it to be satisfactory for PPIC on a structured mesh with quadrilateral cells.
The least squares error G(z)over a 3x3 block of cells can be written as

where R(z) is an error vector and f,., is a prescribed weighting factor for each
neighbouring cell.

Here. the subscripts i~ (-1.0.1)

and

j~

(-1.0.1)

indicate the

horizontal and vertical offset of the neighbouring cell from the current mixed cell. For

-

instance. v,,,(z) tutd V,.,, are the truncated and actual primary tluid volumes.
respectively. in the r a t neighbouring cell. The error vector R(z) is given by

R(z)=(R-~.-~(z~
,..,Rl.,(z)....R l . , ( z ) ) : i(-1.0.1).
~
j~ (-1.0.11
with individual components

The weighted e m r component is always zero in the centre cell ( i = 0 . j = 0 ) because
the computed value of

c

fortes

I:,,,= V;,.,

. The remaining components ( i # 0. j t 0 )

oenerally have finite values. however. as the truncated fluid volume. obtained by

0

extending the parabolic interface into a neighbourinz cell. is not always identical to the
actual fluid voIume in that cell.
The discrete error components can be qualitatively demonstrated by comparing the
truncated fluid voIumes by a prescribed interface geometry. shown in fib-

3.14 (a).
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with the fluid volumes cut-out by an extended parabolic interface, shown in figure 3.14
(b). By volume conservation, the fluid volume in the centre cell must be the same in both

cases.

(a) Fluid volumes truncated by a

prescribed interface.

(b) Fluid volumes truncated by the

PPIC interface extended from centre cell.

Figure 3.14 illustration of discrete fluid volume errors over 3x3 block of cells.

333.1 Nonlinear Solution Algorithm
The minimisation of the least squares error G(z) in multi-dimensional pardmeter
space z yields the optimal values for the remaining piecewise parabolic parameters
(a.b.q) in a given mixed cell- This type of unconstrained optirnisation is commonly
referred ro as a nonlinear least squares problem.

A complete discussion of these

problems is beyond the scope of this dissertation. and interested readers may consult the
textbook by Dennis & Schnabei (1983). Nonetheless. it should be mentioned that the
distinguishing feanue separating least squares pmbIems from general unconstrained

optimisation is the unique structure of the gradient vector OG(z)and Hessian matrix

v'G(z). For this minimisation probkm. these quantities can be written in [ems of the
error vector R(z) and the Jacobian matrix J ( z ) , i-e.. tint derivative of

R(2)

with

respect to z

where the vector derivatives are given by

The gradient vector VG(it,.,) can be expressed in the following compact form

Similarly. the Hessian matrix V'G(Z) is given by

Yonlinear least squares solution algorithms differ in how they exploit the structure of
the Hessian matrix and can be broadly cate,oorised as Gauss-Newton or fuIl Newton
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algorithms. Full Newton algorithms use the full Hessian matrix in order to minimise a
quadratic representation of G(z) about the current guess z' . The next guess for the l e s t
squares parameters. denoted by z' . is taken at the critical point of the quadratic model.

h principle. Newton's method is quadratically convergent near a local minima as

long as the V'G[Z) is Lipschitz continuous and positive definite. Direct application of
Yewton's method is rare. however. because the second-order term S(z) is difficult and
rime consuming to explicitly determine. Instead. this term is usually approximated in
some manner. .A good example of a globally convergent algorithm of this type. i.e.. one
that will tind a local minima from almost any non-singular starting point. is the NL'SOL
code developed by Dennis et ul. ( 198I ). Here. the Hessian matrix is approximated by

where ~ ( z) ' is n single secant approximation to S(zC) .which is continuously updated at
each iteration from an approximate expression, Tlis approximation formally reduces the
convergence of the secant method to super-linear. The NL2SOL code also implements a
model-trust region approach that involves minimising a sub-problem subject to a step
restriction at each iteration (see Dennis & Schnabel 1983 for further details).
Gauss-Newton methods approximate the Hessian by the tirst term on the right-hand
side of equation (3.36). v'G(z') = J(zL')'~ ( z ' )based on the assumption that the first
term is more important than the second term. most notably when the residuals R(zC) are
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small near the solution vector z' . The main advantage of Gauss-Newton methods is that
they avoid having to compute the S(zL1 and still exhibit quadratic convergence for zeroresidual problems. ~ ( z *=) 0. Otherwise. the convergence is only linear. The standard
Giuss-Newton method is not locally convergent on highly nonlinear or l q e residual
problems.
Hence. most practical Gauss-Newton type methods are based on the well known
Lsvenberg-Marquardt algorithm. which can be thought of as a trust-region modification
of the Gauss-Newton approach. The Levenberg-Marquardt steps are obtained by solving
least squares sub-problems and the trust-resion radius is adjusted between iterations
accordins to the agreement between the predicted and actual reduction in G(z).One of
the most robust and successful implementations of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is
the globally convergent MINPACK-I mutine that was developed at Argonntl National
Labor~toryby .More er (11. ( 1980).
Both MtNP.L\CK-1 and NL'SOL

version 2.2) were evaluated on numerous test

cases in order to compare their ability for this nonlinear least squares minimisation
problem. For both codes. the Jctcobian matrix J(z1 was analyticalIy evduated via
equations (3.28-3.31). using similar analytical expressions to equation (3.24) for the
derivatives of the truncated fluid volume fractions with respect to the various Ieat
squares parameters. In gened. the number of functional evaluations is comparable on
small-residual problems.

,b expected. NT'SOL generally required fewer tootbox

evaluations than MVIINPACK-1 on modenre residual problems

(-

10-20% less) but the

computational runtimes were similar. presumably due to the additional calculations
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performed within W S O L .

Despite the similarity in performance, MWACK-I is

significantly easier to use and modify because it is contained in about 180 lines of
computer code. whereas XLZSOL has more than 2000 lines of code. For this reason,
MJNiACK-1 was selected as the main routine for estimating the optimal least squares
parameters (a.b . q ) .

3.3.3.2 I~itialisationof Least squares Parameters
.An initial guess for the l e s t squares parameters must be supplied to MINPACK-1 at

each time step due to the nonlinear variation of G(z)with z . .AS was mentioned exlier
in 93.3.1. the exact geometry of the interhce can be used to provide an initial p e s s for
I L ~ . ~ . ( P )at

time r = O but this information is unavailable at later time steps. Most

itrr~tivepiecewise linear methods simply compute the initial s u e s by finitedifference
approximations to the Iwd volume fractions. a notoriously inaccurate process. .A good
initial guess for (u.b.q) is essential for accurate representation of high curvature and
sub-zrid scale features of the interface.

For example. consider the rather common situation of a thin fluid filament depicted in
figure 3.15. The prescribed fluid filament is depicted in blue. while two out of an infinite
number of PPIC reconstructions are shown by the yeen lines. The main difficulty with
reconstructing a thin filament is that it is often arbitrarily positioned at the centre of the
cell. (see Cases 8 and 9 tbr SLIC in t i p r e 2.5). As shown in fib-

3.16. the fluid

filament is never advected at low Courant numbers because the computed volumetric

t l m s through the left and right faces are zero. i.e.. the traced-back rectangle does not
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reach the fluid.

Under these conditions. the fluid volume fractions will remain

unchanged. and the fluid finger will be continually reconstnrcted at the same location and
artificially appear to be stationary throughout time. This clear deficiency motivated
Chorin (1980) ro modifj the SLIC algorithm to randomly position thin fluid filaments.
.illthough chis ad-hoc modification alleviates the problem of a thin finger not being
advected (moving) at low Courant numbers. it does not provide a unique nor accurate
reconstruction of thin fluid structures.

Arbitrary piecewise parabolic reconsuuctions occur when the number of mixed cells
in the current bIock of neighbouring cells is Iess than the number of estimated
parameters.

[n

these situations. there is not enough information about the interface and

the least squares minimisation problem is inherently under-constrained. Inaccurate fPIC
reconstructions also arise when a large number of local minima exist in the multidimensional parameter space of G(z). though the probability of this is ~yeatiyincreased
by a good initial guess for (a.b.p).

Fie%

3.15 Arbitrary PPIC reconsmctions of a thin fluid finger.

Figure 3.16 Advection probiems with a thin finger at low Courant number.
This author has spent considerable time and effort uying to enhance the accuracy of
piecewise parabolic reconstruction by eliminating arbitrary and inaccurate panmeter
estimates. Two different approaches were considered. The first approach examined the

use of adaptive reconstruction stencils. e.g.. offset 3x3 and wider 4x4 cell blocks. to
increase the number of mixed fluid volumes in a neighbouring cell block. This approach
reduces the number of arbiuary reconstructions associated with the under-constrained
minimisation problem and generally improved the accuracy of PPIC. Unfortunately. this
approach does not address the advection problem of a stationary fluid filament.
Moreover. the use of larger reconstruction stencils (4x4 block of cells) si,pificantly
increases the computational overhead due to the increased number of volume uuncations
in additional neighbouring cells.

The second approach retains the original 3x3 cell block and incorporates some of the
beneficial aspects of front tracking by introducing marker particles along the PPIC
reconstruction. The overall approach can be summarised by the following steps:
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1. At the start of a volume tracking cdculation. two equally-spaced marker particles are

placed on the initial interface topolog in every mixed cell.

2. The marker panicles are advected forward in time via equation (7.1) based on simple
bi-linear interpolation of the underlying velocity field.
3. The updated particle locations at the next time step are then used to provide an initial

guess for (a.6.q).

1. The interface is then reconstructed by the least squares minimisation routine.
5. Two equally-spaced marker particles are placed on the piecewise parabolic

reconstructions in every mixed cell.
6. Steps 1- 5 are subsequently repeated at each time step.

The initial guess for ru.b.rp, in step 3 is based on a standard least squares regression
or curve-fit of the updated particle locations to a general panbola. equation (3.12). Here.
only the panicles fallinp into the current 3x3 block of cells are used in the regression. as
illustrated in fipre 3.17. There is an important distinction between this curve fitting
process and the nonlinear least squares problem associated with the fluid volume
fractions. namely. fitting a rotated parabolic curve to a discrete set of points is a simple
(linear) problem. assuming that the rotation of the local coordinate system is fixed. The
resulting '-normal" equations for the '-best-fit" parabola is given by solving the following
system of linear equations

The mild nonlinearity associated with the variable rotation angle g, of the local
coordinate system can be handled as a onedimensional minimisation problem with
respect to g, via Brent's method (4 10.2 of Press cr dl. 1992).

Figure 3.17 Least squares regression of advecred particle locations used as an initial
g e s s for PPIC parameters.

-

This hybrid approach avoids many of the pitfalb of pure front trackin,, because the
interface reconstruction is ultimately based on the fluid volume hctions and topological
changes m dictated by minimising the least squares error G(z) .thereby eliminating the
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need for complex logic to make connectivity changes. Furthermore. the continued use of
the fluid voiume reconstruction consuaint in 93-32 promotes volume conservation and
the automatic re-initialisation of marker particles at each time step overcomes the
instabilities associated with particle accumulation and the inaccuracies of particle
depletion. This novel approach also provides for more accurate reconstructions of thin
interticid structures by eliminating a debgee of arbitrariness in these under-determined
cases.

In addition. the taznngim advection of the marker particles compietety

eliminates the outstanding problem of thin tluid structures never being advected. The
only disadvantage. aside from increased complenity. is the additional computational
overhead associated with the front cracking component. However. in many instances the
amount of computational work is offset by the fact that fewer iterarions are required by
the Icut squares minimisation routine due to the improved initial guess.

3.4 Interface Advection
The advection of the fluid volume fractions is based on the unsplir. La-mgianEulerian re-map technique of Mosso rr u!. 119971. This approach is uuIy multidimensional. and as such onIy requires a singe interface reconsuuccion at each time step.
As depicted in tipre 3.18, the Lapangian-Eulerian re-map technique begins by moving a
given mixed Eulerim cell ( 1-2-34) in a Lagangan sense to form a new La-pngian cell

L

( 1'-1'-3'4').

This involves advecting each corner of the EuIerian ceH backward dong its

fluid path c in the upwind sense) over the current time step according to the Lapngian
transport equation (2.1 ). The taLmgian cell has the same connectivity as the Eulerian
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cell. and is formed by connecting the advected vertex locations by some piecewise
representation. The approach raicen here is to assume the faces of the h g m g i a n cell are
linear as shown in figure 3.18, where the vertices of the Lapgiim cell are connected by
red lines. However. the faces of the L a p g i a n cells are generally curved in a straining
velocity field.

Fiyre 3-18 Dlustntion of the Lqrangian-Eulerian re-map for volume uacking.
The whole premise of the re-map advection scheme is that the fluid volume in the

La_mgian cell is equivalent to the fluid volume in the original Ederian cell at the next
time step. The vaiidity of this statement can be proven by the Space Conservation Law

(SCL).a geometric interpretation of volume conservation. The advection of the fluid
volume hctions is accomplished by determining the amount of primary fluid in the
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Lagrmgian cell. Assuming the Courant number ( C = u A r / ~ t is) less than unity. the
movement of the La_pngian cell is limited over the time step such that it overlaps
several of the Eulerian cells in the surrounding 3x3 cell block.

For instance. the

La-mgian cell in figure 3.18 overlaps the original centre cell as well as the left. bottom,
and bottom-left Eulerian cells. The cdcuiation of the tluid volume in the Lagrangian cell

involves two fundamental operations.
First. the intersection region between the Lagrangian cell and each of the Eulerian
ceIls in the surrounding 3x3 block must be computed. This is essentialIy m intersection
operation between two polygons. a standard operation in the field of computational
geometry often referred to AS -"polygon-clipping". The well-known Sutherland-Hodgman
polygon clipping algorithm, described in Folcy rr ul. i I99 1,.

ib

used here to compute the

intersection between the arbitrary (concavefconvex) m-sided Lagrmgian cell and a
convex n-sided EuIerian cell. This algorithm is extremely efficient and only requires

O(m+n ) calculations. it dso naturally stores the vertices of the resulting intersection
polygon in countercIockwise order. an important requirement for the next step.
Second. the fluid volume in rich intersection polygon is calculated by the geomeuic
toolbox ($3.3.1). The ability of the geometric toolbox to handle arbitrary polygons is
invaluable in this situation because the intersection regons are irreplarly shaped with an

arbiuary number of nodes. e-g.. the intersection of two four-sided polygons can yield an
octagon. The fluid volume in each intersection region is computed via equation (3.18) or
(3.23) and the total fluid volume in the Lapngian ceil is simply the sum of the fluid

volumes in the intersection regions.
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The overall accuracy of the hgrangian-Eulerian re-map technique depends on
several factors.

As was mentioned earlier. the faces of the Lagrangian cell are

approximated as straight lines even though these faces are inherently curved in stnining
flow fields. Aside from the obvious numerical errors. this approximation also introduces
minor volume conservation errors as the total volume of the L a p g i a n cell may be
slightly different from the volume of the original Eulerian cell.

These volume

conservation errors can be significantly reduced by introducing additional vertices on
each face of the original Eulerian cell during the advection of the hgrangian cell. For
example. an additional vertex could be added at the middle of each cell face. i.e..
Lagrmgian cell with nr = S. Another important factor is the accuracy of the time
tntegrrrtion scheme used to integrate equation (2.1) during the Lagrangian advection of
the cell vertices. e.g. first-order Euler explicit. The interpolation of the tluid velocity at
off-node locrttions for the time integration also has a profound effect on volume
conservation. This is not a factor for the simple advection cases. considered next in
chapter 4. because the prescribed velocity field is known a priori throughout the entire
computarional domain. However. determining a solenoidal velocity field. V u = 0 . at
arbiruy locations (away tiom the stored velocity nodes) for the solution of actual
interfacial tlow problems is a difficult task that will be discussed further in chapter 6 ,

Summary
The new PPIC algorithm is based on a general piecewise parabolic reconstruction of
the interface topology. The coefficients of the piecewise panbolic reconsuuction in each
mixed cell ( 0 < f < 1 ) are determined by: (i) matching the discrete tluid volume in the
cell; and (ii) minimising the least squares error between the discrete tluid voiumes over a
surrounding 3x3 block of cells with rhe approximate values truncated by extending the
piecewise parabolic interface in these neighbourinp cells. The calculation of the fluid
volumes truncated by a general piecewise parabolic interface is made possible by the
geometric toolbox. This generic cdculation method is based on the area corollary of

b

Green's theorem dong with a number of fundamental operations from the field of
computationai geometry.

The reconsrruction procedure is also faciIitated by a

supplementary particle tracking procedure, which provides an accurate initial guess for
the least squares routine and reduces problems associated with under-consuained
minimisation. The PPIC reconstruction is then used to ~eomeuicallyadvect the tluid
volumes to the next time step. This is accomplished in conjunction with the unsplit.
Lagrangian-Eulerian re-map technique of Mosso cr ul. ( 1997).

Chapter 4

Reconstruction Examples
A series of reconsuuction and advection tests, based on prescribed interfacial shapes

and velocity fields, is invaluable for dc-bugging purposes. These test problems serve. not
only to elucidate the strengths and weaknesses of a given volume tracking method. but
also provide an unbiased platform to quantify the accuracy of the method withour bein3
obscured by the subtleties of the interfacial physics or inherent inaccuracies associated
with numerical solution procedures for the governing equations of motion.

In this chapter. the piecewise parabolic method is evaluated on a number of different
reconsuuction cases in two-dimensional Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. The PPIC
results are compared with reconstructions obtained from the tirst-order piecewise
constant SLIC algorithm of Noh & Woodward (1976) and a second-order piecewise
linear method based on a least squares estimation of the unit normal. The latter serves as
it benchmark

for the state-of-the-art in volume tracking algorithms.

Preliminaries
The selected reconsuuction cases for this study are summarised in tabIe 4.1.

[n each

case. the prescribed geometry is placed within a unit square ( lx 1) computational domain
which is subsequently partitioned into uniform meshes of different sizes. starting with
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8x8 cells and increasing by a factor of two in each coordinate direction. up to a mesh of

256x256 cells. The calculation of initiai fluid volume fractions for the prescribed fluid
geometry is extremely difficult by manual integration or using case-by-case logic.
Fortunately, the geometric toolbox approach can also be applied here to greatly simplify
this task. The resulting toolbox is identical to that described in $3.2. except the
truncation formulae and the intersection routines are different. Since the formulae for
computing the initial fluid volumes for the selected geometries are not generally available
elsewhere. they are included in table 4.1 with the corresponding interface geometries.

4.2 Error Measurement
It is fairly straightfonvard to qualitatively judge the reconstructed interfaces by

visually comparing them with the exact interf~cegeometry. However. it is much more
difficult to quantify the accuracy of the volume tracking reconstruction. Conventional
error norms based on the fluid volume fraction data are meaningless. because the primary
tluid volume truncated by piecewise and exact interface are identical in every cell during
the initial reconstruction at time t = 0. In the present study. a unique prescription for the
reconstruction error is introduced based on the geometric "exclusive-oi' clipping
operation between the exact fluid region .4 and the piecewise reconsuucted region B .
The exclusive-or Iogicd operator is defined as the union of two geometric
subtractions
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where A \ B = {x I x E -4 & x E B ) is the geometric subtraction of B from A and
8 \ A = {x I x E B & x 4 A) is the geometric subtraction of A from B . Simply put.

the exclusive-or clipping operation is the absolute integral difference between the exact
and reconstructed fluid regions and thus is an excellent measure of the reconstruction
error. The total reconstruction error. herein termed the R, error. is simply equal to the
total area of the clipped fluid region normalised by twice the area of the original fluid
body. The factor of two is employed here to yield a maximum error of unity when the
two fluid bodies do not overlap at all, i.e., LOO% reconstruction error.
Exact exclusive-or clipping of two tluid regions with arbitrarily curved boundaries is
extremely complicated. This operation is made tractable by approximating the individual
curved segments (piecewise parabola or the actual intertace) as a series of linear
segments. .A sufficient number of linear segments was used to represent each curve so
that the reported R, errors were accurate to within double precision ( 15 digit) arithmetic.
The exclusive-or clipped poly$ons were computed with the general polygon clipping
Iibnry (version 1.3 1 ) developed by Murta at the University of Manchester O 1997- 1999.
which is freely available for non-commercial public use. This robust and powerful tool
collects the vertices of the dipped polygons in counter-clockwise order. Thus, voiume
errors associated with the resulting exclusive-or polygons can be easily computed by the
geometric toolbox.

Reconstruction of a Circle
In the first example. a circular fluid body with a radius of 0.1 is centred (0.5.0.5)in
the unit square domain.

A qualitative assessment of the SLIC, PLIC and

PPIC

performance is achieved by comparing the reconstructed piecewise fluid regions with the
circular interface (depicted in red) in figure 4.1. The volume tracking results are given on
the coarsest mesh size. i-e.. 8x8 ceils in the unit domain. where the differences in the
reconstruction techniques are most apparent. Note that the two SLIC reconstructions,
i t . . figure 4.1 (a) and ( b ~correspond
.
to advection sweeps in the .r-direction and F-

direction. At this Iow mesh resolution. the circle radius is less than two cell widths
trlilr = 1.6 ) and the piecewisc constant (SLIC) and piecewise linear

IPLIC)

reconstructions deviate from the circular geometry yielding noticeable discontinuities in
the interface from cell

LO cell.

On the other hand. the piecewise parabolic representation

frtithfully reproduces the circle and is much more continuous across the cell faces.
The reconstruction errors for this example are graphically depicted in figure 3.2 by

ptotting the r-rcliistr~e-orpolygons between the circular fluid region and the various
piecewise representations. The SLiC reconstruction errors. figure 4.1 (a) and (b). are the
largest due to the reconstructed tluid anrennas that extend almost a full cell width away
from the circular interface. The clipped error regions in figure 4.3 (c) are considerably
smaller for PLIC. with a similar reduction in the size of the clipped polygons going from

PLIC to PPiC as illustrated by comparing figure 4.2 (c) and (dl.

(a) SLIC - sweep in .direction

(b) SLIC - sweep in !-direction

PLIC

(d) PPIC

(C)

Figure 4. I Volume tracking recoasuuctions of a circle on an 8x8 mesh.

(a) SLIC - sweep in x-direction

(c) PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in ydi~ction

(d) PPIC

Fi-pre 4.2 Clipped fluid error polygons for circle reconstructions on the 8x8 mesh.

The computed R, reconstruction errors and corresponding convergence rates for each
volume tracking method are surnrnarised in table 4.2 for the different mesh sizes. Ps
expected, the calculated n t e of convergence for SLIC is only first-order (the R, errors
diminish linearly as the cell size becomes smaller). Conversely. these error decrease
quadratically {second-order) and quimically (fourth-order) for PLlC and PPIC.
respectively. The theoretical conversence rate of a given mechod is dictated by the
number of parameters used to represent the interface.

SLIC only utilises a single

pwameter in each mixed cell. i-e.. the position of the interface is adjusted to match the
discrete fluid volurne. and hence the reconstruction error only decreases linearly as the
number of cells is increased. It foilows that the convergence rate of PLIC is secondorder. since an additional rrconstruction parameter. the unit normal. is used to reconstruct
rhe interface. The fourth-order convergence rate of PPIC can be attributed to the fact that
four parameters (rr.6,c.q)are ernpioyed to represent the interface in each mixed cell.
Table 4.2 Reconstruction errors and convergence rates for the circle.

Mesh

SLIC*
Error
Order

PLIC
Error
Order

PPIC
Error
Order

* SLIC reconstnrctlon errors iue identical in .r-direction and ydirecrions due to problem symmetry.
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X remarkable consequence of the disparity in convergence rates is that PPIC ucbieves

almost the same level of accuracy on the 8x8 mesh as the SLIC algorithm on the
138x138 mesh: a factor of 156 decrease in the number of cells. The difference is not as
dramatic between PLIC and PPIC on c o m e meshes; the R, error for PPIC on the 8x8
mesh is roughly the same ar PLIC on the 16x16 mesh. However. the fourth-order rate of
convergence of PPIC changes this on larger mesh sizes. PPIC on a 32x31 mesh is
roughly as accurate as PLIC on the finest 356x256 mesh. By comparison. SLIC would
require a 25.600~25.600mesh (almost a billion cells) to achieve this level of accuracy.
The potential use of much comer grids with PPIC offers tremendous savings both in
terms of computational runtime and computer memory requirements. Admittedly. these
saving are mitigated by the additional computational requirements for PPIC on a given
mesh size. X detailed look at the CPCr runtimes for each method is Ieft until the
advection tests in chapter 5.
Another important benefit of PPlC is that second derivative information is available
for prediction of the normal curvature of the interface. which is a notoriousiy difficult

-geometric property to compute accurately from discontinuous volume fraction data (Poo
& Ash-giz 1989). This panmeter is critical for the accurate simulation of interfacial

tlows with surface tension ct'fecrs. The normal curvature K at a given point along the
piecewise pmboiic curve is given by

where K is defined to be positive if it is directed into the primary fluid. The avenge
normal curvature f? in the mixed cell is obtained by intepting equation (4.2) over the
YC

length of the parabolic curve

E

as

j ~ d s

tan-'(a, ) - ~ a n - ' ( q , ~
c,,--7
Zh6,,-,
=
J ds ~ = 1
a,,,-+sinh-'(a,-,
l+ak+,
)-a,
,/=-sinh-'(a,
(

where

(4-3)

cr, = 2trri +b .

The conventional I, error norm is employed here to quantify the maximum error
between the predicted PPIC curvature and the constant theoretical value for the circle
(

h;,,, = 5 1 over the entire domain. The reported values have also been normalised by

K~,,, in this example. However. K,,!

is replaced by the macimum value of the normal

curvature for s general interface.

The L, errors for the clrcie are surnmarised in table 4.3 for the different mesh sizes.
The muirnum error in the predicted curvature is only 10.4% on the 8x8 mesh. This is
quite impressive. given that the mesh spacing I r is less than twice the radius of the
circle. K A =~ 0.625. The

4 errors also decrease more or less quadratically upon grid

refinement. with a maximum error of less thm 0.02% on the 256x156 mesh. The emtic
convergence rates.

t.g.

2-08 me from 32'

LO 6.1'

mesh drops to 1.69 from 64' to 118'

mesh. can be expiaincd by ths fact the curvature errors not only depend on mesh
resolution ( K A). ~but d s o on how the interface passes through the computational cells.
Slightly higher curvature errors occur when the interface only passes through a small

portion of a mixed cell ( f + 0 or f + 1 ). Hence. the L, error will be higher than
expected under these conditions, and the conversence rate due to mesh resolution w i l be
adversely affected.

Table 4 3 L, errors in the predicted PPIC curvature for the circle.

I. error

Order

4.4 Reconstruction of an Ellipse
In the next case. h e various volume uacking algorithms are applied to reconstruct an
elliptical tluid body. Ttus time. however, the tluid body is arbitrarily offset from the
centre of the unit domain and the mesh with its centroid at (0.62.0.67). The Length of the
elliptical major axis is 0.6 units and the minor axis is 0.3 units ( a =0.3 and b=O. IS in
table 4.1). and the ellipse is atbitnriiy rotated by 60" in the clockwise direction relative to
the oJobal mesh coordinates.

The SLIC. PLIC. and PPIC reconsmctions of the ellipse are presented in fipre 4.3
(a-b).(c) and cd). respectively. Once again. the volume uacking results are given on the
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coarsest (8x8) mesh to better highlight discrepancies with the exact elliptical interface
(shown by the red line). The SLIC reconstructions in the .r and y-direction. fib=

4.3 (a)

and (b). very crudely approximate the elliptical geometry at this mesh resolution. The

PLIC result is a substantial improvement over SLIC. while PPIC clearly provides the
most accurate reconstruction of the ellipse.

These findings are verified by comparing

the size of clipped error polygons for each method in fibwe 4-4. This ti_-

also shows

that the largest reconstruction errors for PLIC and PPIC occur at the high curvature ends
of the ellipse.
The reconstruction errors and conver_gencerates of each volume tracking method are
summuised in table 4.4.

In general. these results are quite similar to the circular

reconstruction case. except that the R, errors for SLIC are slightly different in rhe xdirection sweep than the !-direction due to the asymmetry

In

the initial fluid geometry

relative to the mesh coordinate directions. The SLIC errors in table 4.4 are based on the
.r-direction advection sweep as they are marginally lower than the corresponding errors in
the y-direction. Even with the lower xdirection errors. the convergence rate of SLIC is
only first-order. and the R, errors are much higher than for PLIC or fPIC on every mesh
size. Again. the different volume tracking convergence ntes create a growing disparity

in the R, errors as the number of cells is increased. For instance. PLIC would require a
16.384~16.384mesh (268.435.456 cells) to achieve the same error as PPIC on the
156x256 mesh (65.536 cells).

(a) SLIC - sweep in .rdirection

(c) PLiC

Figure 4.3 Votume tracking recons1

(b) SLIC - sweep in !direction

(dj PPIC
ions of an ellipse on an 8x8 mesh.

c a) SLIC - sweep in .r-direction

(c) PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in !direction

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.4 Clipped tluid error polygons for ellipse reconsuuctionson the 8x8 mesh.

Table 4.4 Reconstruction errors and convergence rates for the ellipse.

Mesh
8'

SLIC~
Error
Order

PLIC
Error

1.03
3 . 7 4 10"
~

31'

1 . 8 8lo-'
~

64'

9 . 0 8 lo-'
~

1.14

4.12
1 . 3 910'~
~

1.93
2 . 4 6 104
~

1.00

3.89
9 . 5 2 lo-'
~

2.02

3.69
7 . 3 9 LO-'
~

6.07~
10''

1.01

1.98
1 . 5 3lo-'
~

2 . 2 6 ~lo-'

4.32
2.43~
lo4

9 . 3 8 lo4
~
1-05

156'

Order

4 . 8 4 1~0~~

4.12~10-~

4 . 5 5 10.'
~

Error

2.28

0.99

128'

Order

1.0 lx lo-'

7 . 6 4 lo-'
~

16"

PPIC

4.48
3.29~
10"

SLIC reconstruction errors based on .I-direction sweep cthesc rnots are lower than !-direction results).

Predicting the curvature of

a

rotated ellipse is more interesting than the previous

example. as the curvature of this geometry varies from a miximum value of u/b' =40/3
dong the major axis to a minimum vdue of blcr' =5/3 dong the minor axis. In addition.
the locations of the curvature extrema are not aligned with the mesh coordinates.
The computed L, curvature errors for this ellipticai case (based on the integrated cell
averages both for the panbola (4.3) and the ellipse) are given in table 4.5. Here. the
convergence rate of the predicted curvature is only first order when the mesh is refined
from the 8x8 to the 16x16 mesh, but increases to second-order on the tiner meshes
(

232'). In general. the first-order convergence rate on coarse meshes can be attributed

to the insufficient mesh resolution. Based on the first two reconstruction examples. it
appears that the interfacial curvature must be resolved with at least two ceIls. K A<~I / 2.
before the curvature error begins to diminish quadratically.

Table 4.5 L, errors in the predicted PPIC curvature for the ellipse.
Mesh

4 error

Order

4.5 Reconstruction of a Rectangle
Although a rectangular h i d body is not generally observed in nature. its
reconstruction serves to demonstrate the effect of interfacial discontinuities. such as s h q
cusps, that commonly occur in highly viscous interfacial flows (Eggers 1997). The
present example consists of an arbitrary rectangle with a length of 0.43 units and a widrh
of 0.32 units. i.e., roughly the same area as the original circle case. The centre of the
rectangle is randomly located at (0.47.0.54), offset from the cell centreslfaces. in the unit

square domain.
The different volume tracking reconstructions of the rectangle and the corresponding
clipped error polygons on the coarse 8x3 mesh are given in figure 4.5 (a-d) and figure 4.6
(a-dl, respectively. Unlike the previous examples. dl of the piecewise reconstructions in

figure 4.5. even PPIC.are inadequate in terms of the continuity of the interface across the

(a) SLIC - sweep in x-direction

Ic) PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in y-direction

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.5 Volume tracking reconstructions of a rectangle on an 8 x 8 mesh.

-

(a) SLIC sweep in xdirection

(c) PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in vdirection

(d) PPlC

Figure 4.6 Clipped fluid error polygons for rectangIe reconstructions on the 8x8 mesh.
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ceI1 face and the overall representation of the rectangle. Although PPIC s 8 1 appears to
be the most accurate method. it is not vastly superior to SLlC or PLIC due to inaccuracies
at the sharp comers of the rectangle. The performance of each volume tracking method is
further elucidated by ti-we 4.6. which shows that the reconstruction errors with SLIC are
Iimited to the corner cells (mixed cells with the s h q corner). Conversely. the errors for

PLIC and PPIC persist into the mixed cells adjacent to the comer cell. as the sharp comer
is passed on via the least squares minimisation over the 3x3 block of neighbouring cells.

The computed R, errors and the convergence rates of each method are reported in
table 4.6. The PPIC reconstruction errors are lower than SLIC and PLIC.roughly half on
the same 8x8 mesh. but the accuracy of PPIC does not improve. relative to the other

methods. with mesh refinement.

Even more surprising is that SLIC muginally

outpertonns the piecewise linear method rind converges quadratically. The exemplary
performance of SLIC can be expiained by the fact that it exactly reproduces the
rectangular interface everywhere except for the corner cells. In fact. with Chorin's
(

1980) comer cell modification. SLIC exactly reproduces this rectangle on every mesh

size.

Finally. PLIC md PPIC dso exhibit second-order convergence. as the

reconstruction error is dictated by the fluid area in the comer cells. which decreases by a
factor of four as the number of cells is doubled.
The impressive performance of SLIC onIy holds for a rectangle aligned with the mesh
coordinates and is not m e when the rectangle is rotated relative to the mesh lines or for
the more g n e d case of cusp formation.

To verify this statement consider the

reconstruction of the same rectangular fluid body rotated by 35' in the counter-clockwise

direction about its geometric cenuoid. The resulting reconstructions for this case are
shown in figure 4.7. Clearly, the .r- and ?-direction SLIC reconstructions in tigwe 4.7 (a)
and (b) are much worse than those for the aligned rectangle case, figure 3.5 (a) and (b), as
significant reconsuuction errors occur in every mixed cell.

The PLIC and PPIC

reconstruction in figure 4.7 (c) and (dl, respectively. are a significant improvement over
SLIC. The main difference between the two methods is that PPIC provides a more

accurate representation away from the comer cells. The different volume tracking
reconstructions are idso given on the finer 16x16 mesh in figure 4.8. Here. the piecewise
linear and piecewise parabolic reconstrucrions closely mimic the rectangular interface.
except in the comer celis (always the primary source of reconstruction error). whereas

SLIC still produces a "staircase" like representation of the interficr.
Table 4.6 Reconstruction errors and convergence rates for the rectangle.

Mesh
8:

SLIC'
Error

Order

4 . 4 0 ~10‘'

PLIC
Error

Order

PPIC
Error

Order

-1.82~
LO-'
1.91

16'

1.17~10-'

1.2lxlo'~
1.58

3 2'

3 . 9 2 1o

-~

6.1:

6 . 0 4 ~lo4

I 18'

1 . 6 2 lo4
~

156'

1 . 1 3 10.'
~

3.36~10"

2.70
8. lox io4

1.S9

1 . 3 3 10"
~

3.93
6 . 3 6 ~10'~

SLIC reconstruction errors baed on ydirtxtion sweep (errors iue sli@tly lower than r-direction results).

The quantitative reconsuuction errors and convergence ntes of the volume tracking
methods for the rotated rectangle case are summarised in table 4.7. Here. SLtC reverts

(a) SLIC - sweep in xdirection

( c ) PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in !direction

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.7 Voiume tracking reconstructions of a rotated rectangie on an 8x8 mesh.

(a) SLIC - sweep in .rdirection

(cj PLIC

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.8 VoIume tracking reconstructions of a rotated rectangIe on a 16x16 mesh.

back to first-order due to the errors associated with the staircase-like representation away
from the comer cells. Although the reconstruction errors are slighdy higher for the case
of a rotated rectangle. the performance of PLIC and PPIC is otherwise very similar to the
unrotated results in table 1.6.as both methods achieve second-order convergence ntes on
the finer mesh sizes.

Table 1.7 Reconstruction errors and convergence rates for the rotated rectangle.

Mesh
S'

SLIC*
Error
Order
1.11~10~'

PLIC
Error
Order

16'

6 . 5 91
~0
''

37-

-

3.16~
lo-'

63'

1.58x1 0-'

1-59

1.21~10-'
1.06

1.0310-'

1.91~10"
2.01

1.00
256'

1.97

2.06

7.18~10~

7.88~lo-'

1.61
7.47~
10';

2.90~
10.'
1.00

1 28'

2.28~
lo-'

3.65~
'.01
0.79

PPIC
Error
Order

1-89
5.15~10~

2.0 1
1.24~lo-'

1.79~10~
0.97

1.05

1.97
-1.56~

2.06
2.98~
10-j
--

* SLIC reconstruction errors based on .r-direct~onsweep (errorsare slightly lower than In \-direction).

4.6 Reconstruction of a Sine Wave
In the next, exrunpie. a sinusoidal interface is reconstructed in the unit square domain.
Here. the sine wave is arbiuariIy defined as ?. = 0.24sin(3r.rl + 0.52,with the origin of
cs.

I.I coordinates located at the bottom left-hand comer of the unit domain and the

primary fluid is assumed to lie below the curve. Th~sreconstruction case is important for
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two reasons. First. sinusoidal _mvity waves are a ubiquitous part of nature. e.g.. the
motion of waves on the surface of a deep body of water (Lighthill 1978). Second, the
curvature of the sine wave is interesting because it varies smoothly from a negative
(minimum) value at the wave trough. to zero curvature at the wave mid-height. and
finally to a positive (ma~imum)value at the wave crest. As a result. accurate curvature
prediction is notoriously difficult for a sine wave (Chorin 1985: Poo & Ashgriz 1989).
The different piecewise reconstructions of the sinusoidal wave on the 8x8 mesh are
provided in figure 5.9. The SLIC results in the .r- and !-directions. figure 4.9 (a) and (b).
are evidently gross approximations to the sinusoidal interface (shown by the red curve)
on this mesh size. The PLIC result in figure 4.9 ( c ) is considerably more accurate. but
noticeable discrepancies exist in the high curvature regions around the uough and crest of
the wave. This t y x of error is a characteristic of piecewise linear volume trackins
d~orithrns.which cannot adequately resolve interfacial features when the mdius of
~
curvature is less than twice the mesh spacing ( KAX c I/2 1 - here K A k18

. On the

other hand. the piecewise parabolic interface is practicdly indistinguishable from the
exact sinusoidal curve in figure 4.9 (dl. These results are confirmed by comparing the
size of the clipped error polygons in figure 4.10 ( a d ) on the same mesh.
The computed R, reconstruction errors and the corresponding convergence rates of

each volume uacking method are presented in table 4.8 for the sine wave example.
Remarkably. chough hardly a surprise based on figure 4.9 and 4.10. there is about an
order of ma-@tude difference in the R, error between SLIC and PLIC. and a further
order of magnitude difference between PLIC and PPIC on the coarsest 8x8 mesh.

(a) SLIC - sweep in x-direction

(c)

PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in !direction

(d) PPIC

Figre 4.9 Volume tracking reconsmctions of a sine wave on an 8x8 mesh.

(a)

SLIC - sweep in xdirection

cc) PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in !-direction

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.10 Clipped fluid error polygons for sine wave reconsmctions on 8x8 mesh.

This dscrepancy increases upon mesh retinement due to the different conversence rates
for each method. Here. SLIC is first-order. PLIC is second-order. and PPIC is between
third-order and founh-order. The marginal reduction in the convergence nte of PPIC.
which achieved fourth-order convergence on the previous reconsuuction problems ($4.3
and 4.4). can be explained by the manner in which the sinusoidd interface cuts across the
underlying Eulrrian mesh.

Table 1.8 Reconstruction errors and convergence rates for the sine wave.

Mesh

SLICError
Order

PLIC
Error
Order

PPIC
Error
Order

* SLIC reconstructlrln rrror b a e d on .riiirect~onsweep terrors are Iower than ydirect~onresults,.

As was discussed eaiier. the fourth-order convergence of PPIC is due to the use of

four independent piecewise parabolic parameters to reconstruct the interface in each
mixed cel. Aside from the pribolic constant c. which ensures volume conservation. the
remaining parameters lo.b.q

1

result from the Least squares minimisation over the

surrounding 3x3 block of cells. However. there are sometimes less than three mixed cells
avdable in this block and therefore the Ieast squares problem is under-constrained in the
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sense that there is an additional debgee of freedom in selecting some of parabolic
parameters: refer back to $3.3.3.2for an analogous situation during the reconstruction of
a thin fluid finger.
This situation is further elucidated by the example in fibwe 4-11. in which there are

two mixed neighbouring cells (aside from the centre cell) in a 3x3 cell block. Assuming
values for the remaining piecewise panmeters (a.b.rp 1 are such that the empty and full
cells in the 3x3 block are correctly truncated, there is only enough information in the two
neighbouring mixed cells ro uniquely define two of the three piecewise parameters. a
and h for instance. Hence. there is rt de-gee of freedom in the angle of rotation. or in
other words a mnge of values for rp that inherently satisfy all of the truncated fluid areas
in the 3x3 block of cells. This additional debgee of freedom reduces the accuracy of

PPIC from founh-order ro third-order. since only rhree unique parameters define the
reconsvuction in this cell.
Lltimately. the observed decrease in h e overall convergence rate of PP[C in table 4.8
is r! result of this sirnation occurring in several mixed cells due to the osciilatory variation

of the sinusoidal interface. This situation is not as prevalent for the other reconstruction
problems. though it is still the source of the stightly emtic behaviour in the convergence
rate of PPIC reconstructions from mesh to mesh seen in table 4.2 for the circle and tabte
4.4 for the ellipse.

Figure 4. I 1 ~ ~ X i I pofl eunder-constrained fluid configuration in 3x3 block of cells for
least squares-based parameter estimation.

The computed L, curvature errors for the piecewise parabolic reconstruction of the
sine wave rue presented in table 4.9.

Note that the reported values in table 4.9 are

normdised by the maximum (absolute)curvature of the sine wave. IxC,l-

= 9.475. In

gened. these emrs are quite small. as the maximum error in curvature is only 4.78% on
the 8x8 mesh. Funhermore. the maximum curvature error decreases almost quadratically
on the coarser meshes. i.e.. 8'
meshes. 64'

+138'

and 128'

+16' and

16' +32'. but reverts to fit-order on the finer

+256'.

The reduction in the order of convergence can also be attributed to the underconstrained reconstruction problem described above: curvature prediction is first-order
when only two out of the three parabolic parameters are uniquely defined. This is
exacerbated by the stringent

4

norm criterion. which is a measure of the maximum

curvature error over the entire domain.

In fact. the predicted curvature errors are often

considerably smaller in the majority of mixed cells on the finer meshes, and the L, error
norm results from the relatively large curvature errors in just a few isolated mixed cells
with volume fractions very close to zero or unity.

Table 4.9 L, errors in the predicted PPIC curvature for the sine wave.
Mesh

L, error

Order

4.7 Reconstruction of a Ring
The last example in Cartesian coordinates is the reconstruction of a circular ring.
where the primary tluid is bounded by two concentric circles within the unit square

domain. In this example. the outer cirde. with a radius of 0.225. is centred at (0.5.0.5).
while the concentric inner circle has a radius of 0.1. These parameters were selected so
that the thickness of the tluid ring. 6a =a, -a, . is less than the cell width on the 8x8.
16x16 and 32x32 mesh. thus demonstrating the ability of PPIC to handle "thin" dudsided interfaces within a single mixed cell on c o m e meshes. The ring is thicker than the
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cell width on the finer meshes. which is also useful to elucidate the behaviour of volume
tracking methods when the thickness of the interface is comparable to the cell spacing.
The volume tracking reconstructions of the circular ring are presented on the 8x8
mesh in figure 4.12. The individual cell boundaries are also included in this figure to
show the location of the piecewise representations relative to the cell faces. Although d l
of the piecewise reconstructions are generally poor approximations to the circular fluid
ring (shown in red) at this low mesh resolution. each method exhibits some interesting
pathologies. For example. SLIC is able to reconstruct the circular ring as a thin vertical
finger centered in some mixed cells (lefdright sides) for the .r-direction sweep in figure
1.13 (a). or alternately as a thin horizontal finger dong the top and bottom of the ring for

the !-direction sweep in fipre 4.12 (b). However. the remainins portions of the ring rue
poorly represented. The PtIC result in figure 4.12 ( c ) is slightly worse. as it is unable to
correctly position the thin tluid filaments due to the single-valued nature of this merhod.
Finally. the piecewise parabolic reconstruction in figure 4.12 (d) is also inherently unable
to accurately represent the circular ring because in this case the thin parabolic interface
behaves esscntialIy LS two parallel. linear interfaces. PPIC is limited by the fict that two
piecewise paribolic interfaces in a single mixed cell have curvatures with equal sizps.
unlike the circular rine which has curvatures with opposite signs. However. the "thin"
PPIC representation in figure 3.12 (d) is a noteworthy improvement over other volume
tnckin_gmethods.
i\nafogous reconstructions of the circular ring are presented on the 16x16 mesh in
figure 3.13. On this mesh size. the PPIC reconstruction in fib-

4.13 (d) is much closer
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to the specified geometry of the circular ring and is a substantial improvement over SLIC
in figure 4.13 (a-b) and PLIC in 4.13 (c). This is remarkable. given that the ring
thickness is less than half of the cell width ( 6a/Ar = 0.4 ). Reconstruction results on the
32x32 mesh are also presented in figure 4.14.

Again, the qudity of the PPIC

s the ring
representation in figure 4.1 4 (d) is very good despite the fact that the ~ c k n e s of
is still below the cell width ( 6u/Ar =O.8 ). Also. nofe the dramatic improvement in the

performance of PLIC by comparing figure 4.14 (c) with figure 4.13 (c). The main reason

for this dramatic change is due to the way in which the circuIar ring truncates the
Eulerian ceIls. Specifically. the location and thickness of the ring geomeuy in relation to
the 33x33 mesh is such that generally only one of the two circles passes through a given
mixed cell. Consequently. a single-side linear interface is sufficient to accurately model
the circular rine interface in almost every mixed cell.
The computed R, errors and convergence rates are summarised in table 4.10 for the
different mesh sizes. .As expected. the errors on the 8x8 mesh m very large. -80%. as
there is little overlap between the volume tracking reconsuuctions and the circular ring in
tigure 4.12. Fortunately. these errors are significantly lower on the 16x16 mesh. as the
mount of overlap increases. This trend continues on the 32x32 mesh. which is also
marked by a dramatic reduction in the reconsuuction errors for SLIC and PLIC. On this
mesh. the reconstruction errors for PLIC and PPIC are very similar because the piecewise
parabolic method behaves as a dual-sided piecewise linear method. i.e.. two parallel Lines.
in order to rninimise the local least squares error over the 3x3 block of

(a)

SLIC - sweep in x-direction

(c) PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in ?-direction

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.12 Reconstruction of a circular ring on an 8x8 mesh.

(a) SLIC - sweep in .r-direction

(c) PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in ydirecrion

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.13 Reconstruction of a circular ring on a 16x 16 mesh.
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Figure 4.14 Reconsuuction of a circular ring on a 32x32 mesh.
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cells". On the finer meshes. the SLIC and PLIC reconstruction errors converge as
expected. i-e.. SLIC is first-order and PLIC is second-order. PPIC is once again quite
similar to PLIC on the 64x154mesh. as the thickness of the circular ring is still apparent
over a 3x3 cell block. (6u/Lr = 1.6 ). However. there is a dramatic drop in the PPIC
reconstruction error on the 128x128 mesh. where it changes from a dual-side to a singlevalued representation. much like the reconstruction of a circle in $4.3.
Table 4.10 Reconstruction errors and convergence rates for the ring.

Mesh

*

SLIC*
Error
Order

PLIC
Error
Order

PPiC
Error
Order

SLIC wconstructlon errors m den tical In .r-ciircctlun and 1-direct~onsdue lo problem symmetry.

As was described earlier. PPIC does not accurately compute the opposite-signed
curvature of the circular ring unriI the ring thickness is at least greater than the cell width.

i.e.. a 64x64 mesh or finer. because a dud-sided piecewise parabolic reconsuuction has

equal-signed curvature md very thin interfaces are represented by a piecewise parabolic

"

VoIume fraction data over the 3x3 block still appears to be a thin interface to PPIC on the 32x32 mesh.
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curve that resembles two parallel lines. i.e.. zero curvature. Even on the 64x64 mesh.
where 6 a / ~ r= t .6. the maximum curvature error is almost 100% because the interface
still appears 'thin" over a 3x3 cell block in a few isolated cases. The situation is different
on the 128x128 and 256x256 mesh. however. as the dud-sided curvature of the ring is
accurately predicted compared to the theoretical values of K, = 11u, = 4.4:

for the outer

ring and K, = I/ dl = -5 for the inner circle ( K, is negative since it points away t i ~ m
the primary tluidl. The normalised L, curvature errors are just 0.08 1% and 0.019% on
the 128x128 and 256x256 mesh. respectively.

4.8 Reconstruction of a Sphere
The last example is presented to demonstrate PPIC on a two-dirnensiond
a.(risymmctric problem.

3

common simplification for modelling three-dimensional

problems. Here. a spherical fluid body is reconsuucted in a cylindrical coordinate system

(R.2 ) . The sphere has a constant radius of 0.24 units and is centred midway along the
n i s of symmetry ( r = 0) in the unit cylindrical domain. 0 5 r l 1 and 0 1 :1 1 . as
shown in figure 4.15.
There are two modifications needed to convert the different volume tracking methods
from Cartesian to cylindrical coordinates.

First. the truncated fluid volumes are

computed by equation (3.12). rather than equation 13-18). which is based on the dobal

(R. 2) coordinates and accounts for the absolute dependence of the fluid volumes on the
radial coordinate. Second. the local 3x3 block of cells used in the least squares error
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definition (3.25) must be shifted up by one cell in the radial direction in order to
reconsvuct a piecewise represenmion in h e mixed cells adjacent to the axis of symmetry
since there are no cells below this point.

Figure 4.15 .~~isymmetric
domain for reconstruction of a sphere.

The different volume tr~cking reconstructions of the spherical fluid body are
presented in figure 4.16 on the R - Z plane (the squm plane in fipre 4.15) for the
coarsest mesh. Note that only one-half of the sphere is shown in figure 4-16. The R -2
plane begns at the axis of s p i e t r y and extends to the boundary of the cylindrical
idomain. Once asain. the PPIC result in fb

4.16 (d) is evidently more accurate than

SLIC and PUC. as the piecewise parabolic representation closely foIIows the spherical
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interface (given by a red circle in the R -2 plane). The most apparent distinction
between the different volume tracking methods is that the piecewise parabolic
reconstruction is nearly continuous across the cell faces. even though this is not a general
requirement of PPIC. Conversely. both SLIC and PLIC exhibit substantial interfacial
discontinuities across cell faces.
The poor interfacial continuity between mixed cells causes appreciable reconsuuction
errors with SLIC and PLIC. as iilusrrated by the clipped fluid error regions in figure 4.17.
It is clear from tigure 4.17 (a) and (b) thac the SLIC algorithm experiences the largest

reconstruction errors. although it is difficult to visually discern whether the error is
greater in the u i a I or radial sweep direction. The reconstruction error is reduced with
PLIC in figure 4.17 (cl. and the smdl reconstruction errors with PPIC are generally
confined to the two mixed cells adjacent to the cenueline in tigure 4.17 (d).
The performance of each volume tracking method on the various mesh sizes is
quantified in table 4.1 1. In genemi. the spherical reconstruction results are quite similar
to the circle case (cable 4.2). The reconsuvction errors. 9.7% for SLIC. 4.3% for PLIC.
and 0.43% for PPIC on the 8x8 mesh. diverse upon mesh refinement due to the different

converpnce rates of each method. For instance. the PPlC reconstruction error on the
178x 128 mesh is about four orders of magnitude smaller than PLIC. and the PLlC error

is more than two orders of mapirude smaller than SUC (based on an advection sweep in

the R-direction ).

(a) SLIC - sweep in the 2-direction

( c ) PLIC

Ib) SLIC - sweep in the Rdirection

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.!6 Volume uacking reconstructions of a sphere on an 8x8 nesh.

(a) SLIC - sweep in the Z-direction

(c)

PLIC

(b) SLIC - sweep in the Rdirection

(d) PPIC

Figure 4.17 Clipped fluid error polygons for sphere reconstructions on the 8x8 mesh.

Table 4.11 Reconstruction errors and convergence rates for the sphere.
-

--

-

-

SLIC*
Error
Order

Mesh

--

-

-

-

PLIC
Error
Order

PPIC
Error

Order

--- --

-

SLIC rcconsrructtcln errors art h s c d on .~dvectlonsuwp In R-dircut~on.

Theoretically. the principal curvatures I qc,.
K. r of a sphere are both equal I / u . In
this I-D~risymmerriccue. the curvature of interest is the K, curvature. which lies in the

R-Z plane. This is the normal curvature K of the PPIC interface in this plane.
AccordingIy. K, is computed as the cell-averaged normal curvature of the piecewise
parabolic curve in each mixed cell using expressions equivalent to equations (4.21 and
(4.3) based on the locally mslrtted and rotated ( r. z coordinates.

The I, errors in the computed PPIC curvantre of the sphere. normdised by the exact
principal curvature of the sphere

K,

= 25 1 6 . are reported in table 4.12. The maximum

curvature error is fairly high (-24%. on tfie 8x8 mesh) due to the poor resolution of the
interfixid cwantre.,,,K

k > 1/ 2 . However. aside from the m s i t i o n from the

8' + 16' mesh. the predicted PPIC cwature converges quadratically to K, upon mesh

retincment. The higher-order convergence race reduces the curvature error rapidly to a
maximum curvature error of just 0.034% on the finest 256x156 mesh.

Table 4.12 L, errors in the predicted PPIC curvature for the sphere.
Mesh

L, error

Order

4.9 Summary
The reconstruction results for smoothly-varying tluid geometries indicate that SLIC is
only first-order. the R, errors only diminish linearly as the number of cells in the mesh is

increased. By comparison. the I t s t squares-based PLIC method and the new PPIC
algorithm are generally second-order md fourth-order. respectively. For these cases.

PPIC offers three advantages over SL[C and PLIC: ( i ) improved continuity of the
piecewise interface across the mixed cell faces; (ii) more accurate reconstructions of the
interface geometry on a given mesh size: and liii) a higher convergence rate upon mesh
retinement. which leads to much lower errors on even finer meshes. For example. the

PPIC reconstruction of a circle on a 32x32 mesh ( 1024 cells) was as accunte as PLiC on
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a 256x256 mesh (65.536 celis). whereas SUC would require a ridiculously fine mesh
1-35000x35000) to achieve h e same level of accuracy.

The performance of the PPIC algorithm was adversely impacted on a few cases.
however. For the sinusoidal wave example. the convergence n t e of PPIC decreased
slightly to between third and fourth-order. This overall reduction can be linked to a
situation in which there are only two mi.~rdcells in the surrounding 3x3 cell. Under
these conditions. the least squares problem is undertonsmined. since there is only
enough interfacial information to estimate two of the three panmeters. thereby reducing
PPIC from fourth-order to rhird-order. The convergence rate of the piecewise pmboIic
method also decreases during the reconstruction of s h q interfacial features. such as a
rectangle. due to the inabiIity of

a pircrwix

geometric interfacial discontinuities.

p r ~ b o l i ccurve to adequately represent the

Even in this case. however. PPIC was more

accurate than SLIC or PLIC as it is able to accurately represent the smoother features of
the interfacial topology.
Finally. PPIC is the only volume tncking method that can inherently estimate the
Iocal curvature of an interface. h the smoothly-varying reconstruction examples. PPIC
w z i able to accurately calculate the local cell-aver~gednormal curvature based on the

stringent

4 error norm. The curvature predictions were generally second-order. with a

maximum L,.

cunature error of less than 0.02% on the 256x256 mesh. On more

challenging problems. such as the notoriously difficult sine wave examples or problems
involving thin interfacial stmctu~es.such as the ring. or sharp corners. e.g.. a rectange.
the conversence rate for the predicted curvature reduces to fit-order.

Chapter 5

Passive Advection Tests
In this chapter. the PPIC method with the unsplit Lagran_eim-Eulenan re-map
advection scheme are evaluated on a series of increasingly difticult advection problems
based on prescribed velocity fields. These problems m g e from completely non-straining
cases up to highly straining tlows involving severe topological deformations. The nonstraining test cases include the translation of a circular tluid body in the horizontal
coordinate direction and at a 45" angle to the mesh coordinates. dong with a solid body
roration problem. As noted by Rider & Kothe (1998). these simpie tests are quite useful
because the geometry of the interface should retain its initial shape throughout time.

Howcver. two different advection tests with highly straining flow tields also are
considered. namely the time-reversing single vortex and complex deformation problems
of Rider t!k Kothe ( 1995). These straining flow cases clearly expose the limitations of the

different volume tracking methods.

Preliminaries
.All of the advection cases take place in a unit ( 1x 1) computational domain partitioned
into uniform meshes ranging from 8' up to 128' cells. Once asain. the SLIC algorithm
and a least squares PLIC method were considered for comparison with the PPIC volume
tracking method. ,As discussed in $2.25.1. the SLIC algorithm is one-dimensional in
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nature and relies on operator split advection with divergence correction. Conversely.
both the PLIC and

PPIC algorithms are based on the unsplit Lagangian-Eulerian re-map

approach (83.41 using eight-noded lapmgim cells. m = 8. four comer nodes and four
nodes at the cell face centres. The use of eight nodes, rather than four. better represents
the inherent curvature of the La-mgian celIs in stmining flows. In turn. this rninimises
the minor volume conservation errors due to the difference in the total volume of the
advected Lagmgirtn cell and the original Eulenm cell. Volume conservation errors are
reduced even further by adopting a fourth-order Runge-Kutta time inte-ention scheme

19 16.1 of Press er (11. 1992) to accurately advect the L g m g i a n nodes along their tluid
paths. The prescribed velocity field is used at the Runpe-Kutta integration points.
Hence. no additional errors arr: introduced. as the prescribed velocity held exactly
saristies continuity. V - u = 0. at any point within the domain.

Error Measurement
The errors for a volume tracking advection process are generated by incorrectly
computing the mount of primary tluid transported through the cell faces during the
given time step. These errors tend to accumulate over cime. as errors in the tluid voiurnes

L

at the ilext time step lead to the reconstruction errors during the next advection step.
The x c u r x y of volume tncking advection is typically measured via two error

norms.

first error. herein referred to as the E, error. is a measure of how we11 the

volume trackins method conserves the original volume of the primary fluid body. The
normalised E, enor is given by

where

y.,

is the original primary fluid volume at time r = 0 and <., is the current

primary tluid volume in the (i. j ) rh cell

R,-,of the computational mesh.

A positive

(negative) E, error indicates the tluid body has gained (lost) mass.

Although E, is an excellent measure of volume conservation. it does not provide any
indication of the advection error due to shape change. which may occur without altering
the total fluid volume. The second error norm. herein referred to as the El error. takes
this into account by computing the absolute difference between the current fluid volumes
md the original volume in each cell

El =;

1

-

I.]

ZY.,

The E, error is a measure of the advection phase error. as it is sensitive to shifts in the
volume fraction data. It should be apparent from equations ( 5 .I ) and (5.2) that both E,

and E, lie between zero and unity. 0 I

& 5 I and 0 I

El I 1.

The R, reconstruction error defined in chapter 4 can also be used to quantify the error
during an advection process. Unlike the E, and E, errors. this integral error measure is

based on the fluid volumes obtained from e-rci~uive-orclipping of the piecewise
reconstruction against the exact geometry of the interface a the same instant in time. By
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explicitly accounting for the integral differences between the reconstructed and exact
tluid geometry in this manner. the R, error measures the total error associated with both
the reconstruction and advection process for a given volume tracking method. The
advection error can be Further isolated by subtracting the initial reconstruction error for
the prescribed fluid shape from the computed R, error at a given point in time. All three
advection error measurements E,. E, . R ,I will be used to quantify the performance of
the volume tracking methods in the following advection problems.

Effect of Courant Number
It is well known that a volume tracking advection process is exact. i.e.. conventionai

error norms are zero. when the Courant number is an integer. r.g..C = uAt/Ar = I . in
each coordinate direction md every computational cell. This is due to the fact that the
tluid volumes are completely transferred to the adjacent cells at every time step and
hence the computed volume fluxes for the transport equation (3.9) do not depend on the
geometry of the reconstructed interface. Unfortunately. this ideal situation is impossible

b

to achieve in practical problems. except in pure translation cases. as the velocity field
varies locally and thus the Courant number is different in each cell. The true nature of a
volume tracking algorithm becomes apparent at Courant numbers less than unity. as the
updated tluid volumes at the next time step depend on the net intlux of material into the
cell. which. in m.depends on the location and shape of the reconstructed interface for
the given flow field.
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Most volume tracking methods stipulate that the maximum Courant number in the
domain should be below one-half (Hirt & Nichols 1981; Ash-giz & Poo 1991). The
reason for limiting the Courant number is twofold. Fit. interfacial flows are often
unsteady and the accuracy of a numerical simulation. from a flow perspective, degrades
at larger time steps. Second. high Courant numbers also create difficulties for the volume
tracking method in straining flow conditions because the tlow appears compressible to
one-dimensional operator splitting techniques ($2.2.5.1) or necessitates divergence
correction for unsplit advection methods ($2.1.5.1). Ultimately. the resulting volume
conservation errors must be suitably redistributed in order to strictly maintain the original
volume of the fluid body (Rider Sr Kothe 19981. Therefore. a maximum Courant number
of 0.15 (based on the maximum. absolute velocity component in the domain) is used in
the advection tests. unless stared otherwise. to minimise these problems.

Pure Translation Cases
The easiest advection test for any volume uicking method is the pure translation of a
fluid body by a constant, unidirectional velocity field in Cartesian coordinates. Under
these conditions. the fluid body shouId not change shape during the translation process
due to the lack of vorticity. The translation tests herein are facilitated by the use of
"periodic" boundary conditions. Thus. the left and right boundaries. and the top and
bottom boundaries of the domain. are connected such that the fluid body does not leave
the domain. but rather passes out of the ri&t (top) boundary and back in through the left
(bottom) boundary of the domain.

5.4.1 Horizontal Translation of a Circle
In the first advection test. a circular fluid geometry of radius 0.25 units and initially
centred at (0.5.0.5) is translated over a total distance of four unit lengths (8 circle
diameters) by a constant unit velocity. u = (1l.v) = (1.0). in the horizontal direction.
Hence. the circle passes through the left/right boundary four times before stopping at its
original starting point at r = 4. The time step for these simulations was set to achieve a
uniform Courant number of 0.25 on each mesh size.
X qualitative look at the effect of this translation process on the predicted circle shape
is given in tisure 5.1 for the different volume tracking reconstructions at the five instants
in time when the circle returns to its starting point. i.e.. r = 0. 1. 1. 3. 4. Once again. the
rcconsuucted shapes are presented on the coarsest 8x8 mesh to highlight the shape
distortion. Xs expected. the reconstructed shapes deviate more from the exact circle
(shown by the red curve) at later times due to the accumulation of advection errors.
Fortunately. the advection errors grow asymptotically and reach a quasi-steady level after
a certain period of time. This behaviour is apparent in figure 5.1. in which there is little
difference in the piecewise reconstructions beyond r = 1 on this mesh size.
The genenl nature of the shape distortion by each method at the end of the translation
process can be summxised as follows. PPIC exhibits a flattening of the circle boundaries
to d i p with the mesh coordinate directions. Conversely, sharp cusp is formed at the
trailing edge of the circle (opposite to the advected direction) by PLIC. It is difficult to
discern my advection effects with SLIC. as the main source of error is introduced during
the initial reconstruction of the circle.

The advection errors at the end of the translation period ( t = 4 ) are quantitied in table

5.1. The computed convergence rates in table 5.1 are based on the R, error, rather than
the E, error, since the former is more sensitive to the integnl reconstruction errors in
each mixed cell. Nevertheless. it is relatively easy to verify that convergence rates based
on the E, error are very similar. except for SLIC which is dominated by the initial
reconstruction error.
Some pertinent observations from table 5.1 are that the volume error is negkigible
(within double precision roundoff) for every volume tracking method, and their
correspondin_g advection errors are comparable on the coarsest mesh size. Upon mesh
refinement. SLiC and PPIC achieve similar mtes of convergence. tirst-order and fourthorder respectively. as they did in the circle reconstruction example (94.3). The
convergence rate of PLIC is more erratic. however. as it achieves greater than secondorder accuracy on the coarser mesh and then deteriorates to super-linear convergence on
finer meshes. However. the overall convergence rate of PLIC from the comest (8x8)
mesh to the finest ( 128x 128) mesh is nearly quadratic.
Additional insight into the horizontal translation process is gained by studying the
effect of a lower Courant number on the performance of the volume uacking methods.
This is also important from a broader perspective of interfacial flow simulations, since
the Courant number often varies from the maximum specified value. say C = 0.25. down
to much smaller values in the low velocity regions.
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The advection errors for the horizontal uanslation problem at a lower Courant number
of C = 0.1 are given in table 5.3. By comparing the lower Courant number resuIts with
those in table 5.1 at C = 0.35, one can see that advection errors for SLIC are identical.
and it now outperforms the piecewise linear method on the 8x8 mesh. as the advection
errors for PLIC are considerably higher at C = 0.1. However. the performance of PLIC
improves with mesh refinement, and the overall convergence rate from the 8x8 to the
128x128 is nearly second-order. The advection errors for PPIC decrease on every mesh

size at the lower Courant number. and it continues to exhibit close to fourth-order
convergence. As a result, the PPIC advection errors on the finest mesh are several orders
of magnitude lower than SLIC or PLIC.
The nature of the l x ~ advection
e
error for PLIC on the 8x8 mesh is elucidated by the

reconstructed tluid shapes at r = 0. 1. 2 . 3 . 4 in figure 5.2. Unlike the corresponding C =
0.25 case in tigure 5.1. the piecewise Iinear reconstructions continue to distort over time.
as the shape is stretched in the advected direction. and it resembles a tear drop shape at

the end of the translation process. Conversely. the reconstructed shapes with SLIC and

PPIC are very similar to the C = 0.35 results. This behaviour is further elucidated by
plotting the advection errors on the 8x8 mesh as a function of time in figure 5.3. The E,

and R, error histories in figure 5.3 show that both SLIC and PPIC reach a quasi-steady
regime with a constant R, error and an oscillating E, error. whilst the advection errors

for PLIC continually increase up to r = 1.albeit in an exponentially decaying manner.
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The shape distortion and the p w t h of the advection errors for PUC on the 8x8 mesh

are due to the fact that PLIC has a tendency to overestimate the amount of fluid
transported through the cell faces in certain mixed cells.

For instance. a linear

representation of an interface with a positive curvature leads to an overestimate of the
tluid flux through the east face at low Cowant numbers as illustrated in figure 5.4.
Experience has shown that the advection errors for PLIC generally increase when the
Courant number is reduced. and additional time is needed before it reaches a quasi-steady
reconstruction regime. In this particular case. PLIC does not reach the quasi-steady
regime until r = 12. i.e.. translated 11 units.

Figure 5.4 Demonstration of how PLIC reconstruction can overestimate the amount of
tluid transported through a control volume face at tow Courant numbers.
The oscillation in the E, error can be explained by situations where the actual
interface passes into the adjacent cei1 before the piecewise reconstruction (or vice versa).

This type of error manifests itself as an E, phase error according to the definition
provided in equation (5.2). Naghashzadegan (1994) provides further details about these
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oscillations. The R, eEor is fairly constant in the quasi-steady regime. however. because
the volume mcking reconstructions achieve a quasi-steady shape that moves with the
exact interface at the specified Courant number.

5.4.2 Translation of a Circle at 45"
Next. the same circular fluid region is advected diagondly (45")across the
computationd mesh by a uniform velocity of u = (1.1) for

tl

total distance of three

domain diagonals. ( 3 f i ) units. In this case. the circle passes through a portion of the
upper-lefthottom-right domain boundaries three times before stopping at its original
location at I = 3. .A constant Coumt number of 0.25 (based on the velocity and mesh
spacing in a single coordinate direction) was initially used during the tests.
The reconstructed duid shapes at the end of the 45" uanslation process are shown in

figure 5.5 for each volume tracking method on the same 8x8 mesh. Notice that the SLIC
algorithm.. shown in figure 5.5 by a reconstruction in the I-direction. significantly
distorts the circle into a rotated rectangular shape with sides perpendicular to the
advected direction. SLIC also introduces a significant amount of phase error. as the
reconstructed body is almost a complete radius out of phase with the exact solution by the
end of the translation process. This lagging phase error is a resuit of the imposed onedimensional reconstruction and advection procedure that is further exacerbated by the
thin tluid finger advection problem ($3.3.3.2). Specifically. thin fingers in mixed cells on
the tophottom of the circIe for the direction sweep. or alternately in mixed cells on the
leftfright of the circie for the ydirection sweep, are not advected The PLIC result is a
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substantial improvement over SLIC,but it exhibits a slightly ieading phase error due to
the overestimation of the fluid fluxes. The PPIC method provides the most accurate
solution. with similar distortion to the previous horizontal advection case, i-e.. the circle
boundaries are siightly tlattened.

S L[C

PLlC

PPIC

Figure 5.5 Voiume tracking reconstructions of a circle on an 8x8 mesh after
4jDtransIation over three unit diagonals (C = 0.25).

The volume tracking advection errors on the different mesh sizes are reported in tabie
5.3. Once again.every volume &racking method satisfies volume conservation to within
double precision roundoff. Based on the qualitative 8x8 mesh results in tigure 5.5, it is
not surprising that the SUC algorithm generates very large advection ermrs on the
coarser mesh sizes and is not even frrst-order. The absolute integral error with SLIC is
still 9.5% on the finest mesh, higher than PLIC and PPIC on the coarsest mesh! PLIC
and PPIC dso experience difficulties on coarser meshes. as the convergence rates are
only t-mt-order and slightly better than second-order. respectively. Fortunately. the
convergence rates improve on che finer meshes. as the overall convergence rate for PPIC
increases to 1.7 1 and PPIC jumps to 3.90 from the 32x32 mesh to &e 118x 128 mesh,
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despite the erratic convergence from 32' +64' and 64'+ 128'. The higher convergence
rate of PPIC relative the other volume methods leads to large disparities on finer meshes.
PPIC is almost three orders of magnitude more accurate than PLIC and five orders more
accurate than SLIC on the 128x 128 mesh.

The 45" translation problem was repeated at a lower Courant number of C = 0.1. The
resulting advection errors are surnmarised on the different meshes in table 5.4 and the
fluid shapes at the end of the translation process on the 8x8 mesh are shown in figure 5.6.
PLIC experiences higher advection errors due to an increase in the leading phase error at
the Iower Courant number. The convergence rate of PLIC is only first-order on the
coarser meshes. but increases to nearly second-order on the finer meshes. The accuracy
of SLIC increases at the lower Courant number. as the lagging phase error is sipificimtly
reduced (compare ti-wes 5.5 and 5.6) due to a reduction in the number of thin finger
cases. Finally. the advection errors for the PPIC method are marginally higher at C = 0. I

than for the C = 0.25 case. However. the overall convergence rate for PPIC between the
32x32 and the 128x 198 mesh is greater than third-order.

SUC

PLIC

PPIC

Fisre 5.6 Volume tracking reconstructions of a circle on an 8x8 mesh after
35"translation over three unit diagonals (C= 0.I )
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Solid Body Rotation
Solid body rotation is characterised by a fluid rotating about a f i e d axis like a rigid
body. There is no relative motion between fluid particles, and thus no shear forces exist
in this constant vorticity flow field. For this advection problem. a circular tluid body
with a radius of 0.10 is initially centred at (0.5.0.75) in the unit square domain. The

circular body is forced to rotate about the centre of the unit domain (0.5.0.5) at a constant
angular velocity of 2 x radians per unit time such that it undergoes a complete revoiution
per unit time. The time step was adjusted to achieve a Courant number of approximately
0.13 at centre of the fiuid region (maximum of 0.21 for the fluid hrthest away from rhe
centre of rotation) on each mesh size.

SLIC

PUC

PPIC

Figure 5.7 Volurne tracking reconstructions of ;z circie on an 8x8 mesh after one
complete revolution by solid body rotation.
The predicted shapes on the 8x8 mesh are displayed in ft,oure 5.7 after one complete
revolution. Here. PPIC does an excellent job of maintaining the circular shape even at
this coarse mesh resolution (the mesh spacing is about one-third of the circle diameter).

The PLIC result is also quite good. but its characteristic phase-teading behaviour is still
evident. Finally. the SLlC algorithm only provides a gross approximation of the circle.
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and smdl fragments of fluid have been artificially ejected from the main body (only a
single piece is shown in tib=

5.7). According to Rider & Kothe ( 1998), the creation of

"flotsam" or floating wreckage always accompanies a piecewise constant volume

tracking method when the velocity field has appreciable spatial variation, which is the
case here.

The advection errors for the solid body rotation problem are reported in table 5.5.

The mosc obvious difference between these results and the pure msllltion cases is that
the convergence rates are more consistent. PPIC and PLIC rue fourth-order and secondorder. respectively. while SLIC is not even first-order. Also note that the normalised
volume errors for the re-map advection method used by PLIC and PPfC rue not within
machine precision. due to the numerical errors associated with the inteption of the
Lagrangian cell location for this non-strainins. but spatially-varying. velocity field.
Nevertheless, the primary tluid volume is conserved to within three parts in a billion
(3x10-') on the coarsest 8x8 mesh. and these errors diminish further on finer meshes.
The advection errors for the solid body rotation case are fairiy insensitive to the
Courant number as shown in t i y e 5.8 on the tixed 32x31 mesh size.

The solution

errors increase slightly as the Courant number is reduced. For instance. the R, errors for
PPiC onIy increase by a factor of 1.6 when the Courant number is reduced by h o s t two
orders of magnitude. Similarly. the SLIC error increases by a factor of 1.8. while the
error with PLIC increases by a factor of 2.5.
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Figure 5.8 Effect of Courant number on the advection error for the solid body rotation
problem on a fixed 3-32

mesh.

The shape distortion associated with the solid body rotation process. or any advection
process for that matter. ultimately decremes the accuracy of the PPlC curvature
calculation. In order to quantify this effect. the normalised L, errors before and after the
solid body rotation were calculated (table 5.6) at a constant Courant number of 0.13 at the
centre of [he circle. Aside from the 8x8 mesh results where the advection process
significmtiy degrades the accuracy of the curvature prediction. the results in tabIe 5.6 are
quite encouraging. The error in the predicted PPIC curvature is about twice as large after
the advection process as the initial curvature e m r . More importantly, the curvanue
errors diminish quadratically as the mesh is refined. with a maximum curvature error of
o d y 0.12% after one complete revolution by solid body rotation on the finest mesh.
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Table 5.6 L, errors in the circle curvature after solid body rotation (C= 0.13).
- -

Mesh

- ----

K

~

~ L, error
~
~

I,
A error~

Order

CPU Runtime
Another important consideration is the computationd requirements for a given
volume tr~ckingmethod. since this often dictates the size of the mesh that is used for a
given problem. .A rigorous account of these requirements should include the CPU
runtimes as well as the memory requirements for each method. However. the focus here
is on the CPU runtimes. which is the primary difference between SLIC. PLIC and PPIC.
The reported CPU runtimes for each volume tracking method on the solid body
rotation problem. normalised by the SLIC runtime. are given in table 5.7. Only the finest
( 118x 118) mesh

resuIts are included here. because the actual runtimes are relatively long

compared to the CPU time associated with the problem setup and initialisation. which is
the same for each method.

As expected. the more sophisticated volume uacking

algorithms require the most CPU time. PLIC requires about 8.6 times more CPU time
than SLIC. while PPIC is roughly 23.5 times more expensive than SLIC and 2.7 times
more expensive than PLIC.
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The longer runtimes can be justified easily by the increased accuracy of PPIC.
Consider that the cost of doubling the number of cells in each coordinate direction. e-g..
31'

+64'.

theoretically increases the CPU time by a factor of eight because the number

of mixed ceils quadruples and the number of time steps doubles at a constant Courant
number. Needless to say, FPIC offers a very cost-effective means to achieve a certain
level of accuracy. For example. a R, error of lo3 on the solid body rotation problem
requires

rl

33x33 mesh with PPIC. Extrapolating the PLIC solid body rotation results

from table 5.5 asuming second-order convergence. PLIC would require a 200x200 mesh
to achieve the same Level of accuracy. but theoreticilly would be 11.3 times more
expensive than PPIC on [he 33x32 mesh.

The SLIC algorithm would need a

33.800~33.800mesh ~ n dthe cornspondin: CPU time wouid be roughly 47.450 times
more expensive than the PPLC solution. Also note that, in the context of a complete CFD
code. the volume tracking algorithm is a small fraction (typically less than 10%) of the
total CPU runtime. which is dominated by the solution of the projected pressure equation
($6.2.7). Hence. the f~ctorof 13.5 may only increase the runtime of an actual interfacial

tlow simulation by a factor of three or four.

Table 5.7 CPU runtime for each volume tracking method

-

(SGI origin 2000 single RlOOOO processor).

>lethod
SLIC

PLIC
PPIC

Normdised CPU T i e

5.6 Single Vortex
The flowfieid for the single vortex problem of Rider & Kothe ( 1995, 1998) is defined
by the stream function

The velocity components u = (n.v) are relared to the stream function by

it

= -dy//dy

and r. = dw/a.r. The s t r e d i n e s and the resulting velocity field for this function are
illustrated in figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9 Streamlines and velocity field for single vortex problem.

For the current advection problem. a circular fluid body of radius 0,15 is initially
centred at (0.5.0.75) in the unit square domain. The vortical flow field. shown in figure

5.9. will stretch and deform the circle into a long, thin filament spiralling inwards
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towards the centre of the vortex at (0.5.0.5). Due to large spatial gndients in the velocity
field, only the 32'. 63'. and the 128' mesh were considered. The 32x32 mesh is barely
adequate horn a tluid flow perspective since there are only 16 cells from the centre of the
vortex to the domain boundary in figure 5.9. However. the coarse mesh results hishlight
the pathologies of the different volume uacking methods. since the tluid filaments
quickly become thinner than the cell. X Courant number of 0.25 (based on the maimurn
velocity in the domain) was employed on each mesh size.
The coarse mesh (32x32) solutions for SLIC. PLIC and PPIC are presented in figures
5.10. 5.1 1. and 5.12. respectively. at four instants in time up to r = 2. The "exact"
solution (based on a front uacking algorithm using a large number of panicles and
accurate time integration with small time steps) is indicated by the solid red line. At t =
0.5. the circle has been deformed into a "banana-like" shape and its leading edge has
been rotated by about 180" from its starting position. Each volume tracking method
behaves as expected up to this point.

SLIC produces its characteristic stair-step

representation of the interface. while the higher-order volume tracking methods closely
mimic the "exact" solution. with the exception of a slight flattening of the high curvature
trailing edge by PLIC.

By r = 1.0. the circle has been stretched even further into a thin filament with a
rounded head and a sharp tail. .At this stage. there is a noticeable difference in the quality
of the volume tracking solutions. SLIC begins to generate flotsam and it is completely
unable to resolve the leading and trailing edge features of the interface. The PLIC
algorithm also does not adequately resolve the leading and vailinp edge features. but
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instead of generating flotsam. it exhibits "numericat surface tension" by flattening high
curvature regions of the interfacial topology. PPIC. on the other hand. does an excellent
job of resolving the high curvature and sub-grid scale features of the interface up to this
point. The only noticeable difference between PPtC and the exact solution is a minor
discrepancy at the head and tail of the fluid body. This deviation can be attributed to the
inability of PPIC to accurately represent "thin" interfaces with opposite-sided curvatures.
i-e.. thin with respect to the 3x3 least squares reconstruction stencil (refer to $4.7 for a
related discussion during the reconstruction of a circular ring).
At later times. r = 1.5 and r = 1.0, the SLIC and PWC solutions deteriorate even
further as the unresoived interface breaks up into a series of fluid clumps. This behaviour
can also be interpreted as "numerical surface tension". and is due to the inability of a
piecewise linear interface to represent thin interfaces. thinner than the current cell size
(Rider and Kothe 1998). The accuracy of the PPIC solution is also reduced as the
interface becomes increasingiy thin relative to the celI width. However. the PPIC result
is a vast improvement over the other volume tracking methods as the integrity of the fluid
body is maintained: namely. the sharp features and overall connectivity of the interface
are retained.

This exemplary behaviour does not continue indefinitely. however. for the following
reasons. Fit. it becomes increasingly difficult to determine che "correct" least squares
parameters to accurately reconstruct thin. curved interfaces at an arbiuary angle to the

-zrid* This is due to the existence of a large number of "incorrect" local minima in

Figure 5.10 SLIC resuIts for single vortex problem on a 32x32 mesh.

(a) t =0.5

(c) t

= 1.5

(b)

t

= 1.0

(d) t = 2.0

Figure 5.1 1 PLIC results for singe vortex problem on a 32x32 mesh.

(a)

r =0.5

tb) r = 1.0

Figure 5.12 PPlC results for single vortex problem on a 32x32 mesh.
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least squares parameter space or via the under-consmined minimisation problem.
.Mthough this problem is ameliorated by the use of marker particles ($3.3.3.2). it is
impossible to completely eliminate with any least squares-based volume tracking method.
Second. at some point in time there will be more than two interfaces passing through a
given 3x3 leas[ squares reconstruction stencil as the thin fluid interface spirals inward on
a given mesh spacing. The latter situation is clearly beyond the predictive capabilities of

PPIC.or m y volume cracking method for that matter. and ultimately leads to the break up
of the interface along with a corresponding decrease in the accuracy of PPIC.
Fortunately. these difficulties can be completely overcome by grid refinement. as
demonstrated in figure 5. l3 by the fine ( 128x 128) mesh volume tracking solutions at r =
1.0. Even st [his resolution. the SLIC algorithm still generates a significant mount of

tlotsrun and the s p i d has b e p n to break apart in the thin rail region. Conversely. PLIC
maintains the overdl connectivity of the s p i d suvcture and genedIy does a good job of
representing the interface. except in hi$ curvature regions such as the sharp tail or the
head of the spird body. which have become artificially tlattened.

The piecewise

par~tbolicresult is pmcticdly indisringuishable from the "exact" interface on this mesh
size. despite the fact that the interface is less ban one cell thick in the tail region.
The advecuon errors for the single vortex problem can be quantified by multiplying
the velocity components defined via equation (5.3) by cos(srt/T). which yields a timereversing. solenoidd flow fieId that returns the fluid body back to its initial state at t = T.
Error measurements m made by comparing the voIume fnction data at r = 0 and t = T.

As the time reversal period T is increased. the fluid body is alIowed to deform further

(b) PLIC

(a) SLIC

Figure 5.13 Volume tracking resuIts for single vortex problem at r = 2.0
on a 118x 128 mesh.
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away from its initid shape. and it &comes increasingly difficult for the volume tracking
method to reassemble the circle at r = T.
The computed error norms and convergence rates for the time-reversed case are given
in tables 5.8 and 5.9 for T = 0.5 and T = 4.0. respectively. It is evident from E,, errors in
these tables that volume conservation is not strictly satisfied by any of the volume
tracking methods for this straining flow field. However. the volume errors are very small
(one part in 10' on the coarsest mesh) and thus do not jeopardise the integrity or accuracy
of the solution. In both cases, T = 0.5 and T = 4.0. the convergence rate for SLIC is less
than first-order. PLIC is slightly above second-order for T = 0.5. but mareinally below
second-order when T = 4.0.

Conversely. PPtC achieves an overall third-order

convergence rate on this problem (from the coarsest to the finest mesh. 31'

+ 118').

For the short time reversal period ( T = 0.5). the PPIC advection error is already an order
of magnitude Iower than PLIC and two orders of magnitude lower than SLIC on the
coarsest mesh (32'). This advantage diminishes for T = 4.0. as the tluid body is forced to
stretch funher into a s p i d with a tail thickness Iess than the mesh size even on the finest
mesh. Even in this case. however. PPIC is still an order of magnitude more accurate than
PLIC and two order of magnitude more accurate than SLIC on the 128x128 mesh.

5.7 Complex Deformation Field
The complex deformation problem of Rider & Kothe ( 1995. 1998) is characterised by
the following stream function

1

y = -sin
4n

( 4 (l+
~ 112)) cos ( 4 (! ~ + I/?)).

The corresponding streamlines and velocity f'ield for this strerun function are depicted in
figure 5.13. The initial condition for this advection problem once again consists of a
circular tluid body ( r = 0.15) centred

at

(0.5.0.75) within the unit square domain. The

sixteen small vortices cause the circle to undergo extreme deformations; hence. only the
32x32. 64x64. and the 128x128 mesh resuIts are presrnred here. The time step was

specified to yield a maximum Courant number of 0.25 on each mesh size.
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Figure 5.11 Streamlines and velocity field for complex deformation problem,
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The severe distortion experienced by the circdar fluid body under this complex.
straining tlow field is illustrated by the coarse mesh (32') solutions for SLiC, PLIC and

PPIC in figures 5.15, 5.16. and 5. L7. respectively. up to r = 0.5. The "exact" solution is
also included in these figures (shown as a solid red line) based on a front cracking
solution using a large number of marker particles with higher-order numerical integration
of the analytical velocity field. In the early stages of the solution, r = 0.125. the sides of
the circie are entrained into the two closest vortices. the two vortices that overIap a
majority of the initial circular geometry. and the top of the circle is dnwn into the two
vortices above. At later times. the top portion of the circle is subsequently dnwn throush
the tophottom periodic boundary and stretched into a thin filament. Some fluid also
leaks from the primary body into the two vortices below to tom two additional tilaments.

Up until t = 0.35. the c o m e 32x32 mesh solutions show that SLIC produces a typical
stair-step representation of the interface. while PLIC characteristically tlattens the high
curvature tip of the central filamentary structure. PPIC does a remarkably good job of
representing the interfacial geometry up to this point. At later times. however. the PPIC
solution also deteriorates as the chin cenual filament breaks apart due to inherent
limitations in the least squares reconstruction procedure. i.e., three interfaces cannot be
Faithfully represented in a 3x3 cell block. ?PIC is unabIe to faithfully reproduce the 'Tshaped" structure for this reason.

It is also apparent that the PPIC solution is not

completely symmetric beyond r = 0.25. unlike the other volume tracking methods. This
slight asymmetry can be attributed to the numerous "incorrect* locd minima in least
squares parameter space for a thin interface or for the above case of three interfaces.
Consequently. small differences in chin symmetric structures can produce noticeable

Figure 5.15 SLIC results for complex deformation problem on a 32x32 mesh.

I
(a) r =0.125

(b) r =0.25

Figure 5.16 PLIC results for complex deformation problem on a 32x32 mesh.

(a) t =O.125

(6)r = 0.25

T

i

I

(c)

r =0.375

(d) r = 0.5

Figure 5.17 PPIC results for complex deformation problem on a 32x32 mesh.
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asymmetries later on. Nevertheless, the PPIC result is still closer to the "bexact'' solution
at the end of the advection process than the other voiume tracking methods for this underresolved mesh size.
All of the volume tracking results improve dramatically upon mesh refinement. as
demonstrated by the fine (128x128) mesh solutions at r = 2.0 in figure 5.18. On this
mesh. the PPIC result closely resembles the exact solution, although SLIC and PLIC also
provide reasonable solutions from a qualitative perspective. The main shortcoming of

SLIC is the stair-step representation of the fluid body and some flattening of the thin
filament tips. Unlike the other volume tracking methods. PLIC is unable to represent the
thin vertical filaments, which break up into a number of cell sized drops.
The pertormance of the volume tracking methods is once again quantified by
multiplying the complex deformation velocity field by cos(rrt/T) to yield a timereversing tlow field that returns the fluid body back to its initial state at r = T. The
computed error norms and convergence rates for time-reversal periods of T = 0.5 and T =
1.0 are given in tables 5.10 and 5.1 1. respectively. Although volume conservation is not
strictly satisfied by any of the volume tracking methods. the E;, volume errors are seved
orders of magnitude below the E, and R, advection errors. As expected. the advection
errors increase for the longer time reversal period. but the computed convergence rates

are encouraging for this rather challenging advection case. Despite the low quality of the
coarse mesh (32')results. the advection errors still diminish linearly and quadratically for

SLIC and PLIC. respectively,

--

-

7

--- - - -.-

(a) SLIC

-

(b) PLIC

(c) PPIC

Figure 5.18 Volume tracking results for complex deformation problem at r = 0.5

on a 128x 128 mesh.

The overall convergence rate for the PPlC method is between second md third-order
for T = 0.5. but it drops to slightly better than second-order for the longer reversal period

(T = 1.0). The relatively b w conver,oence rate of PPIC can be attributed to the large
number of "very thin" filaments that are formed in this problem. particularly for T = 1.0.

In this situation. PPIC essentiatly becomes a dual-sided piecewise linear method. which is
only second-order Lie PLIC. Even in this case. however. PPIC is considerably more
accurate than SLIC or PLIC on every mesh size. For example. PPIC is roughly four
times more accumte than PLIC and close to thirty times more accurate than SLIC for T =
1.0 on the 128x138 mesh. Furthermore. the accumcy of SL[C is artificidly increased by

the

k t

that thin filamentary structures pass throuzh the centre of the computational cells

and thus arc cxasrly represented by SLIC. If the vortices were offset from the cell

centres. SLIC would prneratr flotsam and its accuracy would be much lower. This is not
the case with PPIC as the hybrid front-tracking element FaithfuIly reproduces arbitrary

thin filaments in he cell.

Summary
The resuits of a comprehensive series of advection problems showed that the SLIC
method is only first-order (at best). The least squares piecewise linear algorithm is
generally second-order. even for highly straining flows.

However. the new PPIC

algorithm was clearly the most accurate voIume tracking method on every problem. as it
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achieved nearly fourth-order convergence rates on non-straining advection problems'0.
The convergence rate of PPIC deteriorates to third-order on straining flow problems.
when the interface undergoes moderate deformation, and to second-order, when a Large
number of sub-grid scale Fdamentary suuctures are formed.

In general. PPIC does an excellent job of resolving high curvature features of the
interface as well as maintaining the integrity of thin filamentary structures.

By

comparison. SLIC and PLIC tend to flatten high curvature regions of the interface. The

SLIC algorithm also has a tendency to generate a large amount of flotsam. i-e.. small
fragments of fluid are rutifically jettisoned away from the main fluid body. in straining
flow fields. The piecewise linear method is a significant improvement over SLIC, but it
is unable to represent dual-sided interfaces within a given cell. Hence. thin interfacial

structures are artificially broken up into a series of cell-sized drops. a phenomenon
commonly referred to as "numerical surface tension".
There is a cost associated with the improved resolution and greater accuracy of PPIC.
Namely. it is roughly three times more expensive than the least squares-based PLIC and
14 times more expensive than SLIC in terms of computer runtime. On many problems.

however. the increased cost is more than offset by the reduced number of g i d points that

are needed to achieve a given leveI of accuracy. For instance. a 32x32 mesh with PPIC
achieved a R, error of lo4 on the solid body rotation problem. Exmpolating these
results for SLIC and PLIC. based on their characteristic convergence rates. indicates that

10

With the exception of coarse mesh solutions for pure translation ola fluid body over long time periods.
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PLIC would be about 14 times more expensive in terms of CPU time, while SLIC would
be more than 40,000 times more costly. for the same level of accuracy. These savings are

mitigated somewhat in straining flows. particulariy when thin fluid filaments are formed.
due to the lower convergence nte of PPIC. However. the ability of PPIC to accurately
predict the local curvature of the interface offers an additional incentive to its widespread
application for the numerical simulation of interfacial flows.

Chapter 6

Numerical Method for Interfacial Flows
In addition to a volume tracking method to handle the kinematics of the interface.
numerical simulations of interfaciai flows with two or more incompressible fluids require
a solution technique for the governing equations of fluid motion. In the present work. the
-'one-tield" assumption is invoked. whereby a single set of governing equations is used to
compute tht: tlow field through the entire domain. .A complete description of the onefield formulation and the details of the corresponding numerical solution procedure are
piven in this chapter.

L

6.1 One-Field Mathematical Model
The one-field formulation is based on the assumption that the velocity field is
continuous across the interface. [n this case-the flow field can be described by a single
set of governing equations instead of solving a sepante set of equations in each fluid and
then matching the boundary conditions dong the interface (Tryggvason rt al. 1998).
This approach is valid for incompressible. interfacial flows. where the interface topology

is mated explicitly based on the kinematic requirement that the normal and tangential
velocity components are conunuous across the interface ( 53.1.1

).

The one-field approach should not be used to simulate multi-phase flow problems
where the interface is unresolved. A common example

is a CFD sirndation of bubbly
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flows. where the bubbles are much smaller than the computational mesh and hence the
gas-liquid interface is not explicitly considered. These problems are beyond the scope of
this study, and are best handled by using a "multi-field" or "multi-fluid" approach.
whereby additional governing equations rue solved separately for each tluid and
simplified interfacial physics are inuoduced to model the drag between phases.
Some additional assumptions are dso made in the present one-fieid model. Each
tluid is assumed to be incompressible and Newtonian with constant tmsport properties.
Furthermore. the entire tlow field is considered to be isothermal (constant temperature)
and. therefore. conservation of energy need not be invoked.
The one-field model begins with the conservation of mass. which can be written as

where p is the tluid density and u is the local fluid velocity vector. Since the density of

each tluid remains constant. but varies discontinuously across the interface. and by virtue
of the fact that

a

tluid particle dways remains in the same fluid. a statement of

hgrangian invariance must be satisfied

Subtracting equation (6.2) from equation (6.1')transforms the conservation of mass into a
statement of volume conservation. often referred to as the incompressibility constnint.
which requires the velocity field to be solenoidal or divergence free

v-u =O .

(6.3)
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The local fluid density can be directly related to fluid volume fraction f . For a two-fluid
system. the fluid density is given by

+(~-np,

P = ~ A

(6.4)

where p, and p, are the densities of the primary and secondary fluid, respectively.
according to the convention established in 93.1.1. This relationship is simply the result

of mass conservation (Kothe 1998).

The fluid momentum is governed by the Nakier-Stokes equations. which can be
written in vector form as

where p is the static pressure. p is the fluid viscosity. D = (Vu + vur)/2 is the fluid
rate of deformation tensor. and g is the acceieration of gravity vector. The last term in
equation (6.5) is the discontinuous surface tension tenn which is concentrated at the
interface. where a is the surface tension coefficient.

K

is the curvature for a two-

dimensional surface or mice the mean curvature for a three-dimensional surface.
deltadirac function

( 4= I

when a E S.

4=

6'- is a

0 when a d ) and n is the Iocal unit

normal to the interface.
At this point. one might wonder why the Navier-Stokes equation (6.5) is cast in a
non-conservative form rather than using a fully conservative representation. The two
formulations are identical except at the interface due to the different fluid densities. A
fully conservative formulation may seem more appropriate here, because it avoids the
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differentiability problems associated with the density discontinuity, e-g.. momentum
equation for a shock wave. However, most volume mcking-based solution methods
(Price er al. 1996; Puckett er al. 1997: Rider er al. 1998: Gueyffier er al. 1999) are based
on the non-conservative formulation. as this approach has been found to be more robust
and less sensitive to instabilities tbr very large density ratios. This was confirmed by this
author by testing both approaches. Moreover. Rudrnan (1998) remarks that rapid
instabilities occur with a conservative formulation unless stringent tlux-limiting
procedures are invoked when the density ratio is geater than IO. A complete explanation
for this apparent paradox is not avdlabie in the literature. However. in this author's
opinion. the advection of the tluid volume fractions. which governs the transport of tluid
density. must be consistent with the advection of the momentum fluxes. which is based
on the normd mass tlow through the cell faces. Otherwise, subtle tluxing errors lead to

instabilities for Ixge density ratios. which creates the need for stringent flux limiting.
Finally. Trvggvason rr ui. ( 1998) demonstrated that the one-tield approach reverts to
the well-known stress boundary condition at the interface. Their proof involves attaching
a moving frame of reference to the interface and inte-gating equation (6.5) over a small
control volume enclosing S. As the size of the conuol volume approaches zero. and by
invoking continuity of the tluid veiocity. both in the normal direction and tangential
direction at the interface. most of the terms vanish and the normal stress boundary
condition across the interface is recovered as
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where I is a unit identity matrix and the bracket notation denotes a jump of the quantity
across the interface. For inviscid flows ( p = 0 ), this boundary condition reduces to
Laplace's equation for the pressure jump Ap across an interface under surface tension.

The one-field approach is mathematically consistent and more convenient than the
conventional approach of solving the governing tlow equations separately in each fluid
based on the application of the surface stress boundary conditions at the interface. The
overall solution procedure for the one-field method consists of solving the
incompressibility consuaint. equation (6.3).and the conservation of momentum. equation
(6.5). coupled with the advection of the fluid volume fractions via the Lagrangian-

Euierian re-map method. The equations are closed In tho sense that the number of
equations equals the number of dependent tlow variables.

Numerical Solution Procedure
The main advantase of the one-field formulation is that it allows interfacial flows to
be treated in s similar manner u single-phase flows. In other words, the numerical
solution algorithm for interfacial flows is very similar to the established solution
techniques for unsteady. singe-phase flows. The current solutioa procedure is based on a
finite volume discretisation of the one-field equations on a classic stazgered (MAC) +grid.
The discretised equations are numerically soIved using a second-order. explicit time
inte_mtion scheme along with a discrete pressure projection technique to satisfy the
implicit incompressibility consuaint. This approach ensures that the discrete velocity
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field is divergence-free at each time step.

Further derails of the finite volume

discretisation. with particular emphasis on the special treatment needed to accurately
compute the discontinuous surface tension force. and the overall solution procedure rue
provided in the following sections.

6.2.1 Finite Volume Approach
The finite volume method begins by partitioning the computationd domain into a
number of non-overlapping control volumes upon which the governing equations are
integrated to yield a system of integral equations. The integral equations for each control
volume are subsequently transformed into algebraic equations via the seiected spatial and
temporaI discretisr;tion. Here. the finite volume method is used in conjunction with the
staggered grid arrangement of Harlow & Welch ( 1965) to avoid classic pressure-velocity
decoupling problems. which appears as grid-scale osciilations in the discrete pressure
field f Patankar 1980).
The staggered g i d arrangement is illustrated in figure 6.i. where discrete scalar
variables (pressure and tluid volume fraction) are stored at the centre of the control
volumes. while the discrete velocity components are stored at the normal face locations.
With a staggered _grid, the control volumes for subsequent integration of the momentum
equations in tach coordinate direction are also staggered. ix.. the integration volumes
sumund the matching velocity component locations. However. the discrete continuity
equation and the advection of the fluid volume fractions occur on the non-staggered
(centre)control volumes in order to take advantage of the discrete face velocities.

Figure 6. L Staggered grid arrangement for the dependent tlow variables.

The discretisation process begins by inregating the momentum equation (6.5)over an
arbitrary control voIume R . This yietds the following integral expression written in
vector notation

where $2denotes the voiume integral over the control volume. S denotes the surface of
the control voIume. L ( u . j ) is an operator containing the convective and viscous terms.

and B(fr is a volumetric body force term given by
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Restricting the derivation to I-D Cartesian coordinates, the integral momentum
equation (6.8) can be projected in the .r-direction around a staggered
component (see fib-

ii

t

-4.) velocity

6.2). The resulting equation for momentum conservation in the .r-

direction is given by

where

q is the volumetric flow nte at a given cell face. g , is the acceleration of gravity

component acting in the .r-direction. n, is the component of the unit normal for the
interface in the .r-direction. and the subscripts (e. rv. n. s) indicate that the integrals are
taken over the east. west. north. and south faces (sides) of R, . respectively.

Fi-me 6.2 Staggered control volume R, around it,-, . . I velocity node.
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The projected momentum equation in the !-direction around the staggered v,.,-4
velocity component can be derived in a similar manner to give

where

The intesral terms on the L.H.S.of .r and y momentum equations (6.1 I)and (6.111 ar?:
tre~redin

tl

conventional manner by assuming that the staggered velocity component

prevails over the entire coiltrol volume. akin to the lumped parameter method. For
instance. the L.H.S.side of equation (6.I 1) is approximated as

where l r , and A! are the Iength of R, in the .r- and !-directions. respectively. The
tluld density p,_,. . i in the stagered 11-velocity control volume is computed as the mass

avenge of the tluid densities in the two adjacent non-staggered control volumes. R , , and
fi-l;.as

A slightly more rigorous calculation. where p, I I is based on the truncated fluid volume

contained in the two halves of R,., and R,-,,, that lie within R,. has also been
attempted. However. this approach sometimes reduces the convergence rate of the linear
equation solver ($6.3)andtor introduces minor overshoots in the discontinuous pressure
field given by the novel interfacial pressure correction technique ($6.3.6).Thus, equation
(6.18) is used for the calculations presented in chapter 7.

6.2.2 Discretisation of the Viscous Stresses
The importance of properly discretising the viscous terms in the mixed (interfacial)
control volumes. where the fluid viscosity may vary discontinuously across the interface.
has recently been recognised by many researchers: (Lafaurie er ul. 1994: Coward ct ul.

1997: Rudman 1998). This issue was also addressed by Patankar ( 1980) in the context of
one-dimensional heat conduction at a contact surface between two materials with
different thermal conductivities. In this simpie case. the heat flux is continuous across
the contact surface. even though the temperature gradient may be discontinuous. Hence.
Patankar 1 1980) recommends using the geometric mean thermal conductivity. rather than
the simple arithmetic mean. as this approach satisfies the one-dimensional heat flux
continuity requirement.

The analogue for the viscous stresses is more complicated. since the viscous stresses
are a second-order tensor. whereas the heat flux is a first-order vector in the general
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multi-dimensional case. As Coward er al. (I9971 point out. the viscous stress tensor is
continuous at the interface. even though the velocity gradients and the fluid viscosities on
adjacent sides of the interface may noc be. These authors used the arithmetic mean
viscosity to compute the stress components with continuous velocity _dients. and the

-~eometricmean viscosity to compute the stress components with discontinuous velocity
sadients. This seIective averaging technique yielded si-gificantly improved results for

b

simple two-layer shear flows.

However. their algorithm was developed for nearly

horizontal interfaces. i.e.. interface aligned with the mesh lines.
The current strategy for computing the viscous stresses is based on the concept
proposed by Kothe ( I9981 for an arbitrarily oriented interface. Here. the pure material
viscosity is used when the cell hce lies completely within one tluid. Otherwise. the tluid

viscosity p, at a mixed cell Fice is assumed to vary smoothly between the arithmetic and

-veornerric averaged values depending on the orientation of the interface relative ro the
direction of the velocity gradient at a given cell face. This approach is illustnted in
figure 6.3. where in ( a ) the unit normal n to the interfice is nearly parallel to the unit
normal n, tbr the given directional velocity _pdient ( Ji1ta.r ,. in this case. the velocity
gradient

( ail/d-r i

is assumed to be continuous across the east cell face and hence the

arithmetic averaged face viscosity ( y,
stress at this face.

perpendicular to

+ pFr,
) is used in the calculation of the viscous

Conversely. in ti-

al1Jd-r

6.3 (b). che interface normal is almost

and thus the geometric-averaged face viscosity (p. + pp) is

used to calculate the viscous stress at the face.

(a)dii/3x is continuous across east face
( p ,+ p s s l n - n q [ + 1)

(b)au/a.r is discontinuous across east face
( P , + P , as In-n,I-,O)

Figure 6.3 Effect of interface orientation relative to face velocity gradients
on the face viscosity calculation procedure.

.

The general case. where the interface is arbitrarily oriented to n, is handled by the
following expression

where a , = I n - n,l is the dot product between the unit normal n to the interface and the
unit normal n, for the given directiond veiocity gradient at the cell face. The calculated
geometric (parallel)viscosity p, and the arithmetic (series)viscosity py are given by

where f , is the fraction of the cell face covered by fluid.
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It is clear that the face viscosity

,u;

given by equation (6.19) reverts back to the

primary fluid viscosity p, when f, = 1 or to the secondary fluid viscosity pCrzwhen

f, = 0. The calculation of p, for a mixed cell face ( 0 < f, < 1 ) is easily accomplished
with the geometric toolbox approach. Namely. f, is set to the length of the cell face
occupied by primary fluid based on the intersection of the reconstructed PPIC interface
with the line segment for the cell face (an existing toolbox operation). a, is simply the
dot product of the unit normal to the PPIC interface. easily calculated at the computed
intersection point(s). with the prescribed unit normal for the current velocity gradient.
The velocity gadients at the faces of the staggered control volumes are calculated
using standard central difference expressions. Finally. the discrete viscous stresses in
equations (6.12) and (6.15) are given by multiplying p, by the central difference
velocity gradients and the cell face area. For instance. the discretisation of the normal
viscous stress component at the east face of R, (see figure 6.1) for momentum in the .rdirection is given by

The discretisation of the shear stress terms. e-g.,

r,, at north and south faces of R, or

the east and west faces of $2,. . is a bit more complicated for two reasons. First. a given
transverse face of a staggered control volume overlaps with the faces of four centre
control volumes. where the PPIC interfaces are stored (figure 6.2). Since the PPIC
reconstruction is not strictly continuous across the adjacent centred control volume faces
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($3.3.1 ). some additional avenging is needed to reconcile the face values of a; and f, .
The current technique computes the transverse face values of a, and f, as the areaweighted contributions of the two adjacent "upwind center control volumes that bound
the staggered control volume face.
Second. the shear stress component is made up of two perpendicular velocity
gradients ( dii/dv and &Id-r

).

Hence. n, for one of these gradients may be parallel to

the interface unit normal. while the other gradient would be perpendicular to n. and a,
and y, are generally different for each. Fonunarely. a, for the perpendicular velocity
gradient. denoted by a,r

. is related to a, for the parallel velocity gradient. denoted by

The overall discretisation of the viscous shear stress component is illustrated for the
shear stress acting on the north face of the staggered u-velocity control volume R,. The
face values of a,F and f: are computed as the linear. area-weighted contributions from
the north-west and nonh-east "upwind control volumes spanning the nonh face of R,
(see tigure 6.2) as

whereas

cr,, is given by
(a,,)' = 1 - (an)' .

(6.26)

The discrete integral shear stress over the nonh face of R, is obtained by multiplying
central difference representations of the staggered velocity gradients with the appropriate
face viscosity and the total area of the nonh face as

6.2.3 Discretisation of the Convective Fluxes
The sener~tionof vonicity at the interface by means of baroclinic torque andlor
viscosity mismatch (Peck 1998) and discontinuous forces such as surface tension can lead
to s h q variations in the velocity field even though it is continuous across the interface
as described in $3.1.1. Consequently. some form of t1u.x limiting or monotonicicy

constraint is needed to ensure that the spatial discretisation of the convective fluxes does
not introduce new extremn in the velocity field. Otherwise. non-physical velocity
oscillations around the interface may degrade the ovenll accuracy of the nurnericd
simulation (Sussman et ul. 1993). This is particularly true for the present method. since
the surface tension body force is mated as a discontinuous entity and not smoothed over
the neighbouring cells like other methods. such as Tryggvason's hybrid front tracking
approach in ($1.1.2)or the level set method ($22.2).
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The discretisation of the convective fluxes at the faces of the staggred control

volumes begins by calculating the normal volumetric flow rate q, through the face. The
convective tlux is given by multiplying q, by the corresponding face velocity, either

11,

or v ! for momentum conservation in the x- or the !-direction. This calculation procedure
is detailed for the projected convective tlu. in the r-direction at the east face of Q,. i-e..
east face corresponds to node (i+ 1. J ) in figure 6.7.
The first step is to compute the normal flow rare (q, )c through the east Face of R, by
discretely enforcing the incompressibility constraint. This is accomplished by invoking
the conservation of volume for the left-hand portion and the right-hand portion of 51,.
i.c.. right-hand side of

R,.,md left-hand side of R,,,,, - shown by the shaded regions in

figure 6.4 ( a )and tb). respectively. Assuming the staggered velocity components.
1.
'

I-:

,

it > - - , I

.

. prevail over their respective cell faces. and then writing an integral statement of

volume conservation. V . u = 0. for the left-hand side of R, in figure 6.4 (a) yields

and for the right-hand side of R,.

Finally. subtracting equation (6.19)from equation (6.28)yields

which by inspection is simply the central difference avenge of

and u,+,:~,,

Figure 6.4 Calculation of the normal flow rate ( y ,I, through east face of

R, .

The normal tlow nte ( q ,\. though the north face of R,,is given by the areaweighted sum of the staggered vertical velocity components

This calculation again assumes the staggered v-veiocity components

,-,,?.

( L*,.

1

prevail over their respective cell faces, which bound the north face of Zl, .

The last step is to compute the fluid velocity components ( rr, or v , ) at the faces of
the staggered control voiurnes. The present method is based on the essentialIy nonoscillatory (ENO) approach of Shu & Osher ( 1989). specifically the third-order weighted

E N 0 (WENO) method described by Jiang & Shu ( 1996). The key premise behind any
E N 0 method is to avoid spurious oscil[ations through the use of an "adaptive" Newton
interpolating polynomial of degree n (Cheney & Kincaid 1985). The original EN0
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method of Shu & Osher (1989) uses the "smoothest" possible interpolating polynomial
among several candidates to approximate the face velocity.

This is the Newton

polynomial with the smallest divided difference coefficients.
The weighted EN0 method is similar to the classic EN0 method. but instead of
approximating the face velocity using the smoothest stencil. it uses a convex combination
of all the candidate stencils of degree n. Each of the candidate stencils is assigned a
weight that determines the contribution of this stencil to the overall approximation of the
face velocity. The weights are defined in such a way that they approach optimal values
to achieve the highest possible accuracy in smoothly varying regions. tn regions near
discontinuities. however. the stencils containing the discontinuity are assigned nearly
zero weights. The main advantage of this approach is that it is more accurate than a
conventional EN0 method in smooth regions of the flow. while the essentially nonoscillatory property is retained near discontinuities.

-4complete description of the weighted EN0 methods up to n

=4

may be found in

Jiang B: Shu ( 1996). including the third-order weighted WEN0 scheme used here to
compute the velocity components at the staggered control volume faces. The WENO
velocity calculation invokes the '-upwindn Riemann solution according to
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where

11,

and u, are the Iefi-hand and right-hand face velocities based on a WEN0

reconsuuction starting from the nearest velocity node to the left and right of the face,
respectively. The detailed calculation of

11,

and

it,

is reported in Jiang & Shu ( 1996).

6.2.4 Discretisation of the Surface Tension Term
Inaccurate representations of the discontinuous surface tension source term in the
integrated momentum equations is believed to be the main source of parasitic velocity
currents cBr~ckbil1rr a!. 1992: hfaurie er al. 1994: Kothe. 1998). Kothe ( 1998) notes
that more recurate numerical estimates of the unit normal and the interfacial curvature
are needed to rninirnise these currents. However. Jan (1994) and Popinet & ZaIeski
I 1999) have

dbo shown that conventional crntrd difference approximations of the f ~ c e

pressure gradients in momentum equations play a key role in the generation of these
currents. Specifically. osci~lationsin the pressure field. caused by the cenual difference
representation of discontinuous pressure change across an interface under surtice tension.
induce a velocity field.
The numerical discretisation of the pressure gradient term is deferred until 56.2.6.
where it is discussed in context with the implicit pressure projection equation. This
section focuses on an accurate discretisation of the discontinuous surface tension term
b a t takes advanrae of avarlable _geometricinformation provided by piecewise parabolic
interface reconstruction.
The effect of surface tension is represented by the second term in the R.H.S. of
equation (6.101. FoIlowing the approach taken by Tryggvaon et al. (1998) and Popinet

& ZaIeski (1999). the surface tension acting within a given mixed control volume 0 in

2-D Cartesian coordinates can be expressed as a line integral

where the line inte-gal is taken along the interface as shown in figure 6.5.

B
Fipre 6.5 Calculation of the integrated surface tension force in a mixed cell R .
The discrete surface tension force can be computed analytically for the reconstructed
piecewise parabolic interface by substituting expressions for the local curvature K .
equation (4.2). and the unit normal n into equation (6.33). The unit normal (pointing
away from the primary fluid) is given by
/

\

where n, and n, are the components of n based on the locally rotated coordinate system
(x. y ) for the reconstructed parabolic interface. Next, integrating equation (6.33) over

the Ien,gh of the parabolic interface yields

where F, is the net surface tension force acting in the control volume for a constant
surface tension coefficient a. This equation is identical to Frenet's formula for a
parametric curve. often referred to as the "method of tensions" (Popinet & Zaleski 1999).
which can be expressed in a compact form as

where t is the outward pointing unit tangent vector to the interface at the control voiume
faces I see figure 6.6). Tryggvason er al. ( 1998) have extended the method of tensions to
include variable surface tension effects as follows

"i

a m d s = qt, - a,t, .

Figure 6.6 "Method of tensions" to compute the surface tension force in a mixed cell.

6.2.5 Re-map Advection of Fluid Volume Fractions
As described in 83.4. the La-mgian-Eulerian re-map method for advecting the fluid
volume fractions requires the velocity at the control volume corners away from the stored
locations at the centre of the cell faces. The most straightforward method to compute
these comer velocities is to linearly interpolate the normal face velocity components. as
shown in figure 6.7. Accordingly. the tluid velocity in the

?c-

and !-directions at the

nonh-east comer for a non-staggered control volume are given by

I:*I

.

I*:

I

-

V,.I-: i l V , - i + V , - I . ! - :

l t . + lr:*

At,

At-

,

At,-,

Figure 6.7 Linear interpolation of discrete face velocity components to estimate the fluid
velocity at the uppertright hand cell corner.
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The new locations of the advected Lagrangian ceil comers can then be determined by
integrating the position of the cell vertices via first-order explicit temporal differencing of
equation (2.1 )

Despite its inherent simplicity. this approach is inadequate for highly straining velocity
fields because the volume of the advected Lagrangin cell can differ appreciably from the
volume of the original EuIorian cell. Hence. the space conservation law (SCL) is violated
and the volume of the primary fluid is not conserved during the sirnuintion.
Recall from 43.4 [hat the error in the Lagrmgim cell volume can be attributed to

three factors. First. the faces of the La~rangiancell are generally curved when the cell is
advected in rt straining tlow.

Thus. volume errors are introduced by the linear

representation of these faces. Second. volume errors are caused by inaccuracies in the
advected nodal locations due to the use of low-order temporal integration scheme. c-g..
first-order explicit method. Third. the expressions for the tluid velocity at off-node
Iocations. such as equations (6.38)and (6.39)for the cell comers, do not generally satisfy
continuity ( V -u

#

0 1. These factors also generate volume conservarion errors for

existing volume cracking methods with conventiond operator-splitting ($2.2.5.1) or
unsplit advection techniques (91.2.5.2). Most volume tracking methods simply rely on
ad-hoc methods to redistribute the fluid volume fractions at each time step to eliminate
these volume errors (Rider & Kothe 1998).
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A novel strategy is taken in this research. however. to avoid ad-hoc redistribution,

This is accomplished by:
1. Placing additional vertices along the La~angiancell in order to more accurately

represent the inherent curvature of the cell face in straining flow conditions.
2. The appiication of a classic fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integration scheme. e.g..
$16.1 of Press et (11. (1992). to increase the accuracy of the nodal dvection process.
3. The development of a locally divergence-free ( V - u = 0 interpolation method to

compute the tluid velocity at off-node locations for use in conjunction with the
Runge-Kutta integration scheme.
The first two items have been discussed earlier for the advection tests in chapter 5. Thus.
attention is focused on [he last item. namely the development of a Iocdly divergence-free
velocity interpolation method.
This author has examined various interpolation methods. such as bt-linear

interpolation. which is widely exploited by front cracking methods (Tryggvason ct al.
1998: Popinet & Zaleski 1999) and the Marker-And-Cell (MAC) technique ~Chenet NI.

1997) to compute the fluid velocity at off-node locations for particle advection.
Xumericd advection tests and simple mathematical analysis clearly indicate that bi-linear
interpolation does not yield a continuity-satisfying velocity field. which is a source of
volume conservation errors for front tracking and particle methods. This problem was
reco-@sed by Peskin & Printz ( 1993). who subsequently introduced a modified pressure
projection equation that takes into account the selected velocity interpolation method.
Their approach significantly improved the volume conservation properties of their front
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tracking method. but the increased complexity and additional computational overhead to
solve the modified pressure equation has hindered its widespread acceptance
(Tryggvason er al. 1998).
X novel, explicit velocity interpolation method is developed in this research based on

the locd s w a m function concept. whereby discrete values of the stream function y are
defined at the cell comers over a 3x3 block of cells. as shown in figure 6.5. The stream
function is related to the velocity components by

Figure 6.8 Discrete stream function locations relative to staggered velocity components.
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The discrete values of y can be obtained by integrating the stream function
relationships over the respective cell faces normal to the velocity components. For
example. starting at the south-west node of the centre control volume R,., in fie-

6.8

and inte-gating over the west and south faces of R,.,. respectively. yields

The integral terms on the R.H.S. of equations (6.43) and (6.44) are exact because the
discrete velocity components.

ii

,
I-:

and r. ,-- . are treated as integrated face averages in
!

1

8

the implicit pressure projection formulation. described in 66.2.6. The pressure projection
formulation discretely enforces the integrated continuity equation in terms of the
staggered velocity components

It is relatively easy to verify that the above equation is inherently satisfied by the discrete
vdues of y at the ceil corners.

Finally. a Iocdly diversence-free velocity tield is obtained by fitting a suitable
interpolation function to the discrete values of yr in the 3x3 ceil block. A sixth-order
poipornid. i-e.. cubic variation in the x- and !-directions. was selected here in order co
match dl of the discrete vdues of y contained in the 3x3 cell block ( 16 in totai):

h4athematicaa, a powerful symbolic marhematics packase (Wolfram 1996). was used
to analytically determine the 16 coefficients (c, .c2...-....cI5,c16) in equation (6.46).
These coefficients can be directly expressed in terms of the staggered velocity
components. instead of the discrete values of

ly

. as w

is related to the face veIocities by

equations (6.33) and (6.44). Due to the complexity and size of the resulting expressions.
however. the coefficients for equation (6.46) are presented in Appendix X for the
simplitied case of uniform -grid spacing over the 3x3 cell block. Unfortunately. analytical
expressions for non-uniform spacing could not be found and instead this more general
L';IS~
must

be handled by numeric4 solving a linear system of equations.

The local fluid velocity components are derived by differentiating equation (6.46)
according to the stream function relationships as

(3c,!.'

+ ~ C , , J+ c , , ).r + (3c,,?.:+ lq,\.

+c,,)

An important property of these equations is that the computed velocity field is

divergence-free 1 V -u = 0) everywhere within the 3x3 cerl block.
consequence of the stream function fomuIation.

This is a direct

Furthermore, the face-avenged velocity components,

14

,-:.I

and v1.1-s, , are recovered by

integrating equations (6.47) and (6.48) over their respective control volume faces.
A passive advection test in a two-dimensional square driven cavity is included here to

demonstrate the volume conservation properties of the Lagangian re-map technique with
the Runge-Kutta time integration and the divergence-free velocity interpolation method.
The square driven cavity problem consists of a unit square domain with no-slip walls at
the bottom and side boundaries and a tangential unit velocity applied st the top wall. The
fluid properties r p .y ) were specified to achieve a Reynolds number Re = 1000. based
on characteristic unit length of the domain and unit velocity st the top wall. The flow
tield within the cavity was computed on a uniform 64x64 mesh by marching the unsteady
Navier-Stokes solution procedure over time until steady-state conditions were achieved.
The predicted results are in excellent agreement with the benchmark solutions of Ghia et
ul. ( 1982) for a 2-D square driven cavity at the same Reynolds number. The steady-state

flow field at Re = 1000 is illustrated in figure 6.9.
The computed velocity tield was utilised to passively advect an initially circular fluid
body. with a radius of 0.15 units. centred at (0.5.0.75) within the unit square domain.
The fluid body was advected under these hi_@iy straining flow conditions over a period
of one time unit ( r = 1) at a maximum Coumt number of 0.15. The volume conservation
errors were measured by the E, error. equation (5.1) in $5.1, at the end of the advection
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process. The computed E, errors are reported in table 6.1 as a function of the number of
vertices n on the Lagrangian cell.

Figure 6.9 Streamlines for the 2-D square driven cavity problem (Re = 1000).

Table 6.1 Volume errors with the unsplit re-map method during the passive
advection of a circular fluid body in a 2-D square driven cavity (Re = 1000).
Velocity Interpolation

Time Integration

n

E, error

Linear

1'' order explicit

4

-1,74x10-'

Linear

1" order explicit

8

-?.29x10-~

Divergence-he

-tthorder Runge-Kutta

3

3.73~10~

Divergence-free

4' order Runge- Kutta

8

9.46~10"

Diverzence-free

4[horder Runge-Kutta

16

2.52x10-~

Divergence-free

4[horder Rung-Kutta

32

7.78~10~
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The impressive volume conservation properties of the Lagrangian re-map method
with the divergence-free velocity interpolation technique and higher-order Runge-Kutta

time integration scheme are clearly evident in table 6.1. The E, volume error with only
four vertices (n = 4) per Lagrangian cell is almost two orders of magnitude lower than the
straightforward advection technique described at the beginning of this section. i.e..
Lagrangian cells moved by first-order explicit integration using linear velocity
interpolation at the cell corners. The E, errors also diminish at almost

it

second-order

nte as the number of vertices on the Lagrangian cell is increased. This indicates that the
volume conservation errors for the new advection technique are largely due to the
unresolved curvature of the Lagrangian cell faces. since the errors due to time integration
and velocity interpolation have already been rninirnised by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
scheme and the divergence-free interpolation method. It is important to realise that
increasing the number of nodes for the straigh~forwardadvection technique does not
reduce the volume error because curvature of the cell hces is inaccurate due to the nonsolenoidal velocity interpolation. regardless of the accuracy of the time inte-pation
scheme.
Based on these results. the Lagmgian re-map method with sixteen vertices per
Lagrangian cell ( n = 16) was adopted for the advection of the fluid volume fractions in
this numerical solution algorithm. l b s number seemed to be a reasonabie compromise

between acceptable volume conservation errors and the CPU time required by the
advection algorithm.

6.2.6 Temporal Integration and the Projection Method
The temporal integration of the momentum equation (equations (6.1 I ) and (6.14) in
the .r- and y-directions. respectively). along with numerical enforcement of the
incompressibility constraint (continuity), is accomplished by the conventional projection
method of Chorin ( 1968). Although a second-order variant is employed in this work. the
projection method is more easily explained by the following first-order approach.

I. The interface is reconstructed by PPIC from the fluid volume fractions f n at time r.
The reconstructed interface is then used to geometrically advect the fluid volume
fractions to the new time t + A t via the Lagrangian-Eulerian re-map technique. This
advection process is explicit since it is based on the tluid volume fractions f n and
velocity tield un at time t . Once f'""
e.g..

pn"

has been determined. the fluid properties.

.and surface tension body force, can be computed at the new time.

1. An intermediate velocity tield u* = ( r i ' . v W ) is then calculated at time r +Ar by

explicitly solving the momentum equation in each coordinate direction. neglecting the
pressure gradient terms.

pncl ( V ' - v n )
At

ArAyL= & . ( u n . v n . f n " ) + ~ ( f n C 1 .)

The divergence-free velocity tield is recovered by adding the pressure gradient
terms that were omitted in step 2. The pressure gradient terms are transformed into
integral pressures acting over the control volume faces as

The face integrals on the R.H.S. of these equations are implicit. i.r.. based on the
pressure pn'L at time t + A t in order to satisfy the stability criterion associated with
the hct that pressure disturbances propasate instantaneously through an
incompressible fluid. An implicit equation for pn" can be obtained by substituting
equations (6.52) and (6.53). re-arranged in terms of un" = c l c

ncl

.v

ntl

1.

into the

inregrd continuity equation (6.451. The result of this operation can be expressed in a
compact form ;ls c Popinet & Zaleski 1999)

This equation can be discretised over a given control volume

R,.,
away from the

interface assuming the discrete pressure at the cell centre acts over the entire face of
the staggered control volume. This approach yields the following linear equation for

each cenual conuol volume.

where

The implicit pressure equation for each control voiume in the solution domain forms
a very large. sparse. linear system of equations. The solution of this linear system of
equations is discussed separately in 36.3. ,Although the pressure equation (6.55) is
valid in the bulk of the solution domain, a more accurate discretisation is needed to
handle the discontinuous pressure jump across an interface with surface tension. A
modified pressure equation at interfacial cells is described below.
3. Once the linear pressure equations have been solved and p"" has been obtained. the

divergence-ke fluid velocity

at

time ;+ A t is recovered from equations (6.52) and

(6.53).

Modified pressure equation for interfacial control volumes
The discrete pressure equation (6.55) assumes the integral pressure force acting on
each face of a staggered momentum controi volume is equal to the nodal pressure at the
cell centre multiplied by the area of the face. For exampie. the east face of the staggered
it,_,,,,

control volume (refer back to f i p e 6.1) is approximated by

Similarly. the west face contribution is given by

While this representation is generally adequate away from the interface where the
pressure field varies smoothly. it leads to pressure oscillations due to the pressure jump
across an interface with surface tension (Jan 1994). This. in rum. contributes to the
parasitic velocity currents that limit the application of volume tracking methods for
modelling interfacial flows with strong surface tension forces (Popinet & Zdeski 1999).

Consider rhe example in figure 6. LO. where the interface crosses the east face A 6 of
the staggered

if,-,,,-,

control volume. There is a pressure jump either between p,.,,, and

p ,+,,,_,in tigure 6.10 (a). or between p,_,, and p ,_,,-, in tipre 6.10 (b). depending on

whether the interface intersects the cell face below or above the face-centred p:-,., node.
The intersection point between the interface and the cell face. an existing ,oeometric
toolbox operation. can be used to provide a more accurate representation of the integral
pressure contribution over the face when a pressure jump exists.

The following

piecewise-constant representation of the discontinuous pressure change across the face is
assumed here. i.e.. similar to the approach taken by Popinet & Zaleski (1999) in their
front uackinp method.

where

is the distance h r n the lower face coma to the intersection point and

is

the distance tiom the intersection point to the upper face comer.

Figure 6.10 Pressure +gradientcorrection for a MAC _grid. The location of the interface
relative to the face centred pressure node ( p,,,., ) yieIds two cases:
(a)

<A!,/?.

(b)

> ~y,/l.

From a computaional perspective. this is more conveniently expressed as a 'pressure
mdient correction" to the standard integd pressure conmbution over the face.
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correction t e r n

The main difference between this approach and the original method of Popinet &
Zaleski (1999) is that the correction tenns in equation (6.61) are treated implicitly here

and thus are solved as part of the solution of the pressure equation. Conversely. Popinet
& Zaleski (1999) treated this correction as an explicit source term in the momentum

equation. based on the pressure tield at the previous time step ( pn rather than p"' ).

Projection method with second-order temporal accuracv
.A projection method with second-order temporal accuracy is obtained using a second-

order explicit Runge-Kutta time integration scheme. which essentialiy involves a
repetition of the steps above. once ~ i r half
h the time step ( A f t2) and once with the fill
time step (At).

For the half-time step projection. the terms on the R.H.S. of the

discretised momentum equations are evaluated at time t. whereas these terms are
evaIuated at the half-time level (t + h r l l ) during the 111-time step projection step (except

as noted below). The advection of the fluid volume hctions is handled in a little
differently. however. to avoid the added e v m e of reconstructing the interface at time t

' 2. Rather. only a single reconstruction is performed along

-

with two re-map

advections at each time step. Initially. the explicit velocity field un and the reconstructed
PPIC interface at time r are used to adttect the fluid volume fractions over half a time
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step to i + At 12. The velocity field u"""

(given by the half-time projection) and the

PPIC reconstruction at time r are then used to advect the fluid volume fractions a Mi
time step to i + At. For the 111-time step projection, the surface tension term and face
viscosity for the viscous stresses are evduated by averaging geometric quantities from
the PPIC reconstructions at times t and t + b (Crank-NicoIson type averaging).

6.2.7 Stability Criteria
There are a number of important criteria that must be rnet to ensure the stability of the
numerical solution. These stability criteria arise due to the explicit treatment of the terms
on the R.H.S. of the momentum equation. i-e.. the viscous stresses (86.22).convective
fluyes ($6.2.3).and the surface tension body force ($6.2.4). These stability criteria limit
the maximum time step hr that can be taken during a given interfacial flow simulation:
Viscous stabilitv criterion

Convective stabilitv criterion

Surface tension stabilitv criterion (Brackbill et ul.. 19921
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Here. the double summation in the i and j directions indicate these criteria must be
satisfied in every control volume of the computational domain (assuming a 2-D
structured mesh).

Linear Equation Solvers
A majority of the computational effort is spent solving the I q e . sparse system of

linear equations for the implicit pressure field pn" at the new time step. This system of
equations is elliptic in nature and can be expressed in matrix notation as

where -4 is a square matrix rlV x lV). where :V = lVI N , . N, and LV, are the number of
control volumes in the .r- and y-directions. respectively. and b is the vector source term
corresponding to the R.H.S.of equation (6.55). Since .A results from a finite volume
discretisation. it has a symmetric and positive definite

(

p T ~ >p 0 ) structure.

In

addition. the coefficients of A can change dramatically across the interface due to the
variable fluid density. which appears in the denominator of equation (6.561.

moreo over.

the pressure tield itself is discontinuous in the presence of surface tension forces. All of

these factors shouId be taken into account during the selection of a suitable solution
method.

6.3.1 Direct Solution Techniques
The coefficient matrix A is typically on the order of 10' to lo6. e.g.. a IOOxlOO grid
yields 10" equations with 10.' unknowns. Standard direct solution methods such as
Gaussian elimination and complete LU factorisation should generally be avoided for this
type of problem because they are computationally expensive (CPU time scales with A ' .
where LV = IV,IV, is the number of unknowns) and suffer from the accumulation of
roundoii errors. Advanced direct solution techniques such as sparse soivers that take
advantaee of the sparsity pattern of A can reduce the computational overhead down to
N' . However, even faster techniqiies such as "rapid

FFT or general cyclic reduction

methods ( 4 19.4 of Press cr u1. 1992). are not applicable here because the coefficients of
.A are non-constant due to vzriabIr fluid density and non-uniform -gid spacing. As it

stands. direct solution methods are rarely used to solve the implicit pressure equa~on
since advanced iterative methods. such as the multi_gnd method. can achieve almost linear
scaling with N .

6.3.2 Classic Iterative Sol~ctionTechniques
The main attraction of classic iterative solution techniques. such as point-by-point
Jacobi itention, the Gauss-Seidel method. or the AD1 (alternating direction implicit)
formulation. is their ease of implementation. Unfortunately. these methods exhibit poor
scaling. since the computational effort is typically proportional to N 2 . Furthermore.
these methods have a tendency ro diverge on tough interfacial flow probIem with iarge
density ntios (Kothe 19981, because the change in fluid density across the interface
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creates a disparity in the matrix coefficients. Thus. A has a high condition number (ratio
of maximum to minimum eigenvd~es~
for most interfacial flow problems. For these
reasons. stationary methods are generally used only as smoothers in multigrid methods or
as a preconditioner for Krylov subspace methods (Kothe 1998).

6.3.3 Multigrid Method
The key premise of the muitigrid technique. originally proposed by Brandt (1977), is
the recognition that although classic iterative solution methods quickly eliminate high
frequency error modes. low frequency errors persist until enough iterations occur tbr
these errors to be "seen" by the method t Briggs 1987). Typically. these low frequency
errors persist for thousands of iterations on finer meshes. i.e.. larger matrices. The

rnultigrid method tries to suppress the low frequency error modes (low frequency relative
to the mesh spacing) by solving equivalent linear systems on a series of coarser meshes
using classic iterative solution techniques and then transferring the "coarse-grid"
soIutions back to the finer. base mesh. If dune properly. this approach eliminates the [ow
frequency error component. thereby allowing rnultigrid methods to scaie linearly with AV.
Kothe ( 1998) found that the standard multigrid method (based on a classic iterative
solution technique) has a propensity to fail and/or exhibit slow convergence on the linear
system of equations generated by interffcial flow simulations. For these problems. Kothe
recommends a hybrid approach with the multigid method as the principal technique and
using a Krylov subspace method. such as the conjuzate gradient method. to obtain
coarse-mesh solutions.

6.3.4 Krytov Subspace Methods
The oldest and most familiar Krylov subspace method is the conjugate gradient (CG)
method (Reid 1971). which is based on the concept of minimising h e function

The global minimum of G is obtained when its gradient

is equal to zero. This is equivalent to solving the linear system of pressure equations
(6.64). The minimisation of equation ( 6 . 6 3 is accomplished by generdting a sequence of

orthogonal search directions via Gram-Schmidt conjugation of the residual vector

r = b - A p"".

X complete description of the CG method is beyond the scope of this

dissertation and interested readers are referred to the excellent overview provided by
Shewchuk ( 1994).

The CG method is quite straightfonvud to implement and complete storage of .A is
avoided.

-4 is only referenced through its multiplication with a vector or the

multiplication of its transpose with

3

vector. The CG method is valid for syrnmeuic.

positive-definite mauices. such as A, but its convergence nte deteriorates when the
condition number of A becomes too luge (typically on large mesh sizes). Hence. a
"preconditionin$

matrix 31 is almost always used to transform A inro a better

conditioned matrix (cIoser to an identity matrix I ) . This is done by multiplying both
sides of equation (6.64)by the inverse of M as

where M is a symmetric. positivedefinite matrix that approximates A such that

W'A+ I. but bI is much easier to invert. tf a good preconditioner is available, then
the preconditioned CG method can achieve almost linear scaling and perhaps is the most
robust solution technique. particularly for intetfxial flows with large density ratios where
A is aIways ill-conditioned (Rider er al. 1998). In general. selecting a preconditioner %I

with the right properties (symmetric. positive-definite. and easy to invert) is a difficult
task.

6.3.5 Current Linear Equation Solver
In this work. the \elution of the pressure equation is based on the bi-conjugate
uradient stable (Bi-CGSTXB) al~orithm.a bi-conjugate ~ a d i e n extension
t
of the CG

t

method for non-syrnmeuic matrices. An excellent review of the Bi-CGSTAB algorithm
t
in general is given by Chuang & Chieng ( 1995). [n
and bi-conjugate ~ a d i e n methods
keeping with the original concept of Price er al. (1996). the modified strongly impiicit
procedure (MSIP) of Schneider & Zedan ( 198 1 ) is employed as a preconditioner for the
Bi-CGSTAB algorithm. The reason for switching ro the more computationally intensive
bi-conjugate gradient method instead of the preconditioned CG method, described above,
is :hat the MSP preconditioner is slightly non-symmetric. The CG method requires both
X and Bf to be symmetric.

A comparison of the current (Bi-CGSTM+MSIP) solution algorithm with other

iterative solution techniques was made on the 2-D square driven cavity problem (Re =

23 1
1000) in Price et al. (1996). These results, repeated here in fie-

6.1 1. are based on

solving the linear pressure equations so the maximum continuity error in a control
volume is less than

10"".

Even for this single-fluid flow problem. the current algorithm

is considerably faster in terms of CPU runtime than the stand-alone MSIP method. except
on small meshes ( N < 1.600.40~40mesh). On larger meshes. e.g.. N = 19.600. 140x140
mesh. the current method is roughlv 1.5 times faster than the stand-alone MSLP method.

20 times faster than AD1 . 60 times faster than the Gauss-Seidel method, and over 150
times faster than point-by-point Jacobi itention. From the slope of the curve in figure

.

6.1 L one can show that Bi-CGSTAB+MSIP scales approximately as N'.'.
Though similar compiuisons were not repeated for interfacial tlow problems.
cxperiencc has shown the current linear equation solver to be extremely robust.
Converged solutions can be obtained even for very luge density ratios. e.e.. waterlair

- 820 1.

I

p, l p l

(

CPU runtime

using very large meshes while still achieving reasonable scaling rates

a

iV' ' 1. By comparison. all of the classic iterative solution techniques

considered above either diverge (Jacobi. Gauss-Seidel) or converge very slowly (AD[.

MSIP). at least an order of magnitude slower than the current method.

Further

improvements may be possible by incorporating Bi-CGSTAB+MSIP into a multigrid
method much like the approach taken by Kothe ( 1998).

?lumber of ~ r i dpoints
Figure 6.1 1 Comparison of iterative linear equation solvers on the 2-D square driven
cavity problem (Re = 1000) over a period of 100 time steps.

6.4 Summary
A numerical solution procedure was developed for the one-tield mathematical model,

which utilises a single set of governing equations to describe the tluid motion across
multiple fluids. This model allows interfacial tlows to be mated in a similar manner as
singIe-phase flows. The finite volume approach was used to discretise the governing
flow equations on a classic staggered mesh amngement. Special care was taken to
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accurately account for the discontinuous nanue of some terms in the momentum
equations at the interface. such as the surface tension body force. the convective fluxes
and the velocity gradients in the viscous stresses. In addition, a solenoidal velocity
interpolation technique was developed to minirnise the volume conservation errors during
the advection of the tluid volume fraction. The discretised equations are solved using a
second-order. explicit time inte-mtion scheme dong with a pressure projection technique
to satisfy the implicit incompressibility constraint. The system of linear equations
resulting from the pressure projection are solved using a bi-conjugate gradient stable
dgorithm with an MSLP preconditioner.

Chapter 7

Interfacial Flow Problems
The purpose of this chapter is to validate the numericai solution algorithm, described
in chapter 6. on a number of interfacial flow problems. The following validation cases

are considered:
I . Parasitic currents in a stationary drop.

1. Oscillations of a cylindrical drop in zero gravity.

3. Internal crrpillary and gravity waves.
3. Dynamics of a large cylindrical bubble.

The tint validation case serves to establish the magnitude of the parasitic currents

oenerated by the new PPIC-based soiution algorithm in comparison with a conventional

5

PLIC-based solution algorithm. The next two problems are useful because they involve
strong surface tension. which currently causes problems for conventional voiume
tracking methods. In addition. the numerical solutions can be compared with classic
linear theory. and. for the third problem. an exact analytical solution is also available.
Finally. the last validation case is presented to evaluate the performance of the new
solution algorithm on a chaltenging interfacial flow problem. where the interface
undergoes large deformations and complex topological changes. e.g.. break up. The last
case also serves to elucidate my inherent pathologies that exist with this new approach.
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All of the validation problems are treated as two-dimensional flows in a Cartesian
coordinate system. Furthermore, both the primary and secondary fluids are assumed to
be incompressible. Newtonian fluids, each with constant transport properties ( p and p 1.

The flow field is considered ro be isothermal. All of the numericaI simula~onswere
performed on a SGI Origin 2000 workstation using a single L95 MHz RlOOOO processor.

Parasitic Currents in a Stationary Drop
An important test of any numerical dgorithm is the verification of the stationary
Laplace solution lor a constant-curvature fluid region under surface tension.

This

hypothetical situation is realised in the absence of an externally applied flow field
between two immiscible fluids of equal density r p, = p, or between different density
tluids ( p ,
(

* pI

in

a

zero-gravity environment. As described in $1.9 of Batchelor

1967). the stable equiIibrium shape for the fluid interface under these conditions is a

circle in 2-D and sphere in 3-D. as these shapes minimise the surface energy for 3. given
fluid volume. In this state. surt'ace tension is compIeteIy balanced by the pressure jump
across the interface and the fluid system is in static equilibrium.
Ideally, a numerical solution of an initially stationary. circular fluid body should
exactly match the Liplace solution. The interface should maintain its initid shape and
the algorithm should predict a constant. zero velocity field and a discontinuous pressure

jump Ap equal to O K across the interface. However. this relatively simple problem is a
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stringent test for any interfacial flow algorithm as deviations from the circular shape
occur and a spurious velocity field (parasiticcurrents) develops over time.
The non-dimensional parameters often used to characterise this problem m the
Ohnesorge number. Oh = p ~ ( o p ~ ) " ' which
.
is the ratio of viscous to surface tension
forces. or alternately the Laplace number La = 1/0h2 = o p ~ l p ' . .along with the
density ratio and the viscosity ntio for the two fluids. During the numerical simulation.
parasitic currents of magnitude

[I

are generated. Lafaurie et ul. (1994) and Popinet &

Zdeski ( 1999) suggest that U is proportional to a l p for a fixed density and viscosity
ntio. In non-dimensional terms. the Reynolds number Re, = p U D l p of the pansitic
currents or the " p m i t i c Reynolds number" is proportional to h e Laplace number.
Numerical simulations at large Laplace numbers are problematic. particularly for
volume tr~cking-basedalgorithms, as spurious velocity currents can develop into "a kind
of turbulence" or "Zitterbewegung" (Lafaurie er al. 1994). Under these conditions. the
spurious velocity field can literally shake apart the interface. thus destroying the integrity
of the numerical simulation.

[n

trackin_g-based simulations to La

practice, this limits the utility of existing volume

- 10'.

approxirnateIy the value for a 14 cm water

droplet in air (Scardovelli & Zdeski 1999).

7.1.1 Problem Setup
The setup for this problem consists of a I-Dcircular fluid body with a radius r, of 0.2
units (D = 0.4) centred at (0.5. 0.5) in a unit square domain with periodic boundary
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conditions. The density and viscosity ratios are set to unity ( p2 1 p! = i and p1/ p, = 1)
in order to focus on the numerical errors from surface tension alone. thus avoiding the
added complexities associated with a density or viscosity mismatch across the interface.
The computational domain is partitioned into a number of uniform mesh sizes. starting
with a 16x16 mesh and doubling the number of cells in each coordinate direction. up to a

rna~irnummesh size of 128x128 cells. The calculation of the tni~ialfluid volume
tiactions for rhe given circular geometry on each mesh size is described in $4.1 (see case
1 from tabie 4. I for the corresponding geometric toolbox truncation formula).

7.1.2 Results
The new solution method with interfacial pressure correction dramatically reduces the
strength of the parasitic currents generated in a theoretically s t a t i o n a ~drop compared to
existing volume tracking-based solution dgorithms. This is dcmonsuated by examining
the growth of the parasitic currents for the new algorithm and a conventional PLIC-based
algorithm (Price rr al. 1996) in figure 7. L. These results were obtained on a 32x32 mesh
at a moderate Laplace number of La = 4xld and are plotted in terms of the parasitic
Reynolds number (where U is the maximum predicted velocity in the domain) over a
period of 10 chw~cteristictime scales. X suitable characteristic time tbr the parasitic
currents is r' = ldn.

which is related to the natunl time period of m oscillnting

tluid drop ( hosperetti 1980).
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Figure 7.1 Growth of parasitic currents over time for the new PPIC solution algorithm
and a conventional PLIC sigorithm on 32x32 mesh (La = 1x10~1.
Figure 7.1 also shows that Re, increws rapidly over a short penod of time before
oscillating and settling down to some asymptotic (quasi-steady) level. At t' = 10. the
quasi-steady strength of parasitic currents for the new solution algorithm is almost three
orders of magnitude smaller than those generated by the conventional PLIC algorithm.
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The predicted (spurious) velocity field and the reconstructed fluid body for the two
solution algorithms are qualitatively compared in figure 7 2 . Even with this relatively
coarse mesh size. it is evident that the PPtC-based solution is very similar to the
theoretical result as the parasitic currents are relatively small (Re,

- 0.03) and the

piecewise parabolic reconstruction closely matches the exact circular interface (indicated
by the red line). The agreement between the PPIC reconstruction and the exact circle
seometry can be quantified using the exclusive-or clipping operation from 44.3. At r' =
10. the measured Rl error is only 5.66x10-'. which is not appreciably higher than the
initial reconstruction rrror of Rl = 1.03~10-'for this mesh size (refer back to table 4.1 ).

By comparison. the conventional algorithm generates much stronger currents (Re = 14.4).
which appear as small vortical regions near the interface. These currents "jittered the
PLIC interface. md by r' = 10 they have artificially ejected small pieces of fluid away
from the main body. e.3.. the small trianplar wedges at -15". 13.5". 225". and 3 15" along
the circle.
.A quantitative evaluation of the performance of both solution algorithms is given in

table 7.1. Here. the parasitic Reynolds number is reported along with the

4

error norms

for the predicted pressure jump across the interface ( A p , = OK on the prescribed mesh
sizes at La = 4x10'. Tabie 7.1 shows that the Reynolds number of the parasitic currents
for the new solution dgorithm diminishes at a _mater than second-order rate as the mesh
is refined. The error between the cdcdated and theoretical pressure jump across the

interface also converges at a second-order nte with the new solution algorithm-

(a) Conventional PLIC-based solution algorithm.

(b) New PPIC-based solution algorithm.
Figure 7.2 Spurious velocity fields and reconstructed fluid bodies at r. = 10 for the two
volume tracking solution algorithms.

Table 7.1 also shows that the Reynolds number of the parasitic currents generated by
the conventional solution algorithm does not generally decrease on the finer meshes. In
other words. the magnitude of spurious velocity field is not reduced by mesh refinement!
This undesirable behaviour has also been reported previously by Lafaurie er al. (1993)
and Popinet & Zaleski (1 999) and leads to large differences behveen the two algorithms
on the finer meshes. On the 128x128 mesh. the parasitic Reynolds number for the
conventional PLIC algorithm is still 15.5 and the error in the predicted pressure jump is
about 1%. Conversely. the new solution algorithm yields a parasitic Reynolds number of
1.34x10-'. roughiy five orden of magnitude lower than the conventional algorithm.
Furthermore. the pressure jump is predicted within 0.048% by the new method.

Table 7.1 L I errors for the predicted pressure jump across the interface and the
parasitic Reynolds number for the two solution algorithms (La = 1x103.

New PPIC-based solution algorithm

Conventional PLIC-based
solution algorithmg
Mesh

4 (&)

16'

2.34~10"

Order

Re,

Order

L,(Ap)

Order

Re,

Order

2.60
32'

5 . 6 0 ~lo-'
-0.65

64'

8 . 7 8 ~lo-'
-0.22

128'

1.02~
lo-'
-

-

-

--

The details of this algorithm are ~ i v e nin Price er uf. (1996).

The main reason for the insensititit). of the conventionai volume tracking algorithm
to grid refinement can be found by examining the predicted pressure field for each

algorithm (fi-pure 7.3). The predicted pressure field by the conventional PLIC algorithm.
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shown in figure 7.3 (a), is smeared over several celb and exhibits noticeable oscillations
around the pressure jump. On the other hand. the predicted pressure field for the PPIC
algorithm. shown in figure 7.3 (b), closeiy matches the theoretical result as the pressure
jump occurs primarily over a singe mived controi volume. The pressure oscillations in
figure 7.3 (a) can be traced to the standard central difference representation of the
pressure gradient term. which is used by the conventional method. It is well known that
oscilIations are produced when cennal differencing is used to compute the first
derivatives of a variable with a discontinuous variation. such as the pressure field.
Moreover. the magnitude of the osciilations near the discontinuity are independent of the

mesh spacing (Hofhmm 1989). which would explain the lack of sensitivity to grid
refinement since the finite amplitude pressure oscilIations induce a finite spurious
velocity field. The parasitic currents are made worse by inaccurate curvature estimates
provided by the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model (Srackbill ef al. 1992). a
standard surface tension body force calculation method that is used in this conventional

PLIC algorithm.
Effect of Lanlace Number
.As was noted earlier. the Reynolds number of the parasitic currents is a function of
p 2 f. Hence. additional simdations were conducted on
the Laplace number La = a - ~

the 32x32 mesh to study the performance of the two solution algorithms over a wide

range of Laplace numbers ( 40 5 La 4 x 10' ). which includes values well beyond the La
= lo6 limit proposed by Scardovelli & Zaleski ( 1999). For each La value. the simulations

were run until

to=

5. which was generally sufficient for the parasitic currents to reach a

Static pressure (Pa)

(a)

Conventional PLIC-basedsolution algorithm.

Sta.tic pressure t Pa)

1.30E-01
3.97E-01
3.64E-02
3.3 1 E-02
1.98E-02
1.65E-01
1.31E-02
1.99E-02
1 -66E-02
1 -33E-02
1.00E-07,
6.7 1 E-03
3.41 E-03
1.13E-04
-3.19E-03

(b) PPIC-based solution algorithm.
F i p 7.3 Predicted pressure field on the 32x32 mesh at

ta =

LO (La = 4 x ld).
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quasi-steady levek. The results of this exercise are presented in figure 7.4. where the
parasitic Reynolds numbers is plotted against the Laplace nurnber. As predicted by
Popinet & Zdeslci (1999). the parasitic Reynolds number is almost proportional to La,
though the increase in Re, is slightthtly less than linear beyond La < 1d. The difference
in the parasitic Reynolds numbers for the hvo volume tracking-based solution dgorithms
also diminishes somewhat with increasing Laplace number. though the parasitic currents
for the new PPfC-based aigorithm are d l 1 two orders of magnitude lower than the
conventional algorithm at La = 4x10'. Inviscid simulations (La =

70)

have shown that

the parasitic currents do not increase unabatedIy. but instead have a finite magnitude.
even though Re,

= m

(p, - p2 = 0). These simulations also show that the new

algorithm retains its advantage over conventional volume uacking algorithms for inviscid
tlows with surface tension.
More importantly. the new solution algorithm allows the parasitic currents to be
reduced to manageable levels for almost any problem simply by using fine meshes.
UntbrtunateIy. the same cannot be said of conventional volume tracking-based solutions.

for which the parasitic currents are almost independent of the mesh resolution and may be
comparable to. or even larger than, the physically-based velocity field. In such cases.
conventional volume mckingbased solutions are unreliable and other methods. such as
the one proposed here. should be employed. Suffice it to say. the magnitude of the

parasitic currents generated by the selected solution algorithm is an important factor in

any interfacial flow simulation with appreciable surface tension effects.
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Figure 7.4 Effect of Laplace number on the parasitic Reynolds number for the two
volume tracking solution algorithms on the 32x32 mesh.

7.2 Oscillating Cylindrical Drop in Zero Gravity
Another simple. but important. test case is the prediction of small amplitude
oscillations of a 2-0 cylindrical drop since the numerical results can be directly compared
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with classic linear theory (see $273 of Lamb 1932 for the single-fluid case and Fyfe er al.
1988 for the two-fluid case).

7.2.1 Linear Theory
For small. linear perturbations in the plane perpendicdar to the axis of the cylinder.

the natural Frequency of the oscillations w is given by

where n is the mode of the oscillations. p, is the fluid density inside the drop. p2 is the
density of the surrounding fluid. and a is the surface tension coefficient. The initial
perturbation ofthe drop interface is given in polar coordinates by

where r, is the unperturbed radius of the drop and

E

is the amplitude of the osciilations.

Accounting for small viscous effects, the oscillation amplitude decays over time as

where E, is the initial arnpiitude. p, is the viscosity of the fluid in the drop. and ,f+ is the
viscosity of the surrounding fluid. The expression for the time constant r was derived
following the approach outlined in $355 of Lamb (1932).
The characteristic time scale r* is given by the period of oscillations

along with a characteristic length scale I* = D = Zr, ,and a velocity scale of u' = E, / t' .
Thus, the oscillating drop problem can be described by a Reynolds number.

along with the Laplace number for the drop. La = c ~ ~ , p , ~the
l , u density
~.
ratio

.

K = p, I p, and viscosity ratio q = p2 / p, and the mode of the oscillations n. The
normalised amplitude of the oscillations

E,

lr, is also an important parameter.

particularly when this ratio is large enough that the oscillations become inherently
nonlinear.

7.2.2 Problem Setup
The setup for this problem consists of a circular fluid body with an unperturbed

radius of 0.2 units centred at (0.5. 0.5) in a unit square domain with periodic boundary
conditions. This domain is partitioned into uniform meshes with 16x16. 3 2 ~ 3 2 . 6 4 ~ 6 4 .
and 128x128 cells. The geometric toolbox was used to initialise the fluid volume

fractions at t = 0. Since the initial geometry of the interface. defined by equation (7. f ). is
not part of table 3.1. the corresponding volume truncation formula is given here as

where

8, = tan-'(ykl.rk) and 4,_,= I on the interface. otherwise 4,_,=O.
The following two cases are considered here:

1. The linear oscillations of a drop with n = 2 and an initial amplitude of

6,/r, = 0.025.

The density of the drop is 25 times higher than the surrounding fluid ( A

= 0.04).

while the drop viscosity is 4 times greater than the surrounding fluid ( 7 = 0.25).

2. A nonlinear oscillation case with n

= 4, golr, = 0.25,

A = 0.0012, and 7 = 0.01 8.

7.2.3 Results
Case 1 : Linear oscillations of a viscous drop (Re = 1.38. La = 10". A = 0.04. v = 0.25)
Before running this case. the magnitude of parasitic currents generated by the new
PPIC-based algorithm were established tbr the unperturbed drop. The parasitic Reynolds
number of 2.63 on the 16x 16 mesh is the same order of magnitude LSthe characteristic
Reynolds number for this oscillating drop case. However. the parasitic currents rapidly
decrease on the finer meshes. For instance. Re,
for the 64x64 mesh. and Re,

= 0.005

= 0.1 1 for

the 32x32 mesh. iCe, = 0.02

for the 128x128 mesh. The 16x16 mesh is

probably inadequate for this problem since Re, is on the same order of magnitude as Re.
Fortunately. the he-mesh solution are less affected by these troublesome numericat
artifacts.
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The results of simulations with the new PFlC-based solution algorithm are compared
with linear theory in figure 7.5, where the predicted amplitude of the oscillations for each
mesh size are plotted over five theoretical time periods. As expected the 16x 16 mesh
yields a poor result. as the frequency of the oscilIations is incorrect and the viscous
damping is much higher than indicated by equation (7.3). The latter discrepancy can be
attributed to the level of numerical diffusion that is introduced on this coarse mesh. The
32x32 mesh solution is a significant improvement, as the frequency of the oscillations

and viscous damping agrees much better with linear theory. However, parasitic currents
excite higher oscillation modes in the solution. as shown by the irregular amplitudes on
the 32x32 mesh. These higher modes are also present on the 16x16 mesh, but are
damped by the higher numerical diffusion an this coarser mesh. The 64x64 and the
128x 128 mesh results are very similar to each other: an indication of mesh independence.

The fine-mesh solutions also agree qmte well with Linear theory. both in terms of the
natural frequency of the oscillations and viscous damping. It is clear. however. that the
numerical simulations yield a slightLy longer oscillation period with slightly less viscous
damping than predicted by linear theory. The calculated oscillation period from the
64x64 and 128x 128 mesh solutions is about 2.3% longer for the first oscillation. and then

diminishes to 2.1 % longer for subsequent osciliations.
Additional simulations were performed to determine if the type and location of the
computational boundaries. and/or the initial amplitude of the oscilIations affected the
numerical results. However. firrther tests with iarger computationd domains using 6-ee
slip boundaries and with smdIer initial amplitudes did not significantly alter the
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oscillation period and viscous damping. Other researchers have also reported longer
oscillation periods with numerical simulation for this type of problem. For instance. Fyfe
er al. (1988) reported that the calculated oscillation period with heir moving mesh

algorithm was 5.5% longer than the theoretical period for a 2:1 density ratio. Front
tracking simulations by Trygpason er al. (1998) yielded a 1.9% longer period for a 2-D

oscillating drop with a 20: 1 density ratio and 5% initial perturbation,

-- Viscous damping, equation 17.3)

63x64 mesh

32x32 mesh
16x16 mesh

Figure 7.5 Comparison of PPIC-based numerical solutions with Iinear theory for the
oscillating drop - Case 1 (Re = 1.38, La = lo4. L = 0.04. q = 0.25).
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The reason for the discrepancy between the numerical simulation and linear theory
can be found in a classic study of the related initial-value problem for smaIl-amplitude
oscillations of drops and bubbles by Prosperetti (1980). This study demonstrated that
there is an important distinction between the initial value problem, which is the basis for
a numerical simulation, and irrotational linear theory, which only holds for very short
times

( t+

0). Alternately. normal-mode analysis, like that found in Chandresakar

(1961). is valid in the asymptotic limit ( t +

a). The mesh independence of the two

finest mesh solutions in figure 7.5 indicates that the numerical simulations are converging
to the true solution for this initial value problem. Additional support for this statement is

given in the next validation case in $7.3, where the numerical simulations of internal
capillary-gravity waves can be directly compared with the closed-form analytical solution
for the related initial-value problem. Unfortunately. a closed-form solution was not
available for this initial value problem at the time of writing.
The conventional PLIC-based solution algorithm was also applied to simulate this
validation case even though the generated parasitic currents (Re,

- 60) are much larger

than the characteristic flow field for this problem (Re = 1-38). The predicted oscitlatory
behaviour on the 128x 128 mesh is presented in figure 7.6. It is clear that the parasitic
currents generated by the conventional algorithm introduce high-frequency osciilation
modes that rapidly corrupt the accuracy of the numerical solution. Both the predicted
amplitude and period of the oscillations deviate substantially from linear theory and the
PPIC-based solution on the 128x128 mesh. This example further demonstrates why
conventional volume tracking methods are unsuitable for interfacial flows that are
dominated by surface tension.

-

Figure 7.6 Conventional PLIC-based numerical solution of oscillating drop Case I

(Re = 1.38. La = I 0". R = 0.04, q = 0.25) on a 64x64 mesh.
Case 2: Nonlinear oscillation (Re = 525, La = 1 . 4 5 ~lo6. rE = 0.0013. n = 0.0 18)
This case is presented to demonstrate the ability of the new soiution aigorithrn to
predict the complex drop shape associated with higher mode (n

=

4). nonliiear

oscillations. The parameters for this probIem could represent. for instance. the highermode oscillations of a 20 cm water drop in zero gravity. Rather than comparing the
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results with linear theory. however. which is only valid for "small" perturbations. the
simulations are qualitatively evduated by comparing the soIutions for the different mesh
sizes in order to establish the bevel of grid independence. Note that the characteristic
Reynolds number (Re
Re,

=

525) is much higher than parasitic Reynolds number. e.g..

- IS at this Laplace number on the 32x32 mesh h

m figure 7.4.

The predicted evolution of the drop geometry over 1.375 nondimensional time units
is i l l m t e d in figures 7.7. 7.8. and 7.9 for the 32x32. 64x63. and the 128x128 meshes.
respectively. The numericd results on the different mesh sizes are remarkably consistent.

particularly the 64x64 and the 128x 128 results. tbr which the predicted interfacial shapes
are almost indistinguishable. .As shown at r' = 0.375. the n = 4 mode is often referred to

as the "square" oscillation mode. The r' = I , 125 and r* = 1.25 results also indicate that
the period of the oscilIations is sigiticantly longer than predicted by linear theory.
.Analysis of the predicted amplitudes shows that the predicted oscillation period ranges

ii-om

I*

=1 .?I on the 32x32 mesh. down to

r' =1.20 on the

128x128 mesh.

An

increased oscillation period was also reported by Lundgren & Mansour ( 1988). in their
boundzuy integral predictions of the nonlinear. fourth-mode oscillations of a spheric4
drop case. In their case. the predicted osciIIation time period was about 12% longer than

the theoretical value,

7.3 Internal Capillary and Gravity Waves
In the next validation case. the new solution algorithm is applied to simulate the
motion of an initially stationary sinusoidal wave which moves under surface tension and
buoyancy forces. Here. the numerical solutions are compared with simple linear theory
as well as the analytical solution for this initial value problem by Prosperetci (1981).

7.3.1 Linear Theory
Linear theory for the smatI amplitude oscillations of an interface between two
inviscid fluids. bounded above and below by solid walls. predicts the following
relationship for the oscillation frequency o, (Lamb 1932):
2

0,

=

(p,- p l ) g k + o k j
p, cob(kh,) + p, coth(kh)

where k is the wavenumber. p, and h, are the density and height of the lower fluid. p,
and hl are the density and height of the upper fluid. g is the acceleration due to gravity.

and cr is the surface tension coefficient. When h, and h, are sufficiently large.
coth(kh,) and coth(kh,)+ l . and equation (7.7) becomes

-4sdescribed in $349 of Lamb (1932). limited viscous effects can be incorporated into
the inviscid solution. For the two fluid case. where both fluids have the same kinematic
viscosity ( v = p, lp, =p2 lp- ). the evolution of the wave amplitude over time is given by

Ah([) = %exp(-2vk'tl ~ o s ( ~ ~ t )
where @ is the initial amplitude at r = 0.

7.3.2 Analytical SoIutionfor Initial- Value Problem
Prosperetti obtained the exact analytical solution for this initial value problem (see
Prosperetti 1976. for the single fluid and Prosperetti 1981. for the two fluid case).

However. a closed-form solution is anly available for the case where both fluids have the
same kinematic viscosity. With an initid condition of a sinusoidal perturbation of

arnpiirude

% and with both fluids at rest in an unbounded domain ( h, and

non-dimensional amplitude ~ h =
' Ah 1%

h, +ao ). the

is given in compact form by

where z, are the four roots of the dgebraic equation

and Zl =( 1,-:,)(z3 - zI )(zi - zI with Z, . Z3. and Z, obtained by circular permutation
of the indices. e-g.. Z, = ( z ,- z 2 ) (-z2)(z4
~
-z-,) . The dimensionless parameter
given by ,8 = p,p, l(p, + p, ) .

is
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This initial value problem can be characterised by two dimensionless parameters
introduced by Prosperetti (198 1). a dimensionless time. t = o , r . and dimensiodess
viscosity. v* = vk2/o,. along with the Laplace number for the lower fluid
La = p,al l W 2 . and a modified Bond number. Bd = (p, - , ~ , ) ~ P lwhich
a . is the ratio
of buoyancy to surface tension forces.

7.3.3 Problem Setup
The problem setup consists of two fluid regions separated into two equal parts by a
sinusoidal perturbation in a rectangular domain, as illustrated in figure 7.10. Here, the
height of the domain is twice its width and the wavelength is equal to the domain width.

The boundary conditions for this problem are h e sIip on the top and bottom walls. and
periodic conditions are applied at the vertical walls to represent an infinite number of
waves in the x-direction.

The ratio beween the initial height of the sinusoidal

perturbation and the overall box height is 0.01. The fluid heights. h, and h, .are hdf the
overall box height and the wavenurnber is related to the wavelength by k = 2a!l. For
this setup. the terms coth(kh,) =coth(kh,) = c o t h ( k ) = 1.000006975. which is a very
good approximation to the -hfinite depth case: i.e., compare equations (7.7) and (7.8).
Numerical simulations with the new algorithm were performed at mesh resoiutions of
16x32, j2x64. and 64x128 cells in the horizontal and vertical directions. respectiveIy.

The geometric toolbox was employed to initialise the fluid volume hctions based on the
mtncation fonnda for a sine wave (case 4 in table 4. I).
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Two examples are presented in this section:
1. An internal capillary wave with two fluids of equal density and viscosity ( 1 = 1 and

q = 1). For this case. La = 5000. Bd = 0.and v'
2. An internal gravity-capillary wave with

t

0.05.

= 1.05 and

viscosity in both fluids), La = 5000. Bd = 98. and v.

17

= 1-05 (samekinematic

= 0.05.

Figure 7.LO Problem setup for internal capillarylgravity wave problem.

73.4 Results
Case 1: Cauillarv wave (La = 5000. Bd = 0.

;
= 0.05. L = 1. r~= 1)

The evolution of the capillary wave, up to

t. =

25, is shown in figure 7.1 1, where the

numerical predictions for different mesh sizes are compared with linear theory, equation
(7.9). and the analytical solution for this initial problem, equation (7.10). There are two

important conclusions that can be drawn From the resuIts in figure 7.1 1. First. the
numericd predictions agree very well with the analytical solution. Although the 16x32
mesh result is siightly out of phase. the numerical solutions converge rapidly to the exact
solution upon mesh refinement. Second, linear theory does not describe this case
accurateIy. as the period of the first oscillation From equation (7.8) is about 8% shorter
than the analytical solution. tn fact, the oscillation period according to the analytical

solution actually increases slightly with each subsequent oscillation. which produces a
large phase error by t'

= 25.

This supports the observations made in $7.2 regarding the

errors associated with linear theory for drop oscillations.
The numerical errors for the different mesh sizes are quantified in table 7.2. These
errors were calculated as the sum of the root-mean-square (R.M.S.)
difference between

the predicted wave amplitude and the exact value from equation (7.10) at every rime step.
The reported error for the 16x32 mesh is only about 2.25%. which can be largely
attributed to the lagging phase error shown in figure 7.1 1, while the error for the two finer
meshes is less than 0.5%. The relatively low convergence rate from the 32x64 to the
64x128 mesh cannot be explained by the finite height of the computational domain
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versus the infinite depth for the analytical solution. since the inviscid solutions for theqe
cases differ by less than lo-'. Rather this discrepancy is probably due to the higher &an
expected convergence rate from the 16x32 to the 32x64 mesh coupled with the firstorder curvature prediction for a sine wave on finer meshes as described in $4.6.
Nevertheless. the RM-S. error is Less than 0.35% on the finest mesh.

64x128 mesh
32x64 mesh
16x32 mesh

0

5

10

Nondimensionai time.

15

20

25

t g = to,,

Figure 7.1 1 Comparison of numerical predictions with hear theory and exact soiution
for a capillary wave - Case [ (La= 5000, Bd = 0,

;
= 0.05, A = 1. 9 = 1).

Tabte 7.2 RM.S. errors between numerical simulations and the exact solution for

-

capillary wave Case 1 (La = 5000, Bd = 0,
Mesh size

6 = 0.05, A = 1, rl= I) up to I'

RMS error

Casc 2: Gravitv-capillarv wave (La = 5000. Bd = 98,

= 25.

Order

;
= 0.05. R = 1.05. n = I .05)

The evolution of this combined graviycapillary wave. up to t'

=

25. is shown in

figure 7.12. The numerical predictions on the various mesh sizes are again compared
bib linear theory and the exact soIution. The coarse (16 x 3 2 ) mesh result deviates more

tiom the exact solution than in the previous case. However. grid refinement significantly
improves the accuracy of the numerical computations. The 6 4 x 128 mesh result is in very
zood agreement with the analytical solution. both in terms of phase and amplitude. Once
again. linear theory introduces some error as the numericalIy predicted period of the
oscillations is about 5.8% shoner than the analyticd solution and the amount of viscous
damping according to equation (7.9) is sIightIy under-estimated, The R.M.S. errors for
the numericd solutions on the different grid sizes and the analytical solution are

quantified in table 7.3. The R.M.S.error on the coarsest mesh is about 14%. but it
diminishes at a nearly second-order rate as the mesh is refined, On the b e s t mesh, the

R.M.S. error is less than 1%.
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Figure 7.12 Comparison of numerical predictions with linear theory and exact solution

for a gravity-capillary wave - Case 2 (La = 5000. Bd = 98.

= 0.05.1 =

1.05. q = 1.05).

Table 7 3 R1M.S. error between numerical simuIations and the exact solution for
CascZ(La=5000,Bd=98, ;=0.05,~=1, r l = l ) u p to t'=25.

Mesh size

RMS emor

Order

Dynamics of a Large Cylindrical Gas Bubble
The last validation problem is based on the classic experiments by Walters and
Davidson (1962). in which an initially stationary. Iarge cylindrical bubble was released in
a Hele-Shaw apparatus. Previous numerical studies of this probiem include inviscid
boundary integral simulations using the point-vortex method by Baker & Moore (1989). a
single-tluid SOLA-VOF simulation by Bugg & Rowe (1991). and a two-fluid PLICbased calculation by Price rt a/. (1996). Although surface tension is a relatively minor
force compared to buoyancy. this is a good test case for the new solution algorithm
because the bubble undergoes extreme deformation before eventually breaking up into a
large cylindrical cap bubble with two trailing satellite bubbles. During this process. thin
tluid filaments are formed. Hence. this problem allows us to determine whether the
inherent ability of PPIC to capture these suvcnws improves the accuracy of the
calculation. or possibly even inhibits the break up. much like a front tracking method.

7.4.1 Problem Setup
Walters and Davidson (1962) endeavoured to generate a two-dimensional bubble
moving through an inviscid fluid by releasing an initially stationary air bubble in a waterfilled Hele-Shaw cell. Their experimental setup consisted of 254x1200 mm Perspex
walls separated by a gap of 9.5 mm. The cylindrical air bubble was generated by
suddenly withdrawing a 50.8 rnm diameter tube fiorn the two plates. The reported tank
dimensions and assumed fluid properries for this experimental setup are sumrnarised in
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table 7.4.while the governing nondimensiona! parameters for this problem are given in
table 7.5.

Table 7.1 Tank information and assumed physical properties for the cylindrical
bubble experiments of Walters & Davidson (1962).
Description of variable

value

Bubble diameter. D = 2r0

0.0508 m

Tank width

0.254 rn

Tank height

1.2 m

Tank gap width. h
Air density. p,

0.0095 m
1.295 kg/m'

Air viscosity. p,

1.8 1 x 10*' Pa.s

Water density. p2

998.0 kg/m3

Water viscosity.

1.01x10-'~a.s

Acceleration due to _mvity. g
Surface tension. a

9.81 m/s2

7.28~I o'* ~ . r n - '

Table 7.5 Non-dimensional parameters for the cylindrical bubble probtem.
Non-dimensional parameter

value

Density ratio. A:

?7 1

Viscosity ratio. rl

56

Bond number. Bd = (p, -,a)g D'I a

347

Laplace number. La = p,oD

3.62~1 o6

The modelling assumptions made in chapter 6 require both fluids to be treated as
incompressible. At first glance. this might seem to be a poor assumption because the air
bubbie is actually compressible. and thus wilI expand as it rises through the water due to
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the c h g e in hydrostatic pressure. However. a simple calculation shows that the change
in air density is only about 0.5% during the course of the experiments. as the bubble only
moves a short distance before it breaks up. The small change in the bubble volume was

originally reported by Wdters and Davidson (1962), who state that the initial bubble
pressure is adjusted so that there is "minimal tendency for a volume change to occur on
release" and "experimentd observations show that the volume of a rising bubble does not
change much.
Even though a "true" Hele-Shaw cell mimics twodimensional inviscid flow
conditions ( p , = p2
simulations.

= 0).

the viscosity of the air and water was retained in the present

tn essence. the numerical simulations are modelling the release of an

infinitely long, cylindrical air bubble in water. A complete discussion of the differences
between the numerical simulations and the experiments is given in 57.4.2.

tn order to reduce the number of computational ceIls needed. the computational
domain does not span the entire width and height of the experimental tank. Numerical

testing indicated that a domain width of 0.18 m and a height of 0.36 m. when used in
conjunction with kee slip boundary conditions. is sufficient such that the domain
boundaries do not affect the predicted bubble dynamics. The numerical simulations could
be simplified even W e r by modelling only one-half of the domain due to the inherent
symmetry of this probtem. However. both halves of the bubble are modelled here to
highlight any asymmetries in the numerical solution. The computational domain was
subsequently partitioned into three different mesh sizes with 32x64, 64x 128. and
128x256 ceits in the horizontaI (tank width) and vertical (tank height) directions.
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respectively. to evaluate the mesh independence of the results. The simulations were run
up to a time of t = 250 ms ( r' = r ( g lr,)O.j ~4.9
1) to cover the entire range of
experimental data in Walters & Davidson (1962).

7.4.2 Results
A single, cyimdricd bubble released from rest experiences three stages of motion

(Bugg & Rowe 1991). First the bubble accelerates upwards with only minor changes in
its shape. The second stage begins when a liquid tongue is drawn into the bottom part of
the bubble and ends with its break up into a large cylindrical cap bubble with two
smaller. trailing satellite bubbles. During the last stage. the cylindrical cap and satellite
bubbles continue to rise through the Liquid. and eventually reach some quasi-steady
velocity. The present simulations only consider the first two stages of bubble motion,
however. as the experiments do not cover the last stage.

At time

r*

= 0. the initial acceleration of the cylindrical air bubble should

theoretically equal the acceleration due to gravity g when the air density is negIigible
compared to the density of water. For the more genera1 two fluid case. however. the
application of Newton's second law of motion yields the following result for the initial
acceleration of the air bubble

Here g' denotes a modified acceleration due to pvity. For air and water g' is almost

equal to g ( g'

s 0.9974g).

The vertical position of the centroid y,, for the cyhdrical
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bubble is plotted versus time in figure 7.13, which confirms that the numerical
simulations correctly predict the initial acceleration of h e bubble. By

ta

= 0.1, however,

the predicted accelemcion of the bubble has already started to deviate from g and the
inviscid solution provided by Walters & Davidson ( 1962) as the bubble starts to deform.

This corresponds to the decrease in the vertical diarnerer D,.of the bubble over time.
shown in tigure 7.14. tn general, the numerical predictions are in good agreement with
the experimental data over the time period covered by figures 7.13 and 7.14, particularly
the 128x256 mesh solution in figure 7.14. Beyond t9=l.4. only photographs of h e

bubble are available to compare with the simulations.

Initial acceleration nte - dvldt = g
Inviscid theory - Walters & Davidson ( 1961)

4

128 x 256 mesh
64x 128 mesh
32 x 64 mesh

I

I

I

I

I

Figure 7.13 Vertical position of the cylindrical bubble centroid versus time.

-

-

-

--

A

Experimental data - W d t e n & Davidson ( 1962)

[nviscid theory - Walters & Davidson (1962)

Figure 7.14 Venical diameter of the cylindrical bubble versus time.

The evolution of the bubble shape up to r' = 1.1 is illusuated in figure 7-15. where
digitised images of the photographs from Walters & Davidson's paper are compared with
the numerical results for the different mesh sizes at t* = 0.49 ( r = 25 ms), r' = 0.98 (50
ms). and r' = 1.47 (75 ms). respectively. It is not surprising that 32x63 mesh bubble
shapes are fairly crude. as there are only 10 computational cells across the bubble
diameter. Nevenheiess, even this coarse mesh captures the main features of the bubble

evolution up to this point. At r . = 0.49. the numerical simulations and the experiments
dispiay ody a minor dimpIing/flaftening of the bottom surface of the bubble. However.
by

f.= 0.98 the second suge of bubble motion is underway.

as a "liquid tongue" has

(a) 32x64 mesh solution

(b) 64x 128 mesh solution

(c) 128x256 mesh soiution

(d) Digitised images from experiments

Figure 7.15 Comparison of predicted bubble shapes at r- = 0.49.0.98. and 1.47 on the

different mesh sizes with digitised photographs from WaIters & Davidson ( 1962).

started to penetrate the lower surface of the bubble, while at

te =

1.47 even further

penetration of the tongue is evident. The agreement between the numerical simulations
and the photographs improves as the mesh is refined. and up to this point, there are only
minor differences in the bubble shapes between the 128x256 mesh results and the photos,

figure 7.15 (c) and (d). These differences can easily be attributed to the siightly noncircular shapes that are generated by the apparatus at the start of the experiment.

The evolution of the bubble shapes beyond

t9 =

1.47 is shown in figure 7.16. Ln

contrast to the earlier times. the coarse-mesh results appear to be in better agreement with
the experiments than the finer-mesh solutions at re

=

1.97.2.46. and 2.95. In particular.

the finest-mesh solution exhibits greater penetration of the liquid tongue than is observed
experimentally, which leads to a thinner upper portion of the bubble. This discrepancy
can likely be attributed to the inherent differences between the numerical simulations and

the experiments. as described later in this section. Nevertheless, the experiments and the
nurnericaI simulations both show continued vertical penetration and a subsequent lateral
expansion of the liquid tongue. This leads to the formation of a trailing gas skirt. which
begins to roll up.

The predicted and experimental bubble shapes at even later times are presented in
figure 7.17 at

t* =

3.44. 3.93. and 4.12. The first two h e s show continued roll up

along with a necking of the traiIing gas skirt. This necking process is critical to break up

of h e bubble and the subsequent formation of a large cylindrical cap bubble with two
satellite bubbles in its wake. The photograph from the correspondingse experiment
indicate that this break up process is completed by t* = 4.42 (t = 225 as). Although the
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numerical simulations do not indicate break up of the bubble at this point. they exhibit the
same overall characteristics as the experiment.., i-e., roll up and necking. As shown in

figure 7.18. the numerical simulations correctly predict the break up of the bubble into a
large cap bubble and two satellite bubbles by

t o = 4.91

( t = 250 ms). The sole exception

is the coarsest mesh. where the lack of grid resolution combined with the thin fiIament

reconstruction provided by PPIC. acts to hold the bubble together.

It is evident by comparing the results at r' = 4.42 (the last Frame in figure 7.17) and at
t' =

4.91 (fi-me 7.18) that the predicted necking and break up of the bubble is not grid

independent. Rather. this process appears to be very sensitive to the grid resolution. since
slight differences at early stages in the necking process lead to noticeable differences at
later times.

Another important observation is that the 64x128 and 128x256 mesh

simulations generate thin "streamers" of fluid during the break up process (figure 7.18).

Ttus is probably not a real structure. but rather an undesirable numerical side effect of
thin filament reconstruction provided by PPIC. akin to the grid-sized blobs generated by a
PLIC-based solution procedure.
Despite the appearance of these "numerical artifacts". it is encouraging that the
cylindrical bubble correctly break up into a large cylindrical cap with two trailing satelIite
bubbles. Keep in mind that the amount of fluid contained in the thin fluid streamers is
relatively small. and hence they should not affect the subsequent motion of the cy Iindrical
cap or satellite bubbles. In fact. most volume tracking-based solutions draw the interface

as the f = 0.5 contour level for the fluid volume hction field. As shown in figure 7.19
for the 64x128 and 128x256 mesh. this simplistic approach produces a much smoother

(a) 32x64 mesh solution

(b) 64x 128 mesh solution

( c ) 128x256 mesh solution

( d)

Digitised images h m experiments

Fi,w 7.16 Comparison of predicted bubble shapes at r* = 1.97.2.16. and 2.95 on the

different mesh sizes with digitised photo_mphs from Walters & Davidson (1%2).

la) 32x64 mesh solution

(b) 6 4 x 128 mesh solution

(c) 128x256 mesh solution

(d) Digitised images h r n experiments
Figure 7. L7 Comparison of predicted bubble shapes at r' = 3.44.3.93. and 442 on the

different mesh sizes with digitised photographs from WaIters & Davidson (1962)-

(a) 32x64 mesh solution

(b) 64x 198 mesh solution

(c) 128x256 mesh solution

(d) Digitised image h m the experiments

Figure 7-18 Comparison of predicted bubble shapes at t ' = 4.91 on the different mesh
sizes with a digitised photograph from Walters & Davidson (1962).

looking bubble shape, than the actual PPIC reconstruction. as thin filaments disappear
due to their low volume fraction content. i.e.. f < 0.5.

(a) 64x128 mesh

(b) 128x256 mesh

Figure 7.19 Predicted bubble shape at r* = 4.91 by piotting the f = 0.5 contour level.

There are a number of important differences between the numerical simulations and
the experiments of Walters & Davidson (1962). In particular. the numerical simulations
show an increased penetration of the liquid tongue before break up occurs. which
ultimately reduces the size of the cap bubble and increases the size of the satellite bubbIes
compared to experiment. These differences cannot be explained simply by the fact that
the simulations are not inviscid and. therefore. do not match the experimental conditions
in the Hele-Shaw cell. [nviscid boundary integral simulations by Baker & Moore (1989)
showed even greater penetration of the liquid tongue for this problem. Moreover. the
Reynolds number for the cylindrical air bubble in water is very high (Re = 35.436) and
hence viscous forces are very small for this "wall-less" flow. In fact. it is questionable
whether truly inviscid flow conditions are generated in the experimental Hele-Shaw setup
since this necessitates creeping flow between the two plates. The Hele-Shaw requirement
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is satisfied when the ratio of inertia to viscous forces or the Reynolds number for the cell
is very small (Schlichting 1979)

Here. U is the characteristic velocity, D is the bubble diameter. v is the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid in the cell (water). and h is the gap between the two plates. It is
quite easy to verify that this criterion is violated during the experiments. For example.
assuming a characteristic velocity equal to U = 0.05g (roughly the velocity of the bubble
at r

=

50 ms

- refer back

to figure 7.13) and substituting values from table 7.4 into

equation (7.13) yields a cell Reynolds number of roughly 21 5.
The mostly likely explanation for the differences in the numerical and experimental
resuIts is that the experiments are inherently three-dimensional. This is supported by the
above caIculation. which indicates that the criterion for 2-D inviscid flow in the HeIeShaw ceil is violated. As was originally suggested by Bugg & Rowe ( 199l), the threedimensional "laboratory" bubble formed between the two plates probably has a more
stable skirt than the infinitely long, two-dimensional bubble in the simulations due to the

e m curvature in the gap direction along with wall adhesion effects. Nonetheless. the
three-diensiond laboratory bubble and two-dimensional simulated bubbie exhibit the
same general characteristics. In particular. the initial acceleration of the bubble. the
subsequent deformation due to the penetratiodexpansion of a liquid tongue. and
eventually the break up of the bubble into a large cylindrical cap with two trailing
sateILites are faithfuIly reproduced by the current model.

Chapter 8

Conclusions and Recommendations
The main objective of this research was to enhance the accuracy of the volume
tracking approach and extend its ability to mode1 interfacial flows with strong surface
tension effects. This objective has been achieved through the development of a novel
piecewise paraboric interface calculation (PPIC). which is shown to be significantly more
accurate than existing piecewise-constant and piecewise-linear volume tracking methods
on numerous reconstruction and advection problems. The piecewise parabolic
reconstruction of the interface has also been exploited here to treat more accurately the
discontinuous surface tension force in the Navier-Stokes equations as well as to account
for the accompanying sharp pressure jump across the interface. As shown in the
stationary drop problem ($7.1), this treatment has proven to be very effective in reducing
the spurious velocity field or "parasitic currents" that currently plague conventional
volume tracking-based solutions. Specifically. the Reynolds number of the parasitic
currents generated by the new PPIC-based algorithm diminish to zero at a second-order
convergence rate upon mesh refinement.

By comparison. the "parasitic Reynolds

numbei' is fixed with conventional voIurne tracking-based algorithms in the sense that
grid refinement does not reduce the magnitude of the parasitic currents. The reduction in
parasitic currents with PPlC provides for accurate simulations of interfacial flows with
surface tension. as demonstrated by the drop oscilIation and internal capillary/gravity
wave validation probtems.

Furthermore. a simulation of the break up of a large
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cylindrical bubble ($7.4) indicates that this new algorithm is also we11 suited to handle
large deformations and topological changes of the interface.

8.1 Key Contributions and Findings
In this section, some of the important contributions and findings from this doctoral
research are reviewed in further detaii.

8.1.1 Geometric Toolbox
A key element of any volume tracking method is the truncation of the fluid volume

fractions for the selected piecewise reconstruction of the interface.

Here. this is

accomplished by extending the geometric toolbox concept of Rider & Kothe (1998).
SpecifrcalLy, the area corollary of Green's theorem has been applied to obtain a
remarkably simple expression for calculating the amount of fluid truncated by an
arbitrarily-rotated piecewise parabolic reconstruction in 2-D Cartesian and cylindrical
coordinates. The toolbox aIso utilises a number of hdamental geometric operations
from the field of computational geometry.. The geonetric tooibox approach has proven
to be extremely robust in its present form and can. for example. easily calculate the fluid
volume fraction truncated by an arbitrarily rotated parabola in any non-orthogonal cell
with three or more sides. This approach avoids the inherent compIexities associated with

case-by-case logic: the standard method for calculating the truncated fluid volume
tiactions. In the author's opinion. these complexities probably explain why a higher-
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order volume tracking method has not been developed sooner. The geometric toolbox is
also useful for calculating the fluid volume fractions truncated by the initial geometry of
the interface, e.g. circle, ellipse, sine wave.

8.1.2 Piecewise Parabolic Reconstruction of the Interface
An arbitrarily-rotated. piecewise parabolic reconstruction technique was developed in

this research. The coefficients for the corresponding reconstruction in each mixed cell
are determined by solving two inverse problems. First. the lowest-order coefficient is
obtained by matching the fluid volume fraction in the mixed cell (a requirement for
volume conservation). Second a multi-variant, nonlinear parameter estimation procedure
is used to evaluate the remaining coefficients. The parameter estimation procedure is
based on minimising the least squares error between the actual and the approximate fluid
volume fractions. which are truncated by extending the parabolic representation in the
surrounding 3x3 block of cells. Another novel aspect of the present method is the
introduction of a supplementary front tracking component. which places two marker
particles along the reconstructed piecewise parabolic interface at each time step. and then
advects them in the Lagrangian sense. This hybrid formulation allows the coefficients for
the piecewise parabolic reconstruction to be estimated using a supplementary linear, least
squares regression of the marker particle locations. The addition of this tiont tracking
component. not only improves the accuracy of the initid guess for the nonlinear (voIume
tracking-based) parameter estimation routine. but also overcomes the problems associated
with advecting thin fluid fingers using just the volume fractions alone. The hybrid
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method also improves the accuracy of PPIC for under-constrained reconstruction cases
($3.3.3.2)

8.1.3 Unsplit Re-map Advection Technique
The advection of the fluid volume Fractions is accomplished using an unsplit.
Lagrangian-Eulerian re-map technique. The main advantage of this approach. over
conventional operator-split advection techniques. is that it only requires a single
reconstruction of the interface at each time step. This is important because interface
reconstruction is generally the most computationally-intensive aspect of a volume
tracking algorithm. The re-map technique begins by advecting the given mixed Eulerian
cell backward along its tluid path in a Lagrangian manner. The amount of tluid
contained in this new Lagrangian cell is equal to the updated fluid volume in the original
Eulerian cell at the next time step. SpecificalIy. the new fluid volume fraction are
computed by re-mapping the t'luid voIumes in the overlapping Eulerian cell at the
previous time step onto the new Lagrangian cell.
.4lthough the re-map technique was originally proposed by Mosso et al. (1997) for
volume tracking purpose. its accuracy has been limited by the following issues: (i) the
faces of the Lagrangian cell rue generally curved in straining flow fields: (ii) first-order
temporal integration; and (iii) non-solenoidal interpolation of the fluid velocity at offnode locations. The fim two items are relatively easy to overcome simply by increasing
the number of vertices on the Lagrangkin cell during the characteristic traceback and
switching to a fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integration scheme.

The last item.
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however. has been a source of difficulty for many researchers, and is critical because the
velocity components are only stored at discrete locations. A

new

divergence-free

velocity interpolation method has been developed to overcome this difficulty. The new
method is shown to satisfy continuity ( V - u = 0), both locally and integrally over each
control volume. on a staggered MAC grid. Finally, divergence-free velocity interpolation
is not only important here tbr advecting the tluid volume hctions. but may prove quite
useful for reducing the volurne conservation errors associated with pure front tracking or
particle-based solution methods.

8.1.4 Reconstruction and Advection Tests
X comprehensive series of reconstruction and advection tests were performed to

establish the accuracy and convergence rate of PPIC.in comparison with two well known
volume tracking algorithms: SLIC. a simple piecewise-consrant volume tracking method.
and PLIC. a modern least squares-based piecewise Iinear method. These tests revealed a
number of important featwes about each volume uacking method:

SLIC is only first-order in the sense that the reconstnrction and advection errors
diminish linearly as the number of cells is doubled in a given coordinate direction.
Moreover. SLIC has a propensity to generate "flotsam" (small bits of fluid jettisoned

away from the main fluid body) in maining flow conditions.
r

PLIC achieves second-order convergence rates on most problems. but this merhod
tends to flatten high curvature regions of the interface and break up thin interfacial
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structures into grid-sized droplets. The Iatter phenomena is commonly referred to as
"numerical surface tension".

PPIC is clearly the most accurate volume tracking method, and achieves nearly
fourth-order convergence rates on problems with smooth-varying interfacial
geometries and non-straining vetocity fields. PP[C deteriorates to third-order in
straining flows with substantial deformation of the interface. The convergence rate
diminishes even further to second-order when a sufficient number of sub-grid scale
fluid filaments are generated. In this case. PPiC essentially reverts to a dual-sided
piecewise linear method.
There is a cost associated with the improved resolution and higher accuracy of PPIC.
Namely. PPIC requires about three times more CPU time than the least squares-based

PLIC and almost 24 times more CPU time than SL[C on the same mesh. The increased
computational cost is more than offset. however. by the fact that: (i) a much smaller grid
is needed to achieve a certain level of accuracy; and (ii) on fine grids, the computational
cost associated with volume tracking is relatively smaII compared to the CPU time
needed to solve the linear pressure equation during a full interfacial flow simulation.

8.1 .S Numerical Solution Procedurefor Interfacial Flows
The present numericai solution procedure is based on the one-field model. whereby a
single set of governing equations (continuity and momentum) is used to describe the
motion of a two fluid system. The main advantage of the one-field approach is that it
properly models the kinematics of the interface ($3.1.1) and allows interfacial flow
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problem to be treated in a similar manner as their single-phase counterparts. A novel
fearure of the current algorithm is that the interface is treated as a sharp discontinuity
during the discretisation of the surface tension force along with the viscous and pressure
gradient terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. This is the first time that such an
approach has been successfully incorporated into a volume tracking-based soIution
algorithm.
This formulation m s contrary to the most popular technique for dealing with
singularities in the Navier-Stokes equations. namely, by smoothing them over several cell
widths. e.g.. Sussman et al. ( 1997). Jacqmin (I995). Rudrnan (1998). and Trygpason
(1998).

While smoothing is certainly attractive from a numerical perspective (as

"smoothes' quantities can more easily be treated by conventional discretisation methods)
the resulting numerical solutions generally exhibit only first-order convergence rates

(Tpggvason 1998: Jacqmin 1999). In the author's opinion. numerical methods that treat
the interface as a sharp discontinuity are the most likely candidates for consistently
achieving second-order or better convergence rates on difficult interfacial flow problems.
Although the PPIC-based solution algorithm has produced encouraging results with
respect to improving the overall accuracy and fidelity of interfacial flows with surface
tension. additional work is needed to achieve higher-order numerical simulations.
particularly when the interface undergoes complex topological changes.

Recommendations for Future Work
This study has demonstrated that higher-order volume tracking methods. such as
PPIC. are not only feasible in two-dimensions. but also worthwhile in terms of their
improved accuracy and lower computational cost (when grid refinement is accounted
for). However, additional work is still needed in the following key areas:
The PPIC-based solution algorithm generated thin fluid "streamers" during the break
up of a large cylindrical bubbk. Further work is needed to better understand this
phenomenon. and develop ways to abate the formulation of these streamers.
The nonlinear. least squares parameter estimation technique. used in the piecewise
parabolic reconstruction. is computationally intensive due to the truncation of fluid
volumes in the 3x3 block of neighbouring cells at each iteration. Recently. Kothe er
al. (1999) have shown that a convolution of the fluid volume fraction field yields a

second-order estimate of the unit normal for PLIC on 5-D unstructured meshes.
Perhaps. this non-iterative approach could be employed to directly calculate the
higher-order coefficients for a general piecewise parabolic.
PPIC should be extended to threedimensional situations. Only a few modifications
are necessary to convert the present algorithm to 3-D. In particular. a geometric
toolbox formula must be derived to compute the fluid volume truncated by the
selected paraboloid. Unfortunateiy, a volume corollary does not exist for Gauss'
theorem. A viable option might be to perform a 3-DVoronoi-Delaunay triangulation
of the parabotoid (based on a fked number of points on the interface). The voIumes
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of the individual tetrahedra could then be computed easily using the formula given in
O'Rourke (1993).
a

The development of a hlly conservative solution procedure. whereby the fluid
density is remined in the temporal derivative and convective terms in equation (6.5).
is needed.

As described in $6.1. a fully conservative formulation is prone to

numerical instabilities at high density ratios. presumabIy. as a result of sub&
inconsistencies between the advection of the fluid density. via the undertying volume
tracking method. and the momentum fluxes in the Navier-Stokes equations. In the
author's opinion. however. a fully conservative formulation. which mats the interface

as a sharp discontinuity. may be the best way to consistently achieve higher-order
convergence rates on complex interfacial flow problems.
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Appendix A:

Coefficients for Divergence-Free
Velocity Interpolation
The coefficients for the divergence-&.

velocity interpolation techque. equations

(6.47) and (6.48). can be written directly in terms of the stored u and v velocity
components in the 3x2 cell block refer to figure 6.8. as:
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Note that these coefficients are only valid for uniform grid spacing in the x and y
directions (although At does not necessariIy have to equal Ay ).

